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Here’s to farmers.
The ones whose DNA runs in rows,

the ones who value pinky swears as much as handshakes,

and the ones who never wanted to be anything but.

Here’s to farmers.

The ones who don’t believe in man’s work,

the ones who’ve never heard of an 8-hour workday,

and the ones who don’t believe the week ends.

Here’s to farmers.

The ones who stand as tall as their fields,

wipe the dedication from their brow,

and whose hearts span beyond their acreage.

Here’s to farmers who never stop growing.

#neverstopgrowing
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Saying yes to family
In Alberta, the Brousseaus found they started making real 
progress on their succession plan once they said no to the 
multi-generation corporation that so many advisers were insisting 
was their natural next step. In the process, they found they were 
able to prioritize family, and take charge of their own futures.
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Of course the optics might have 
been much different. If commodity 
prices had sunk far below the 
average cost of production, 
the West’s cartoonists would 
have had a field day calling for 
Ottawa to throw a life ring to 
farmers who had lost their pool.

Even so, as CG field editor Lisa 
Guenther reports in “After the 
CWB,” page 22, the real story is that 
the industry responded with more 
market advisory programs, and 
farmers responded by sorting the 
good advisory programs from the 
not so good, and by getting on with 
the business of making decisions 
with their usual shrewdness.

As you’ll read throughout this 
issue, some farmers have done 
better than others. Some stayed 
with marketing tools they already 
knew. Some have turned to new 
marketing strategies, including 
options and a more disciplined 
approach to finding the right 
buyer who needs their grain 
the most. A growing number of 
farmers even specialize in sales 
in spring and fall when most of 
their neighbours are in the field 
and too busy to fill a semi.

As we say in the article, whether 
you live in the East or West, 
this is an important story for 
Canadian farmers, with lots of 
potential for sparking new ideas.

That said, we all know that 
this doesn’t mean our farmers 
have passed some kind of 
test, and now need have no 
worries about future markets.

As margins shrink, we can 
expect less and less tolerance 

for average marketing, and zero 
tolerance for below-average.

I’ll say again how troubling it is 
that so little research gets done on 
marketing success. We watch every 
penny that goes into production 
costs, as we should and must, 
yet who among us doubts that 
there’s often more variation among 
farms in the market price they 
recoup than there is in costs.

We can benchmark every expense 
against industry averages, and 
against averages for specific 
sizes or specific types of farms, 
but have nothing that comes 
remotely close for marketing.

Some strategies seem like 
sure winners, like subscribing 
to mulitple advisory services, 
and like employing effective 
risk-management tools.

It’s encouraging too that on 
a growing number of multi-
generational farms, an individual 
family member is being singled 
out as the person with lead 
responsibility for ensuring a 
marketing plan gets adopted 
and then gets acted on.

But imagine yourself sitting in a 
room with 100 of the farmers in 
your region who are determined 
to keep their operations going as 
long as the family wants to farm.

Then ask yourself: what are the top 
10 doing that the other 90 aren’t? 

The way farmers have responded 
to the CWB is proof that they are up 
to the challenge. More research, 
though, would pay for itself.

Are we getting it right? Let me know 
at tom.button@fbcpublishing.com.

Even in the East,  
it’s good the West won

EDITOR’S NOTE

Five years after Ottawa put the last spike in the 
Canadian Wheat Board, farmers are showing 
they’re more than sharp enough to do their 
own marketing
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T
he Prince family runs a large-scale family 
farm in southwestern Manitoba, where for 
years they have wished for a single, effective 
piece of seeding equipment that they could 

use for all of their crops.
Now, they’ve turned that dream into a market-ready 

implement and a fledgling equipment brand. 
Their on-farm creation, the PPS planter, can handle 

all the crop types they grow on their own farm, includ-
ing corn, soybeans, wheat and canola. Plus it can apply 
a full fertilizer application in the same pass, so this one 
machine does the job of both a planter and a seed drill.

Now comes another challenge that may seem just as 
big. Can they successfully market the PPS under their 
company name Capricorn Bay? 

Agriculture has seen many farms do something simi-
lar in the past, starting with an on-farm invention and 
building it into a machinery brand. In fact, it’s how many 
Canadian short-line manufacturers got started.

But ask any executive from those companies about that 
experience, and they’ll say it was far from easy.

The Prince’s PPS single-pass planter went on dis-
play for the first time at western farm shows this sum-

mer, where I met Frank Prince standing beside the PPS 
single-pass planter and we discussed its evolution. Prince 
explained the planter was the result of several years of 
on-farm improvisation. Initially, the family was just try-
ing to simplify their own operation. 

“We’ve grown corn and soybeans for 15 years, 
roughly, and we’ve done multiple things to planters to 
try and put fertilizer on all in one pass, and it’s never 
worked,” Prince says. “There are lots of other issues with 
15-inch spacing toolbars… for ease of working on, for 
residue, for rocks. So we just said why not put two rows 
on there and have a row for fertilizer.”

In the process of dealing with those challenges, the 
family decided to go much further in tailoring a custom 
planter to their own needs.

“Most planters have a 100-bushel seed tank on them,” 
Prince explains. “That’s fine for corn, and in canola it’s 
awesome. But in soybeans it’s 80- to 100-acre fills. For 
our big fields, all you do is fill all day. So I said why not 
pull a cart that lets you put on a sizeable amount of seed? 
We picked 400 (bushels) because you can do a half (sec-
tion) with soybeans with that and make it commercializ-
able for Western Canada.”

Right from the farm
Farmer-owned Capricorn Bay bridges the planter-drill divide

machinery

By Scott Garvey  /  CG MaChinery editor
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But that kind of tinkering with planter 
design means it probably won’t suit farmers 
everywhere. “Will it go to Iowa, probably 
not,” Prince acknowledges. But as they start 
their venture direct selling from their farm, 
it means they have the ability to customize 
the design to suit a pretty broad variety of 
farmer needs.

The planter on display in Regina was set 
up with twin-row openers spaced 20 inches 
apart that place seed in alternating 7- and 
13-inch row spacings. Prince says the con-
figuration has worked well on their farm.

“This one’s twice as easy to work on as the 
other ones,” he says. “The one I designed has 
lots of room to work on it. It’s seven inches 
between two rows and then 13. If someone 
wants to do wheat or peas, I know it works.”

The drill is able to seed and place one or 
two fertilizer blends in the furrow. The front 
bar lays down the main fertilizer application, 
making it a true single-pass seeder.

“I think the most common spacing 
would be 15-inch,” said Prince. “Guys will do 
corn, soybean and canola with them.”

The row units are sourced from U.S.-
based Harvest International, and are capable 
of working at field speeds up to 10 m.p.h. 
Sorensen Welding in Minnesota builds the 
unique toolbars for the company. 

Partnering with outside manufacturers, 
not just for the row units but the toolbar 
as well, allowed the family to build on the 
expertise of other qualified people and get 
modifications that advanced their objectives. 

“This is his design,” says Prince of the 
toolbar built by Sorensen. “I went to him 
and said this is what I want to build. He’s 
built planters before, so there are things I’m 
not going to know about that he would. And 

there are things I’m going to know about 
that he wouldn’t.”

Getting the benefit of that input gave the 
family a head start on the design, but there 
was still some fine tuning to do. Running 
three working units in the field on different 
farms and getting feedback from that experi-
ence has led to some minor design modifi-
cations. The original design on display this 
summer will not be exactly like those to be 
sold as PPS machines going forward.

“The casters are too small, they’re getting 
upgraded to a lot bigger caster,” Prince says. 
“We had to update the (wing) fold for how 
much weight was on it. Other than that, the 
bars have been flawless.”

So far, the Prince family has built three 

planters and the intention is to offer three 
toolbars in 40-, 60- and 80-foot working 
widths. “You can have whatever row spacing 
you’d like on it,” says Prince.

Interestingly, the family may not 
remain content with having just a single 
implement in their emerging machinery 
brand. There are some very ambitious 
plans afoot to create custom-built, very 
high-horsepower tractors, bigger than any 
off-the-shelf model currently available. 
“The goal was to build this first,” Prince 
says of the planter. “Next winter the plan is 
to put the tractor together.”

Anyone interested in finding out more 
about the PPS planter can contact the Prince 
family farm by phone at 204-576-3500.  CG

You wouldn’t use inferior tools to harvest your crops. So why sow 
your financial future without the help of a specialist in agri-business? 

Find an audit, tax and advisory expert at collinsbarrow.com

Reap what you sow 
With the right tools 
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The PPS planter uses row units built by U.S.-based Harvest International.



T
he road to farm succession can have many 
twists and turns. And every farm is unique, 
so it can be easy to lose your way in all the 
options, or to fall into somebody else’s 

cookie-cutter solution.
Yet being true to your own business and family needs 

should always come first, as the Brousseau family from 
St. Paul, Alta., has learned.

Ironically, once the Brousseaus stopped trying to 
force their family into a corporation that was being rec-
ommended as a way to make it easier for them to pass 
on the farm, their goals started becoming a lot more 
achievable.

Nicole and Richard Brousseau started farming with 
Nicole’s parents 12 years ago, working on the farm on 
the weekends and buying their own dairy quota to 
expand the herd. The amount of quota was too small 
to support them, however, so the young couple had full-
time jobs working with Vermilion College’s dairy herd.

Not surprisingly, there was a lot of driving and living 
out of suitcases.

A few years into this arrangement, an on-farm rental 
house became available, so they quit their jobs and 
moved home. The young family — now complete with 
small children — rented the home from Nikki’s parents, 
Bertrand and Yvonne Poulin, and Richard got a job in a 
nearby seed cleaning plant in St. Paul, with both of them 
helping on the farm.

Like the majority of farms in Canada, the Poulins and 
the Brousseaus operated as sole proprietorships, although 
both businesses operated from the same farmyard.

In December 2007, Richard took over the manage-
ment of the farm, and after a month of overlapping jobs, 
quit his off-farm work. Bertrand meanwhile was able to 
focus on his sideline grain trucking business. The family 
wrote a 10-year agreement, with the young couple sup-
plying their management and work in exchange for use 
of the infrastructure.

The farm was full of optimism and the energy of suc-
cession.

The young couple dug into the work, setting five-
year production goals that they went on to meet in three 
years. “You have to keep growing to keep up with infla-
tion, otherwise you go backwards,” says Richard.

Today they milk 55 cows in a double-7 herringbone 
parlour and grow 600 acres of pulses, grains and oilseeds 
plus 300 acres of hay. Since moving back to the farm, 
milk production has doubled.

By living frugally (including the parents helping with 
cheap rent and living right where they worked) the young 
couple slowly invested in more quota as they went along.

Finding a way  
to say ‘Yes’
Saying ‘no’ to a multi-generation corporation 
has helped Richard and Nicole Brousseau find 
their own route toward succession, with a 
clear focus on family

BUSINESS

By Maggie Van CaMp  /  CG Senior BuSineSS editor
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The arrangement meant Nicole’s parents 
finally had help, although they remained 
reluctant to make or even discuss change, 
including transferring land ownership.

Implementing change that the younger 
generation wanted to make was awkward 
and increasingly difficult.

When it came to discussing succes-
sion, the conversations became heavy with 
emotion.

However, they were able to agree on 
something more concrete. In 2014, after the 
young couple put hearts and minds into 

blueprints, they built a new pack barn. 
“Richard walked the barn a thousand times 
before we even poured any concrete,” says 
Nicole. The resulting facility works perfectly 
as planned and the same year they built it, 
the Brousseaus were named Alberta’s Out-
standing Young Farmers.

Yet despite these successes, the farm still 
did not have a succession plan.

It wasn’t for lack of trying. Over the 
years, the young couple created multiple 
proposals on how to transfer ownership, 
trying to establish a long-term vision for 

the farm and retirement plans for Nicole’s 
parents.

Coming up with proposals was not 
working, and it was draining the farm of 
energy, thought and time. “We put so much 
time and effort into continually making pro-
posals, and it was emotionally tiring to keep 
hearing ‘No,’” says Nicole.

The stumbling block was that Nicole’s 
parents didn’t want to fully retire. Instead, 
they wanted to do less work and have more 

COUNTRY-GUIDE.CA  /  SEPTEMBER 2017    9
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freedom to come and go as they pleased, 
which Richard and Nicole were fine with 
as long as the structure of the farm and the 
income stream reflected the new roles.

Also significant, the older generation 
didn’t want to move from the home farm 
and had difficulty seeing a future for them-
selves beyond farming. “Dad was born and 
will die in that house,” says Nicole. 

Normally in the past, too, the father would 
be physically worn out and ready to turn over 
the farm by about 50 years old.Plus in those 
days women rarely took over the farm.

“I think it would have been more 
accepted if it was Richard’s family’s farm, 
and his mom and dad, because he would 

have been the son taking over and not the 
son-in-law,” says Nicole.

With all these factors in play, progress 
was at a standstill.

“Eventually,” Nicole says, “I was the one 
who had to stand up and say, ‘Enough!’ It 
was hard, but I felt relieved.”

Until the roles and responsibilities were 
clear, they knew they couldn’t move forward 
with ownership transfer.

The family went to succession semi-
nars and met with four different succession 
coaches to find solutions. Most experts sug-
gested incorporating, but the Poulins weren’t 
comfortable using this ownership structure.

For many farmers, a corporation simply 

overcomplicates a situation that already has 
a lot of moving parts. “In very simple terms, 
a sole proprietorship tallies up income, 
expenses including depreciation, adjusts 
for such things as inventory and purchased 
inputs, and files income tax. End of annual 
exercise,” says Woodstock, Ont. farm finan-
cial adviser Carl Moore.

Moore adds that incorporation poten-
tially exposes the farm to changes in com-
plex corporate tax law as well.

“Only a very few accountants or tax law-
yers are capable of interpreting these clauses 
and laws and fitting them to your farming 
corporation,” says Moore. “Filing of income 
tax is the very tip of the iceberg. The real 
costs to shareholders come with keeping the 
corporation compliant with tax law changes 
and finding ways to transfer ownership to 
other family members while still allowing 
the business to operate profitably and with a 
minimum of family friction.”

More importantly for the Poulin-Brous-
seau family, creating a corporation would 
make their business relationship permanent, 
which raised questions for the young couple 
when the four of them were still having dif-
ficulties making decisions together.

“We knew we’d be legally locking our-
selves into that situation and it wasn’t good. 
Why would we do that?” says Nicole. “It 
would put us in a bad position.”

But time was running out. In April 2016 
their standing 10-year agreement would be 
over and despite their efforts and many pro-
posals, the families hadn’t made headway. 
“There was no discussion, our workload 
was growing, and there was no plan for the 
future,” says Richard.

They had to come up with a way for the 
Brousseaus to protect themselves and not 
make their parents feel like they were cor-
nered and forced into change.

And then a solution dawned on them. 
Instead of putting the whole farm and all 
four of them into a corporation, the Poulins 
could keep their sole proprietorship and 
retain full ownership of land, buildings, and 
their share of the quota, which they would 
then rent to the Brousseaus’ sole proprietor-
ship for a 12- month period.

Creating two separate businesses set out 
boundaries and allowed everyone to trial the 
new arrangement without a permanent joint 
commitment.

BUSINESS
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Trying to create the flexibility that would be needed by a third generation if they also want to farm 

meant the Brousseaus were swimming in legalities, and forgetting the primacy of family. Continued on page 14
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The idea had come to Nicole and Richard 
once they asked themselves what was going 
to make their parents truly happy. “They 
wanted to stay in the home on the yard site; 
that’s what makes them happy and we want 
them to be happy,” says Richard. “But how 
could the corporation own the rest of the 
farm without the house when it’s tied to it, 
right in the middle of everything?”

The two-business proposal took the 
emotions out of the situation while transi-
tioning all the farm management decisions 
to the younger generation.

Most importantly, though, it’s kept their 
family relationships strong.

Because the rent is equal to an annual 
payment, they’d lose a year of building 
equity, but for the Brousseaus it’s still a smart 
move. If, after a year it doesn’t work out, they 
can always take their quota and move.

In every business agreement, you need 
to know how to exit as well as enter, says 
Richard.

Estate planning with a farm corpora-
tion involves allocating shares, and for some 
people, that can be a more difficult concept 
to grasp, involving an inheritance of paper 
versus land. With a sole proprietorship, you 
give (either now or in your will) whatever 
tax-paid assets you wish to any or all family 
members with no tax owing and immediate 
ownership to the beneficiary.

“Transferring assets is very easy in a sole 
proprietorship, with very few restrictions 
or tax implications,” says Moore. “Once you 
wish to pass on farm asset… just do it.”

For income tax reasons, the Brousseaus 
did create their own corporation, Moo-Lait 
Farms Ltd., with immediate tax savings so 
they can buy assets with lower tax dollars.

But before you jump into forming 
a farm corporation to save income taxes, 
make sure you understand the whole value 
comparison, warns Moore. Figuring out 
tax implications is more complicated than 
comparing a one-year rate.

Indeed, Moore fears many advisers may 
not account for a reasonable draw for liv-
ing and contributions to RRSP and other 
pensions and off-farm investments that will 
provide retirement income and ease transfer 
of assets to family members in the future.

And sole proprietorships can manage 
taxes too, with spousal income splitting, and 
with family members setting up separate 
sole proprietorships to reduce total taxes.

Although an Ontario agriculture minis-

try’s fact sheet says farm corporations pay 
when farm income reaches about $75,000, 
Moore says with these considerations it’s 
much higher. “Only if taxable income for 
the family SP business is over perhaps a 
consistent $200,000 should a corporation 
even be discussed,” he says.

Moore also says taxes paid over any per-
son’s entire lifetime and estate disposition 
are exactly the same. Only the timing of pay-
ment is different. Plus you need to consider 
the costs of corporation administration.

“My response is to not rob the bank in 
the first place,” says Moore, pointing to legal 
and accounting fees.

For the Brousseaus and Poulins, hav-
ing two separate businesses created needed 
boundaries, letting both generations get a 
taste for fully transferred responsibility, with 
a written legal agreement that commenced 
on the first of this year for a one-year term.

Although they’ve had a few bumps, over-
all the agreement has worked well.

With this approach, both generations 
can try the new arrangement on a trial basis, 
with no pressure and no having to answer 
to each other. Also, the older generation is 
learning how to slow down and get away 

from the farm. “My parents now have the 
freedom, yet don’t have the emotional bur-
den of selling their farm,” says Nicole.

The hardest part has been sticking to their 
new roles. For example, if Bertrand runs the 
baler, he gets paid, so, says Nicole, she and 
Richard must sometimes say, “Thanks but 
we’ll ask for your help if we need it.”

Still, the younger couple is enjoying mak-
ing their own decisions, and son-in-law 
Richard is behind the wheel, instead of being 
a third wheel.

The younger generation is also seeing 
what it’s like to live on a separate property 
five minutes away from the barn. Although 
not as convenient, it’s teaching them to pri-
oritize time with their young family.

The agreement is a way for both cou-
ples to see what can be tweaked for a more 
permanent plan. For example, they didn’t 
consider the income tax consequences of 
rental income versus having farm expenses 
to deduct against her parents income.

All the parties understand if it doesn’t 
work out after the year, the young couple 
can take their quota and buy a farm some-
where else. Although, they’d have to give 
up the effort and equity they have in the 
new barn, that value is nothing compared 
to family. “It’s just concrete, wood and steel,” 
says Richard, who grew up witnessing some 
emotional succession problems with his own 
farming family. “Business should not wreck 
relationships. It’s absolutely not worth it.”

In retrospect, they’re all proud of how 
they’ve been able to maintain a strong, lov-
ing relationship. Nicole says one of the keys 
to working together was keeping the discus-
sion about the farm business on the farm. 
No one ever complained or picked sides 
with outside family members.

Soon they’ll be back at the drawing table 
but hope this time, they’ve all at least tested 
the waters and discovered their priorities. 
Maybe they’ll buy out the Poulins or maybe 
create a longer-term rental agreement for the 
remainder of Bertrand’s life. Or the young 
couple may have to look for a new location. 

They’re also keeping in mind that it 
won’t be long until the next generation is 
ready to potentially farm (Nicole and Rich-
ard’s children are 13, 11 and 9). To ensure 
the farm is appealing, the Brousseaus want 
to keep their operation progressive.

They want a farm full of opportunities 
and options, no matter what the business 
structure.  CG

Eventually,” 
says Nicole, “I 

was the one who had 
to stand up and say 
‘Enough!’ It was hard, 
but I felt relieved.” 
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Soil health has gained a lot of attention 
in recent years, generating new 
research and the re-examination of 

existing research through the lens of ecology. 
This new view on soil presents technologic 
and scientifi c challenges for farmers and 
researchers. And, although much is known 
about the complexities of soil health, it is 
important to recognize that not all we know 
about soil science has been incorporated 
into our understanding and management 
of soil health. Here’s one of those scientifi c 
facts for consideration.

Conservation tillage, by reducing soil 
disturbance and increasing crop residue 
cover on the soil surface, can effectively 
control soil degradation by wind and water 
erosion. But, there is another erosion 
process, tillage erosion, which complicates 
the conventional understanding of how to 
conserve soil through tillage practices.

Tillage erosion is the net loss and 
accumulation of soil that occurs within a 
fi eld due to variability in soil movement 
during tillage, in how much and/or how far 
soil moves. Soil movement and its variability 
are affected by several factors: type of tillage 
tool, speed and depth of tillage, actions 
of the operator during tillage, and soil 
conditions, including the amount of plant 
residues. Over time, tillage progressively 
moves soil downslope from upper slope 
to lower slope landscape positions within 
a fi eld. The most widespread evidence of 
severe soil loss by tillage erosion is eroded 
hilltops and undercut fi eld borders on 
sloping land. Tillage erosion is often found 

to be the major cause of soil loss where 
cultivated soils are most severely degraded by 
soil erosion.

One commonly used practice in 
conservation tillage is the use of a chisel plow 
for primary tillage rather than a moldboard 
plow. The chisel plow leaves more crop 
residue on the soil surface. Although the 
chisel plow reduces the risk of wind and 
water erosion, it can result in greater tillage 
erosion. This is because the chisel plow can 
move as much soil as the moldboard plow, 
and it can move it further distances, and the 
further soil is moved, the more variability 
there typically is in soil movement.

Another commonly used conservation 
tillage practice is the reduction in number 
of passes of discs and fi eld cultivators used 
in secondary tillage operations. This can be 
an effective means of reducing soil erosion 
by wind, water and tillage. However, in some 
forms of crop production, such as potato 
production, operations such as seeding, 
hilling and harvesting may result in more 
tillage erosion than primary and secondary 
tillage operations combined. Consequently, 
some crop production systems would need to 
go well beyond standard conservation tillage 
to maintain or restore soil health.

The most strongly promoted form of 

conservation tillage is the use of no-till (or 
zero-till) systems. In these systems, both 
primary and secondary tillage operations are 
eliminated, and the crop is seeded directly 
into the untilled soil. This eliminates tillage 
erosion from primary and secondary tillage 
operations and reduces the susceptibility 
of the soil to wind and water erosion by 
leaving crop residue on the soil surface 
and maintaining soil structure. However, 
no-till systems can still result in signifi cant 
soil movement and tillage erosion during 
seeding. High disturbance seeders can cause 
as much tillage erosion as the moldboard 
plow. Although the amount of soil moved 
is not great, the variability in how far soil is 
moved is great, a situation that is exacerbated 
by the use of high speeds on hilly land. On 
hilltops where soil losses are often most 
severe and soil regeneration is slowest, it may 
be that some no-till systems will not allow soil 
health to be restored through conservation 
tillage alone.

A simplistic representation of soil health 
may be necessary, but we need to remember 
that it is not entirely complete and must 
be considered more fully to improve upon 
soil management and the sustainability 
of agriculture.

Getting the full story on soil health



A
lready, 2017 has been a year of uncertainty 
due both to unpredictable weather and 
political patterns. (We won’t speculate on 
which is the less predictable!) Uncertainty 

breeds large amounts of price volatility.
Many farmers argue that using futures and options 

is too hard and carries the risk of cash-flow drains. They 
prefer to use the cash market and forward contracts.

Indeed, we know a number of farmers who develop 
a series of targets and pull the trigger on either for-
ward contracts or cash sales when/if the market hits 
the targets.

This is a good strategy, but it has four limitations:
•  What happens if your targets aren’t met? You have 

considerable price risk on any unpriced portion of 
the crop.

•  What happens if the market explodes to unexpected 
levels after your target has been met? Your neighbour, 
with whom you’re competing for land, may reap a con-
siderable premium by not pricing earlier.

•  What happens if (as often happens) the basis is lousy 
when futures are rising? Why take a forward contract or 
cash sale with a very poor basis?

•  What happens if you have a partial crop failure? We’ve 
seen people who thought they were 50 per cent (or 
less) contracted, but were actually more than 100 per 
cent contracted because the crop wasn’t there. 

To deal with these eventualities, we have developed 
a few rules for pricing discipline. They seem very 
simple when not dealing with the reality of daily and 
erratic price movements. 

•  Price just under major resistance or support planes, 
with forward contracts or by selling futures.

•  If using futures, place buy stops on two consecutively 
higher closes than resistance.

•  Buy out-of-the-money put options near support with 
premiums at three per cent or less of the strike price 
for a reasonable cost to set a floor price.

•  Buy out-of-the-money call options with premiums 
three per cent or less of the strike price for a reason-
able cost to protect against pricing too low.

The December spring (Minneapolis) wheat and 
November canola charts on July 24, 2017, illustrate the 
application of these rules. From September of 2016 
through early June 2017 the December spring wheat 
contract traded in a range defined by the key reversal 
top at $5.88 on December 2, 2016, and the key reversal 
bottom of $5.44 on April 10, 2017. Using the rules 
above, we would have recommended:
•  Selling futures or forward pricing 2017 spring 

wheat above $5.80. This would have got us priced 
in December, early March, early May or early June. 
(With futures we would likely have taken profits in 
late April and sold again.)

•  Buying $5.40 September or December puts for a floor 
or $5.90 September or December calls to protect 
against a weather problem when the premium was 
under three per cent (about $0.17). Buying calls would 
be done in conjunction with a forward contract, not 
with selling futures.

As we now know, there has been a weather problem 
that took spring wheat to almost $8.50. At midday on 

Using futures and options  
in uncertain times
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Every year has its unique events, but with this strategy, 
they can provide profit opportunities that an “ordinary” 
year simply wouldn’t make available

2017 charts for wheat and canola have already proven that it’s wise to have a plan in place to take advantage of market 

volatility. In fact, without this volatility, markets can seem downright dismal.



July 24 with futures at $7.63¾, the value of the $5.90 
call was at least $1.73¾. Assuming it cost $0.17, sell-
ing the option would add at least $1.56 to the original 
contract price.  

If pricing was done by selling futures, the stop loss 
rule would have kicked in on June 5 at around $5.91, 
providing a small loss, but giving the opportunity to 
sell again much higher either near the $8.50 top or the 
$7.40 low.  

The floor price remains in place at $5.40, though 
it would likely be wise to raise the floor by selling the 
$5.40 and buying one closer to the money. 

Canola is a different story. It traded between a dou-
ble bottom at $472 on August 2, 2016, and a double 
top at $520 in June 2016, having given several chances 
to price above $510, and a couple of opportunities to 
take profit below $480. The exception to date was July 
10 and July 11, 2017, when the market jumped above 
the $520 resistance plane.

Applying the rules would result in one of the fol-
lowing:
• Forward contracts near the $520 tops. 
•  Using the two-close rule on futures, a short futures 

position above $510 would still be in place on July 24 
when futures closed below $495 because the second 
close above $520 didn’t exceed the first one the day 
before.  

• A solid floor at $472.

Final ThoughT
Every year has its unique events. Unexpected factors 
such as weather issues can disrupt markets, but also 
give grain producers short-term pricing opportuni-
ties. If they don’t occur, pricing opportunities may be 
dismal, which would likely have been the case this year 
absent the drought.

Doing nothing and waiting to sell at or after harvest 
could be disastrous if weather patterns normalize and 
another huge crop materializes as expected in Brazil and 
Argentina. Developing a disciplined strategy for how to 
deal with uncertainties can be the difference between 
profit and loss.  CG

Larry Martin is a principal in Agri-Food Management Excellence, 
which runs the Canadian Total Excellence in Agricultural 
Management (CTEAM) program. www.agrifoodtraining.com
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Unrisky 
business

GARS goes private with a 
government program, and 
looks to win with farmers on 
both sides of the border

MARKETING

By Maggie Van CaMp  /  

CG Senior BuSineSS editor
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W
hole-farm margin insur-
ance has been available 
through Agristability since 
the Growing Forward pro-

grams were first launched. However, the 
program was plagued with complexity, its 
reputation fell, and five years ago it was 
trimmed significantly.  

Yet farm risk is on the way up with rising 
input costs, higher debt levels, and volaltile 
weather and prices.

Now, emerging in this space is a unique 
private-sector product created by Moose 
Jaw-based company, Global Ag Risk 
Solutions(GARS). 

This financial startup is transforming 
risk management in Canada. It has already 
expanded into the U.S., will soon be com-
ing to Eastern Canada, and will be insuring 
more crops.

GARS now covers over $2 billion in lia-
bility for grain and oilseed farmers through-
out the Prairies. Last year the company 
added a new financial product, a line of 
credit for their farmer clients secured by 
their own insurance. 

Recently, Country Guide chatted with one 
of the founders of GARS, CEO Grant Kosior, 
about the challenges and rewards of launch-
ing new agricultural finance products and 
what’s ahead for the company.

The ConCepT
Back in 2009, the idea of selling private mar-
gin insurance came up almost accidentally 
during a casual discussion between Kosior, a 
financial planner at the time, and friend and 
insurance specialist, Clark Coulson. The two 
were talking about how the accounting firm, 
Meyers Norris Penny (MNP) was reframing 
their farm client’s financial statements to use 
as management tools, and particularly the 
problem of how to determine accurate num-
bers for gross margins. 

A question emerged from that discus-
sion, and Kosior put it to his long-time 
friend, Dean Klippenstein, a chartered 
accountant and executive at MNP. Could 
an independent insurance product cover 
whole-farm gross margins better than 
Agristability?

After some thought, Klippenstein said 
yes, it could, if the premiums were based on 
accrual numbers calculated directly from 
individual farms. 

On that premise, the three friends got 
together to form a company and develop 

the world’s first private gross margin insur-
ance for farmers. Based on their collective 
financial experiences, they created a spread-
sheet for farmers to fill out, and they bought 
some historical gross margin data to build 
a logarithm to determine premiums. Then 
they hired reinsurance brokers to find them 
insurance companies to cover the product, 
and met with those companies to explain the 
new product. 

Today GARS deals with 16 different rein-
suring companies including main insurer  
North Bridge Insurance. 

In 2011 they launched GARS and Kosior 
started travelling the Prairie provinces 
explaining and selling margin insurance to 
farmers. At first it was tough to compete 
against the federal government’s subsidized 
whole-farm insurance, the Agristability 
program. After all, GARS’ Production Cost 
Solution Program was very similar to 
Agristability but more expensive, priced 
more like hail insurance. 

However, there were a couple of advan-
tages: private insurance was easier for farm-
ers to administer and to get payouts from, 
and the yearly averages are calculated dif-
ferently. Basically, their clients only had 
to fill out a spreadsheet with their accrual 
costs, and the premiums are calculated with 
five-year averages, not Olympic averages 
like Agristability. (Olympic averages elimi-
nate the high and low observations and then 
average all the rest.)

Then, in 2013 came a turning point: GF2 
was released with an Agristability program 
refashioned with much tighter parameters 
and significantly lower payouts. Suddenly, 
GARS’s new private gross margin insur-
ance became cost competitive. It was a game 
changer.

Today the company covers that $3 bil-
lion of liability, automatically reducing the 
agriculture’s exposure by that amount, at no 
cost to the government. “We are giving farm-
ers a minimum floor of revenue, no matter 
what… at about the same cost as hail insur-
ance,” says Kosior.

how iT works
Introducing a new financial product was 
a major challenge on many levels, but 
the most difficult part was messaging, 
says Kosior. “Trying to describe to farmers 
how margin insurance works was hard. 
Once people understood how it works, 
it was easier to show them why it would 
work for them.” 

Margin insurance covers costs above 
variable costs, like fertilizer, seed and 
chemicals. Above those cash costs, farmers 
can purchase margins such as $25, $50, 
$75, $100, or $125 per acre. Naturally, the 
higher the margins, the bigger the premi-
ums. 

In effect, this insurance covers a farm’s 
fixed costs, like equipment, land costs or 
wages. “It’s a private, revenue-based, risk 
management solution backed by a major 
Canadian insurer,” says Kosior. “… and it 
does what no other insurance can do.” 

It was a shift in thinking away from 
focusing on production risk. It made indi-
viduals think about how much their farm 
businesses could actually afford to lose in a 
year. “What it does is make farmers under-
stand what they’re putting at risk beyond 
inputs, because they need to know how 
much can they afford to lose,” says Kosior.  

The company can only insure farms 
with five years of accrual farm financial 
information, except for newer farms that 
they deal with on an individual basis. They 
fill in a spreadsheet with the individual 
farm’s total expenses for the crop including 
fixed and variable costs.  

Those individual spreadsheet numbers 
and the farm’s production averages are 
used to calculate the premiums for cover-
age specific to that farm. Premiums are 
developed from analysis of  individual 
financial history, and based on a farm’s 
gross margin.

It’s also a very valuable benchmarking 
tool for their clients. Using their growing 
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The commodity bull run has over-inflated 
fixed costs,” says CEO Grant Kosior.

Yet it also takes above-average input costs 
to produce top economic yields, creating the 
opportunity for GARS margin insurance

Continued on page 20



database, their clients can benchmark fixed costs and 
gross margins against other farms in their area. This 
became more valuable as fixed costs burgeoned in the last 
decade. The data shows in black and white how much a 
farm really has at risk in the crop. “The commodity bull 
run has overinflated fixed costs,” says Kosior. 

That in turn has led to a recently added product called 
“Global Ag Risk Solutions Financing.” Basically, it’s an 
operating line secured with their margin insurance. 

Changes Input DeCIsIons
Many GARS clients use their product in conjunction 
with provincial crop insurance programs. “Our insur-
ance stands alone,” says Kosior. “Your payout (from 
GARS) is not reduced by other insurance awards.”

Compared to crop insurance, margin insurance 
encourages farmers to keep managing the crop even in 
bad crop years, he says. “With crop insurance there’s no 
incentive to keep trying once the minimum coverage 
kicks in. But with this insurance coverage, it’s the last to 
quit spending that gets the most payout.”

Farmers who have dealt with a poor growing season 
know how hard it is to keep throwing inputs at a poor 
crop, and what a high-stress decision it is, with multiple 
factors involving more than a bit of future guessing.

However, when all the variable direct costs are cov-
ered through insurance, no matter what the yield, trying 
another application doesn’t cost the farmer anything. 

“With this new decision-making point of view, the 
question becomes, why wouldn’t I keep trying?” says 
Kosior. “We’re empowering the farmers not to give up.” 

And it turns out those stressed crops respond to the 
additional management, contributing to GARS clients 
getting 22 per cent higher margins per acre than the 
average in Western Canada.

Those GARS clients also tend to be top farm manag-
ers, Kosior finds, adding “The better the farmers, the 
better they are in marginal circumstances.”

On average, their clients farm 6,250 acres and use 10 
per cent more inputs per acre than average. Because of 
this increased spending on inputs, Bayer has partnered 
with them to give GARS clients a four per cent rebate.  

Having the farm financial management knowledge 
and data has been key in creating industry partners, like 
Bayer and their reinsurance companies.

It’s also been helpful in launching in the United 
States, where the banks are more aggressive. After 
only two years south of the border, over 200 agents 
are selling their products from Louisiana to Oregon. 
“It’s unique to the world,” says Kosior. “I’ve found the 
ag banks in the U.S. are highly competitive and look-
ing for other financial products, especially ones that 
reduce their risk.”

The company has been asked to start moving into 
other parts of the world too, like South Africa, Australia 
and Brazil. However, for now they are working on fur-
ther developing distribution in North America, includ-
ing Eastern Canada. 

Currently, in Canada GARS has 75 agents working 
on commission, and the company is in the process of 
hiring a team of on-staff wage-only sales people. They 
have 23 full-time support staff. “Although it sounds 
cliché, the most important lesson I’ve learned is how 
to delegate to the team,“ says Kosior. “Hire the right 
people, train and trust them to do the job.”

In 2012 the company expanded their ownership and 
now have 45 shareholders, mostly farmers. This allowed 
them to buy out the other two original owners, Clark 
Coleson and MNP a year later. Dean Klippestein is still 
a special adviser. 

In retrospect, Kosior would have increased the 
amount of leverage per farm sooner. “At first, the most 
we would insure was $100 margin per acre but some 
now are covered for $350 margin per acre.”

They’ve also moved into more crops beyond grains 
and oilseeds. The diversity of crops in the Canadian 
Prairies is broader than the U.S. Midwest, says Kosior, 
who believes it was a result of the CWB monopoly, 
when farmers diversified to non-CWB-controlled 
crops. Canadian farmers had to be agronomically 
strong, learning how to grow different crops, and get 
higher yield at lower costs because they had so little 
control over their marketing. But he has also found 
that those U.S. farmers are generally more aggressive at 
marketing.  CG

MARKETING
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It’s unique to the world,” says 
Kosior, whose team is adding staff 

and agents to sell margin insurance in 
more markets, including the U.S. 
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A s part of the new Strategy 
for a Waste Free Ontario, 
the government released 

a discussion paper called 
“Addressing Food and Organic 
Waste in Ontario.” The proposal 
acknowledges the need to reduce 
and prevent food waste, but the 
real focus is on reducing how 
much organic waste ends up in 
landfi lls and on the economic 
and environmental benefi ts of 
recovering food and organic wastes 
as a resource. 

The Discussion Paper points out 
that in 2014 “Ontarians generated 
about 3.6 million tonnes of food 
and organic waste, of which over 
60 percent was sent for disposal, 
mostly to landfi ll.” 

The government is proposing to 
turn organic waste into compost 
or use biodigesters to produce 
a combination of digestate and 
biogas. Digestate is used as a 
soil amendment, and biogas can 
be refi ned for use as renewable 
natural gas.

But when we calculate what 
it means to “waste” something, 
especially something as vital to 
human existence as food, is it 
enough just to recover it at the 
other end? If we create an economy 
out of our food waste, will we not 
then create a future where we 
encourage rather than discourage 

A New Idea of Effi ciency?

food to be treated as cheap and 
disposable? 

While I think the government’s 
goal to prevent organic waste going 
to landfi ll is well justifi ed, I am not 
convinced it follows that we should 
create a whole new economy from 
our waste. This is a well-intentioned 
but misplaced priority.

Food waste is the dark side of 
food abundance. Globally, we have 
successfully built our agricultural 
systems to the point where we enjoy 
far greater food security than at any 
other time in history. We can now 
say that famines occur not because 
of a global shortage of food, but 
because of political confl ict. True, the 
human population is still increasing, 
and pressures on farming resources, 
including arable land and key inputs, 
are also still increasing. But, perhaps 

it is time to start looking long-term 
at what effi ciency in our food system 
could mean in the future. 

With our ever-improving 
technology, will a time come 
when we measure effi cient farm 
production not based on how much 
we produce per acre or per input? 
Instead, we could consider how 
accurately we produce what is 
needed in a system that delivers this 
to the consumer with as little waste 
as possible all along the way.

One of the benefi ts of supply 
management is that it reduces waste 
by creating a stable market and 
setting production to meet demand. 
The principle of coordinating supply 
and demand could be better applied 
in other commodity systems as well, 
with the goal of reducing waste and 
ensuring farmers are still receiving a 
fair price for quality food production. 
Ontario has the technology and 
entrepreneurial spirit to lead the way 
in this direction.

The Christian Farmers Federation
of Ontario is one of three
accredited farm organizations
in Ontario. The organization is
focused on the long-term issues
facing the sector and is supported
by 4000 farmers in the province.
Learn more about us at
www.christianfarmers.org



How farmers Have adapted
Although Vancouver Island is a long way from the Prai-
ries, Geoff Backman has no problem drawing parallels 
between ag businesses in both landscapes. Backman’s 
father was involved in fish farming on the Island, which 
is very similar to feedlots.

“It’s all feed conversion ratios,” he says.
Combine that matter-of-fact perspective with Back-

man’s interest in his extended family’s farm in south-
western Saskatchewan, and it’s not surprising he left his 
childhood home on the Island to study ag economics at 
the University of Saskatchewan. Today Backman works 
as a market adviser for Cargill in Fairview, Alta.

Backman started his grad degree in 2012, just as 
the former agriculture minister Gerry Ritz was writing 
the last chapter on the single desk. It was a very fresh 
topic, Backman says, and one that affected his farming 
family. So, for his thesis, he decided to find out how 
farmers were marketing their wheat differently after 
the Wheat Board.

Backman surveyed farmers on how they marketed 
their wheat and canola between 2010 and 2013, with 
295 responses from western Canadian farmers.

One pattern came up time and again. If a farmer 
already had experience with a marketing tool, they 
would use that tool even more after the single desk. 

After the CWB
Whether you farm in the West or East, looking at how 
Prairie farmers are managing their sales after five years 
on their own will make you a better marketer

MARKETING

By Lisa Guenther  /  CG Field editor
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M
aybe you mourned its demise, or maybe you danced on its grave. Either way, five years after the fed-
eral government put the Canadian Wheat Board’s single desk six feet under, it’s clear there will be no 
resurrection. How have farmers adapted to marketing wheat without the single desk? Where are they 
excelling, and where not? And are there tools they could be using more?



“It’s a transfer of experience,” says Backman.
Marketing canola gave farmers “a strong familiar-

ity” with forward contracting, he says, and farmers 
overwhelmingly increased their forward contracting of 
wheat once the single desk was removed, making it the 
most popular marketing tool by far.

Dustin Gabor has observed a similar transfer of 
experience with farmers.

More than that, they’re using those tools to essen-
tially build pools for themselves, and they’re doing it 
very successfully.

In fact, says Gabor, farmers overall are capturing a 
better price year to year now for their entire crop than 
they did with the Canadian Wheat Board’s pool.

Gabor is affable during our interview near Sas-
katoon. He grew up on a Manitoba farm, the middle 
child of three boys and earned an ag business degree 
from the University of Manitoba before working for 
a grain marketing advisory firm. After eight years, he 
started his own company, Grain Shark, and today pro-
vides market information and advice to subscribers.

Gabor still helps out his brothers and dad during 
busy times, he says, although he doesn’t have a finan-
cial stake in the farm. “I like to get out there and make 
sure I’m still in touch.”

And he likes much of what he sees farmers doing.
“There are all kinds of different ways to do it,” says 

Gabor. Farmers have transferred what they’ve done 
with canola to wheat. They go to the elevator and set a 
target or lock in the net price for the day. Or they use 
basis contracts or futures.

OppOrtunities after the single desk
Vicki Dutton says the big difference between the single 
desk days and now is a farmer’s ability to decide when 
they’ll market wheat and what price they’ll take.

“You may not like the price, but you can make that 
decision independently, individually,” says Dutton.

Dutton is a grain trader with ADM in North Bat-
tleford, Sask., and she and her husband are also seed 
growers. “That producer who must ultimately make those 
decisions, in my mind is someone I have great respect for.”

The other big change after the single desk is that 
farmers can treat wheat as a cash market at their dis-
posal, Dutton adds. In the Wheat Board days, the cash 
flow didn’t always include wheat because farmers didn’t 
know exactly when they could sell or what they could 
get. Now farmers can sell their wheat when they want, 
provided they can find a buyer.

Gabor says the biggest positive change he’s seen is the 
ability to target pricing throughout the day of trading, so 
the strategy of setting targets to pick when futures move 
up or down is more effective. 

“With the Wheat Board, you were stuck waiting until 
the end of day,” he explains. “Once the markets closed, 
they would offer a fixed price contract at 3 p.m. that you 
could sign up for… inter-day targeting is a huge bonus.” 

Gabor is also seeing more blending opportunities for 
farmers, especially this year. “Some companies have actu-
ally been taking, say CPS wheat, and bringing it in as a 
Number 2 Hard Red Spring Wheat.”
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Dutton says farmers should be looking for niches in 
wheat, such as high protein, noting she and her husband 
have done quite well with high-protein wheat on their 
own farm. “We choose varieties that have high protein. 
We try to choose varieties that mature early. We also 
manage our wheat program. It’s the first crop we seed 
because we want high-protein wheat.”

But, Dutton cautions, market niches fluctuate, and 
farmers need to watch where those niches are headed.

Are you missing out on options?
One thing that’s common to North American farmers is 
that there are some “straightforward tools that produc-
ers could use to manage risk and still take advantage of 
upside,” says Eric Micheels, ag economist and associate 
professor at the University of Saskatchewan.

It starts with knowing cost of production, Micheels 
says. Usually the next step is to lock in a part of the crop 
with a forward contract, although such a move will of 
course expose the farmer to some grade and yield risk.

Still, forward contracting has proven popular with 
farmers for a reason. “You’re protected on the downside 
— you’ve established a price floor,” Micheels says. But 
what if the price goes up?

That’s where options could come in.
Futures were the second most frequently used 

marketing method reported by farmers in Backman’s 
research, with over half having used them. Options came 
in third. So why the gap?

“Maybe it’s an awareness issue. Maybe it’s a lack of 
comfort,” says Micheels. It could also be a cash-flow issue 
for some, he adds.

Or it may be because of the terminology, and because 
options contracts seem more complex than futures.

“There are more moving pieces in an options market 
with the volatility and the time value. And it can be dif-
ficult to understand,” says Backman. When the market 
moves, that movement might not be completely realized 
in an option, which isn’t intuitive, he adds.

Plus the options market is thin, especially with 
canola, Backman says. Fewer options trades means it’s 
possible no one will be eager to buy when a farmer is 
ready to sell an option, forcing a sale at a lower price.

Backman’s research indicates personality might also 
come into play with marketing strategies. Farmers who 
believed they could control the world around them were 
more likely to increase their use of futures, according to his 
survey. That makes sense, he says, because selling futures 
means they’re not waiting for offers from elevators.

Backman’s research also found most farmers had a 
higher-than-average risk attitude, which indicates they 
seemed comfortable managing the risks in their busi-
ness. And the farmers who were most comfortable with 
higher levels of market risk were more likely to increase 
their use of options.

MARKETING
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Options 101
If you haven’t tried options, you should 
probably give them a test. Don’t make a big 
commitment, but do give them a test.

That’s the consensus of market watchers 
in the wake of the CWB collapse.

The main risk with options is financial, says Eric 
Micheels, economist at the University of Saskatchewan. 
There’s no grade risk, but there is a premium to 
purchase the option. There is also an expiry date.

Once the option comes into money, you can execute 
it, which gives you the underlying futures contract. 
“You can either hold that futures contract or you 
can immediately sell it for that profit, depending 
on what you want to do,” says Micheels.

Or you can sell the option to someone else before 
it expires in order to recoup the premium.

What’s the ideal scenario for using options?

Geoff Backman, grain marketing adviser with Cargill, 
says to understand that, you first need to understand 
the difference between call options and put options.

Call options gain value as the market rises, while puts 
gain as the market declines. Backman says options 
are ideal when you can see long-term trends.

For example, as the North Dakota drought built 
in 2017, it was clear it was going to affect wheat. 
Call options in Minneapolis “did very well because 
they were following a run in the price of wheat.”

Backman says a producer might also put in a call 
on wheat in April and follow the seasonal trend. 
The price of wheat tends to rise with concerns 
about yield and quality during the summer, 
then decline as the yield risk decreases.

Timing is important with options, Backman says, 
as there’s a seasonal aspect. But the biggest 
part is talking through the “what ifs.”

What if you put in a call, expecting the market to rise, 
and it doesn’t? You need to consider what you’re willing 
to risk and how much you expect to gain, Backman says.

Micheels suggests farmers interested in options 
start with extension publications from Canadian 
and U.S. universities. Talking to farmers who have 
used options could also be helpful, he adds.

“Understand the risks you’re trading into,” 
says Micheels. “And then try it out.”

Continued on page 26
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On July 18, 2017, the Department of 
Finance released sweeping  changes 
to the lifetime capital gains 

deduction and income sprinkling, as 
well as to other extremely complex rules 
involving corporations and trusts.   These 
proposed changes will affect  farms in 
Canada,  starting  after December 31, 2017. 
The opportunity to contact your MP  and 
express your concerns closes  October 2, 
2017!

Overall these proposed tax changes will 
ultimately lead to the following: 
•  More taxes paid by the family farm
•  More complex farm succession planning
•  More complex estate planning
•  More farms caught by surprise by  

the new rules
Hiring a professional farm advisor is 

the best strategy to manage and optimize 
a complex tax situation. There are a lot of 
planning opportunities and decisions that 
should be made with the right advice. CAFA 
members include tax accountants and tax 

lawyers among others with knowledge of 
accounting and technical tax rules. Often, 
more than one professional may need to be 
consulted to make sure all areas are covered 
adequately. CAFA is a multi-disciplinary 
farm advisor network ensuring that complex 
farm family and business situations are  
well served.

CAFA’s third annual Farm Tax Update 
is Canada’s pre-eminent tax event for 

leading farm advisors. It addresses today’s 
key technical trends and business issues 
and helps ensure that CAFA members are 
current with tax rules and changes in order 
for them to provide the best advice to their 
farm clients.  This year’s Farm Tax Update 
is on Thursday, October 19 at The Delta in 
Guelph, Ontario and is also available via 
Agriwebinar®. 

Presentations that day will educate 
professionals on the new Department of 
Finance tax changes as they apply to farms, 
changes to the rules governing the tax 
treatment of trusts, moving quota from CEC 
to CCA, U.S. cross-border tax issues and 
more. 

More information and registration for 
CAFA’s Farm Tax Update can be found at 
www.cafanet.ca or by contacting CAFA at 
1-877-474-2817.

For a copy of the article “Proposed Tax 
Changes May Hit Your Family Farm Hard” 
by Allan Sawiak, CPA, CA, TEP, CAFA of 
Kingston Ross Pasnak LLP in Edmonton, 
please contact CAFA at 1-877-474-2871 or 
info@cafanet.com or visit www.cafanet.ca 
and click on our Farm Update Series.

The Canadian Association of Farm Advisors (CAFA) Inc. is a national,  
non-profit professional umbrella organization dedicated to assisting farm families 

and businesses by increasing the skills of farm advisors and consultants. 

Proposed tax changes may 
hit the family farm hard

CAFA MeMbers Are the Most vAluAble  
And trusted FArM Advisors in CAnAdA

•  Farm Succession Update - January 18, 2018, London, ON
•  Farm Management Update, June 7, 2018, Woodstock, ON
•  And more!
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That indicates that farmers view options as risky, a 
perception that Backman thinks is holding farmers back 
from using them.

Asked whether more farmers could be using options 
to manage risk, Dutton says: “Yes. Because you can peg 
that price and there’s usually a limited amount of cost 
that you pay for that option.”

Yes, there is an up-front price to buy options,“so if it 
goes against you, it becomes part of your operating cost,” 
agrees Dutton. But it limits your downside, and limiting 
your losses is how you make profit.

Gabor is not sure why farmers aren’t using more 
options (and futures, for that matter). It may be that 
they’re too busy to focus on those kinds of things, he says.

He does agree that farmers aren’t doing enough 
hedging.

“But, on the other hand, a proper marketing plan can 
kind of take care of a lot of that,” Gabor says. “If you are 
properly forecasting the market and hitting those areas 
that you need to be selling into, maybe it’s not something 
that you need to be doing. But if you’re in a position that 
you don’t forward price, you miss out on this kind of 
rally, then futures and options are absolutely something 
you should be using.”

On Dutton’s farm, they do use options, but they do it 
cautiously, she says. There is a risk, and it takes discipline, 
she adds.

“If we can achieve from the market what we believe 
is a return on our investment… then we don’t tend to 
be as willing to go in and use paper trading (options or 
futures) to balance it.” 

But if the price they get for their wheat isn’t cover-
ing production costs, the question becomes how to fill 
that gap, Dutton says. “And you have to fill that gap 
with income or it’s a loss, so filling the gap with income 
becomes part of what we call paper trade.”

Watch those markets
“Markets are very volatile,” adds Gabor. For example, 
through the summer, Gabor pointed out there were days 
when wheat was up $0.60 three days in a row, only to 
plummet $0.50 the next day.

Farmers can capture those higher prices if they use 
targets properly, but many are so busy they don’t have 
the time or energy to look at the charts and see what’s 
happening, he says.

It’s important to follow markets even during the busy 
seasons, Dutton says. At those times, farmers are usually 
more focused on the macro picture. But the market may 
try hardest to pull in farmers when they’re busy seeding, 
she says.

That generally means a bit of a price bump as incen-
tive. And farmers have responded — Dutton has noticed 
that farmers are more and more willing to be open for 
business all the time. 

Dutton suggests farmers also ask themselves whether 
they’re allocating enough money for market intelli-

gence. On her farm, they pay for three or four market 
newsletters, she says. 

“Foresight in marketing is going to give you that one, 
two, five, 10 per cent profit, which is going to be essen-
tial,” she says.

Dutton sketches an example of a seasonal market 
trend on a notepad. She draws the trends of the year to 
figure out where they’ll see peaks and valleys. She keeps 
an eye on droughts and on global weather markets. A 
drought might not trigger market movement for months 
down the road, she says. Or it might hit quickly, and pass 
quickly too.

Farmers also need to understand global supply and 
demand. For example, North America’s influence on the 
wheat market is declining, Dutton says, and the Black 
Sea’s impact is rising. 

“They’re offering at lower prices. They’re a factor in 
everybody’s market.”

Pulses brought a global perspective to the western 
Canadian farm, Dutton says. But because of the Cana-
dian Wheat Board’s role, that global perspective wasn’t 
needed in wheat, she adds. “And so that transparency 
is something that’s evolving in wheat. And people will 
want to know, in the future, what the Black Sea is selling 
to their markets.” 

knoW What grain buyers are offering
These days, Gabor says, farmers can shop their wheat 
around to compare what grain companies are offering. 
It’s a benefit that farmers should make sure they’re tak-
ing full advantage of. 

Dutton says she gets farmers calling her for market-
ing advice, particularly in pulses. Whatever the com-
modity, she advises farmers to phone three or four 
people, then make up their own minds.

Farmers have some choice in how they structure 
the sale, too. Backman says that most elevators have 
options beyond the straight sale these days. For exam-
ple, most elevators will allow farmers to take the basis 
only. Futures-only is another common option. And 
most if not all, elevators will allow farmers to target as 
well, he says.

We’ve had a good wheat run, Dutton says, and so 
farmers have been able to make money using basic 
marketing tools. But overall efficiency in the industry is 
important, she says. “And marketing offers the best ave-
nue to incremental gain that is probably underutilized.”

That incremental gain will become even more 
important once crop prices slide.

Still, Dutton is confident that farmers will adapt. She 
has tremendous respect for the intellectual capacity of 
Canadian farmers, and she’s impressed by the manage-
ment and marketing approaches of young farmers.

Indeed, dealing with the children of the farmers she 
used to deal with is often eye-opening, she is quick to 
say. “Oh my, they are a pretty amazing generation com-
ing up.”  CG
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Soil health is not innovative or new. Every farmer 
wants to improve soil, but we’re working in a 
system and with tools and equipment that can 
make it difficult to do. Still, many farmers are 
figuring it out, adding cover crops, improving 
rotation, minimizing tillage, and applying nutrients 
more efficiently. After a few years (and yes, it takes 
years), they are seeing results in the soil with 
better infiltration and water holding capacity, less 
soil erosion and need for fertilizers, and more profit 
per acre. 
Making these shifts in management will require 
investment like a switch in equipment or custom 
operators, but it also means an investment in 
learning a new system. Becoming better means 
doing things differently, and being different can be 
the most difficult thing of all.  
The Ontario Soil Network is pilot program that is 
connecting some of these different farmers with 
each other, not only so they can learn practical on-
farm tips from each other, but also to support them 
as leaders. In pioneering future-friendly ways to 
produce food, they have taken their fair share of 
flak from their neighbours. These farmers are 
demonstrating true leadership in Ontario 
agriculture:   
Leadership isn’t a glorified position.  
It isn’t a title bestowed on someone; it takes more 
guts and means less glory. It doesn’t require an 
invitation, and leadership might not be recognized 
for years, if ever.  

Leadership isn’t what you say. It is what 
you do. While their neighbours are doing their fall 
plowing, these growers are pulling out of the shed 
to plant a cover crop.  

Leadership also means following. 
Early followers transform a few lone nuts into a 
much bigger movement. While they may not all be 
on the ‘bleeding edge’ of innovation, these leaders 
are critical to reaching a tipping point for soil 
health, making new into normal.   
The farmer participants in the Ontario Soil Network 
collectively spend thousands of hours (yes, we’re 
counting) learning and communicating to others 
about how best to transition farming systems to be 
sustainable. Leaders need support too. This year 
the Ontario Soil Network program is supporting 35 
farmer leaders (with 10 public extension staff) 
through workshops and networking, along with 
helping them run field days. 
It is led by a steering committee of farmers, run 
through the Rural Ontario Institute and supported 
by the Innovative Farmers of Ontario along with 
their friends at the Ontario Soil & Crop 
Improvement Association, the Soil Conservation 
Council of Canada, the Ecological Farmers 
Association of Ontario, Farm & Food Care Ontario 
and the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and 
Rural Affairs.  
No matter what personality or position, every 
person is a leader with influence because it is all 
our day-to-day decisions and actions that make the 
world the place it is today. And every little action 
will shape it to be the place it is tomorrow.  
The Ontario Soil Network is also a point of 
connection for farmers to learn from other farmers. 
For anyone that would like to connect in, check out 
the farmer-led events, videos and profiles at 
www.ontariosoil.net. 

soil matters 
www.ifao.com 

Leadership and Soil Health 
by Mel Luymes, Ontario Soil Network Co-ordinator and IFAO Director 

Proud to support the Ontario Soil Network 



F
rom the outside, it looks likes a huge opportu-
nity just waiting for you to grab hold of it. And 
maybe it really is.

We’ve all been there. You already have an 
idea of what it costs to grow your crops and raise your 
livestock, and one day when you’re pushing your cart 
down the aisle of your grocery store, you get shocked by 
the prices on the store shelves and do some quick math.

“Sheesh,” you say to yourself. “That’s three times what 
it would cost me!”

And your math might be accurate, says Jeff Fidyk, 
business development specialist for Manitoba Agricul-
ture. But, he says, understanding why that price spread 
is so big will go a long way to helping you figure out 
whether you’re really ready to make the jump.

Fidyk knows, because he has been on the other 
side, having spent 20 years developing and managing 
brands in the private sector and selling to a range of 
stores from local grocers’ retailers to the giant chains 
like WalMart.

It isn’t impossible to win in retail, Fidyk now says. 
In fact, many retailers actually hope you’ll come calling. 
They want more local product, for all sorts of reasons.

But first, you need some insight into their world:

What’s your price?
Your price has to be fair to you, but it also has to give 
your retailer enough room to build in multiple costs that 
are invisible to most shoppers.

The chart on page 30 will help. But equally important 
is to start with a business attitude.

“It doesn’t sound like it would be a complex thing, yet 
a lot of people don’t put the cost for their own labour into 
their cost of goods,” Fidyk says. “But what if you injure 
yourself and you have to hire a stranger? You’re going to 
have to pay them real money.”

Don’t imagine though that you could simply phone 
your contacts at the stores, and that they’d understand 
why you’re bumping your price, Fidyk warns. Retailers 
have minimal tolerance for unexpected price increases, 
especially in today’s competitive marketplace.

And that’s just one example of many. It’s equally 
important to get a handle on all the other costs associ-
ated with selling at a grocery store too.

Again, check the chart. Fidyk refers to the amount of 
money a reseller makes off a product as “the gross profit 

margin from the shelf.” If you’re trying to assess whether 
your product would be competitive in the store, and you 
don’t build that margin, you can virtually plan to fail.

In addition, you should also budget for something 
called “program” or “inside” monies.

According to Fidyk, “different retail chains have dif-
ferent names for it. Essentially, if you want to get listed 
with a corporate chain, the real Canadian Superstore, 
Canada Safeway, etc. you go present to them. And, they 
will always ask about program monies.

“And it’s not insignificant. It can add up to about 
13 percentage points. So, in addition to what a retailer 
is making — let’s say 35 per cent gross margin on your 
product on the shelf — the corporation wants to make 13 
percentage points at the head office level. A lot of that is 
cost recovering towards their cost of doing business.”

This money goes toward their advertising allowance, 
like co-operative advertising paid by the company and 
the vendor. Then, there are the central building allow-
ance, warehouse allowance, and freight allowance. Again, 
each retailer may have different names for the various 
types of allowances for which they would like a vendor 
contribution, but ultimately what really matters is the 
total cost to the vendor that must be included when 
formulating your pricing. Otherwise you will either be at 
a significant disadvantage when it comes to negotiating 
with these retailers if you have nothing to offer, or you 
will have to take a big hit on your gross profit margin to 
pay for them at your own expense.

Another of your costs is the annual volume rebate, 
which is a program the vendor builds with the intention 
of giving a rebate at the end of the year based on how 
much volume is purchased. As the volume grows with 
more sales, the retailer will get more money via rebates.

“These are things that most people aren’t aware of,” 
said Fidyk. “So if they were to think they’re all ready — 
rushing out to present to these stores — they get a huge 
shock and surprise and will be totally unprepared for 
these program monies.”  

On top of that, there are also costs for dealing with 
the different channel partners. There are different folks 
along the way, and there are people you need to employ, 
pay, and other costs, says Fidyk. “Some you pay out of 
pocket, others you don’t, but they all make an impact on 
the final cost of the product when it hits the shelf.”

The key, he says, is to do your homework. Mani-

Set the right price
Canada’s grocery stores are eager for more 
producers to fill their shelves with great 
straight-from-the-farm products. To win, 
though, you’ve got to price them right

MARKETING
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toba, for instance, offers courses for indi-
viduals hoping to break into the food 
market. Such opportunities, Fidyk says, 
can be a big help in ensuring you arrive at 
the retailer not only with the right price, 
but with the ability to explain your price in 
terms the retailer can relate to.

Get your sell sheet riGht
While setting the price is an obvious first 
step, it is only one of many if you want store 
owners to take you seriously.

In Fidyk’s course, for instance, students 
learn how to make an effective sell sheet, 
which most retailers require to even con-
sider carrying your product.

“That’s pretty common,” said Fidyk. “It’s 
a sheet that shows a picture of your product 
with some enticing language that will tell 
the retailer why they should be listing your 
product, and how well it will do for the 
category.

“You’ll also want to include key informa-
tion about your product, like the UPC, base 
cost, and your trade terms. You use this to 
present your product.”

the best approach to a Grocer
There’s also a science for knowing who to 
call in a company. And there’s another sci-
ence to knowing what legwork you need to 
invest in before making that call.

Start with a visit to the store to check out 
the section that your product would fit into 
to figure out where to suggest the grocer 
should place your product and why.

Take notes. Even take photos with your 
phone, because it’s important information.

“I teach people to look at a section,” says 
Fidyk. “So, there’s a breakfast category and, 
within that, maybe a jam section. A store 
may have eight feet of jam.”

That’s where you have to live, Fidyk says. 
“If there is eight feet of jam, the store does 

not have more space for your product. So 
you need to suggest which product your 
product will replace.”

That means that when you meet the 
store manager, you need to be ready to tell 
them what product needs to go in order to 
make room for yours, and why that move 
will make them more money.

Fortunately, if you’re a local producer, 
you have a built-in advantage, Fidyk adds. 
“A weak item is one that potentially may 
be no better than what you offer, and the 
fact that you’re a local producer will pull 
you further than the other item. It’s some-
thing I see as a selling point, being locally 
produced, and because this store is in your 
backyard, you therefore have a competitive 
advantage in servicing that store, something 
that most products lack these days, espe-
cially when it comes to rural stores.”
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Start Small and grow
“Start in your rural community, then go down the road 
to the next community,” Fidyk says. “Start in the small 
stores and practise. I have clients who think they’re ready 
to fly off and talk to Safeway right away, but they haven’t 
even penetrated any individual stores yet.”

It’s important not only for making the first contact, 
but also for monitoring your performance once you get 
on the shelf.

For many farmers, it’s a key reality check, Fidyk says. 
“They need to have some sort of infrastructure in place 
— their own or hired people to monitor their business 
and all these stores, because, as I know from personal 
experience, if you’re not monitoring the stores, the prod-
uct will sit there on the shelf.”

FeatureS verSuS beneFitS
Features are the physical properties of a product, like its 
size and container details. They’re essential, but if you 
hope to get shelf space, you need to go further.

You need to make a convincing case to the retailer 
about why your product is going to attract consumers. 
“What is it going to do for them as business people? 
How will it be THE thing that makes it a great product? 
But most importantly, what trends does it follow that 
are unique to the other offerings already being carried 
and how is your product going to help grow the cat-
egory?” Fidyk asks.

“Of course, there are benefits a retailer cares about, and 
there are those that a consumer cares about.  You would 
change those depending on who you’re speaking with.”  

Promotion temPlate
Fidyk also suggests his clients come up with 
a template that sets out a schedule of pro-

motions for the next two to three months, 
including ideas for what promotions you can 
offer a particular store. Be specific about what 
wholesale promotion you are willing to offer, 
and what the retail promotion will be, as well 
as any in-store demos.

Again, being local can help. “Go armed 
with that, in terms of saying, ‘Well, I’m local, 
so I can come here all the time… every two 
to three weeks… to grow the business of my 
product with your customers,’” says Fidyk.

“The retailer gives us a lot — providing 
the space, allowing promotions, maybe set-

ting up a demo station or displays. They do 
a lot for us. But, it’s really incumbent upon 
us, as the owner of that product, to be out 
there doing the work to get it into the hands 
of that store’s customers.”

live in the real world
And then indicate that you understand the 
real world that retailers live in.

Let them know that if you can’t prove 
within 12 weeks that you’re a good fit for 
their store, you’ll expect to get dropped 
from the shelf.

But also say, “I’ll prove that I’ll make this 
product successful in your store. I’ve got 
a plan here with some promotions to give 
your customers a chance to purchase the 
product at a discount. And, I’m going to 
come and do some demos here for them to 
try the product. 

Then, deliver on your promises.
“I’d hope before the end of the 12-week 

trial period you can go to the manager and 
say, ‘We’re almost out. Would you like to 
order more stock?’”  CG
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From the shelf to your farm
How much will you have left after these deductions from the grocery store price?

Line Percentage Cost/unit

Retail price TOTAL price $4.52

Retail gross margin 35% $1.58

Retailer landed cost $2.94

Freight to retailer 1% $0.03

Wholesaler upcharge 5% $0.14

Your invoice price to wholesaler $2.77

Advertising allowance 2.50% $0.07

Central billing allowance 3% $0.08

Annual volume rebate 4% $0.11

Shelf maintenance fee 3.50% $0.10

Sales/agent commission 5% $0.14

Your net price $2.27

Your gross margin 45% $1.02

Your cost of goods $1.25

Start in the small 
stores and practise,” 

Fidyk tells farmers who 
plan to value-add by 
breaking into grocery 
stores. “I have clients 
who think they’re ready 
to fly off and talk to 
Safeway right away.” 



Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement Association

SOIL CHAMPION
Recognizing outstanding achievements and advocacy in the cause of soil management excellence

By Lilian Schaer

It has been a challenging cropping year 
at Kaiser Lake Farms. The Napanee-area 
poultry and cash crop operation on the 
shores of the Bay of Quinte and Hay Bay is 
the home of Eric Kaiser, Ontario Soil and 
Crop Improvement Association’s (OSCIA) 
2017 Soil Champion award winner. 

“The lake is higher than I’ve ever seen it in 
my 48 years here, I have never seen water like 
we’ve had this spring,” Kaiser says, adding this 
year’s weather left only two small windows 
to plant corn: late April and mid-May. 

“If you didn’t do it then, it was too late. 
We planted corn mid- to late April and 
even though our corn is better than a 
lot in the area, we have a reduced stand 
this year,” he says; their soybeans and 
sunfl owers were planted mid-May. 

Heavy rains and cool temperatures in 
the spring also wreaked havoc with pea 
and sweet corn crops, rotting roots and 
seeds, and creating poor stands – while 
simultaneously encouraging weed growth. 

Kaiser bought the fi rst 300 acres of his 
farm in 1969; today, the now-1,300 
acre farm with 1,150 acres of cropland 
is owned by his youngest son Max. 

The farm’s heavy soils have 80 to 95 per 
cent silt plus clay content and the many tile 
drains Kaiser has put in over the years show 
up distinctly in his fi eld crops. Diversion 
berms, dams and surface inlets pond and 
control surface runoff and direct water 
into the tile system to avoid erosion. 

“We also have grass waterways that we 
travel on; some were put in long before 
(the term) Best Management Practices 
became established,” Kaiser says. 

Lanes he built throughout the farm provide 
year-round fi eld access and reduce soil 
compaction, and he uses a map to keep track 
of all the agronomic information he’s gathered 
on the farm since 1986, including soil tests, and 
pH, organic matter and phosphorous levels. 

The Kaisers follow a corn, soy, wheat rotation 
with manure from their 30,000 laying hens 
and 130,000 pullets spread after wheat 
harvest and cover crops planted immediately 
afterwards. A small acreage of clover following 
wheat has been added to avoid spreading 
manure on fi elds testing high in phosphorous, 
giving a fourth crop in the rotation. 

They’ve experimented with many cover 
crop varieties over the years, ultimately 
settling on a few that do well on their 
land, including barley, sorghum, tillage 
radish, oats, peas and sunfl owers.  

“We kill the cover crop in the fall and leave 
the residue for winter cover. We prefer to 
plant corn in April and soybeans in early 
May; we’ve tried planting green and it 
doesn’t work on this soil,” he explains. 

For many years, the farm has had one planter 
to no-till plant all its crops. The key to doing 
that well, according to Kaiser, is replacing 
missing or worn out parts daily and pulling 
the planter into the shop every winter to 
disassemble every row unit for an overhaul.

Constant change, too, is part of Kaiser’s 
approach to farming: every year is 
marked with something new to try. 
Under serious consideration now is a 
second planter for corn, for example.  

“One planter for everything has worked 
well for a lot of years but things change, 
like the weather, so this will be the biggest 
change coming up for our farm,” he says. 

Another change will be in their manure system 
this year. Normally, they spread manure 
followed by cover crop seed and scratch 
both into standing wheat stubble. This year, 
they will be reversing that order: surface-
applying manure after the cover crop seed 
and incorporating both as quickly in hopes 
of getting more uniform manure spread. 

“We hope to keep this place sustainable in 
the future; we need to be more productive 
so we need to be more sustainable,” he 
believes. “I didn’t set out to win an award 
40 years ago – I just didn’t like erosion 
and seeing my soil go into the bay.” 

OSCIA is accepting nominations for the 
2018 Soil Champion Award until November 
1, 2017. Details are available at http://
www.ontariosoilcrop.org/association/
association-soil-champion-award/.

Rain, cool temperatures challenge Soil Champion

Grassroots Innovation 
Since 1939



F
rom his desk in San Diego, former farm man-
ager turned corporate investor Arama Kukutai 
has been pitched 822 times in the last year by 
farmers, ag scientists and entrepreneurs, all 

of them wanting to use his money to grow their brain-
waves into the next Apples and Amazons of the world’s 
$3 trillion ag market.

Almost none of those pitches have originated in 
Canada.

Kukutai has worked around the globe, having served 
as executive chairman of New Zealand’s PKW Farms 
before climbing the corporate investment ladder in Aus-
tralia, Asia and now North America. So you’d think 
there’d be few surprises left. But even he raises his eye-
brows at Canada’s entrepreneurial no-show.

When I met Kukutai in Toronto earlier this summer, 
it was clear he is cultured and soft-spoken, the sort of 
exec who knows the crowd around him who lean close to 
hear every word. On the subject of Canada’s ag opportu-
nity, however, there was no trouble getting his point.

“Canadian entrepreneurs… you should get off your 
asses,” Kukutai said. “The world is your oyster.”

Kukutai is co-founder and partner of Finistere Ven-
tures, which has $150 million for investing in ag startups. 
And with him were Kirk Haney, CEO of the $15-million, 
rapid turn-around Radicle Accelerator Fund, also based 
in San Diego, and Mark Carlson, managing director of 
Canada’s Verdex Capital, with offices in Edmonton and 
Montreal.

In their new relationship, a good chunk of Haney’s 
and Carlson’s jobs is to spot the potential winners 
among all the drawing-board concepts they can find, 
and funnel the best toward that Finistere cash.

All three agree there are big opportunities for ag 
entrepreneurs in Canada. In fact, when we met in 
Toronto, they were in the city as part of their joint com-
mitment to make it happen.

It’s more than time to break the quiet, they say. 
Veredex’s Carlson, for instance, points out that ag and 
food makes up 20 per cent of Canada’s GDP, yet the sec-
tor attracts a mere two per cent of the country’s venture 
capital, private equity and pension fund investments.

To play in  
the big leagues
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For global ag investor 
Arama Kukutai, with 
$150 million to pump 
into ag projects, the 
hard question is why 
so few Canadians end 
up at his door

Investors with deep pockets are asking, “Why aren’t Canada’s ag 
entrepreneurs taking the world by storm?” Now they think they’ve 
figured out how to join in making it happen

By Tom BuTTon  /  CG EDITOR



More broadly, the three also believe that 
the $10 billion spent annually on public ag 
and food research in Canada and the U.S. is 
sadly under-exploited, even though govern-
ments (including Ottawa) have been open-
ing up to the idea of working with investors.

And although farmers may not know 
all the fine points of working with venture 
capital, they do have good entrepreneurial 
instincts, Kukutai says, who sees farming as a 
great entrepreneurial training ground.

Every farm decision is incredibly com-
plex on its own, and each decision affects all 
the others, he explains, so farmers excel at 
understanding all the details.

So the world should be flooded with farm 
ideas, perhaps now more than ever. Not only 
are there more corporate mergers, which 
counterintuitively hurt R&D because inevi-
tably, Kukutai says, discretionary spending 
comes under intense pressure as the corpo-
rate suites try to keep shareholders happy, 

but a century of corporate experience also 
shows that big companies aren’t much good 
at big innovations. Yes, they excel at the kind 
of thinking that protects their core business, 
so if they make cars, they’re good at getting 
another mile per gallon out of their engines, 
or if they produce seed, they’re good at get-
ting another bushel of yield per acre.

But when it comes to what is called “dis-
ruptive” change, they’re on the sidelines.

This, Kukutai adds with a detectable 
flourish, is why Dow and Bayer have invested 
in Finistere.

And this kind of “disruptive” change is 
what he, Haney and Carlson see coming in 
a big way. Indeed, they see it coming with 
“unbelievable velocity,” Kukutai says. “It will 
be almost overwhelming.”

There are two good reasons to believe 
this, he says. First, ag innovation is “horizon-
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If a Canadian 
company isn’t 

relevant in the U.S., 
it’s unlikely to be 
relevant anywhere.”

—  Mark CarlsonContinued on page 34



tal,” not vertical. Ag doesn’t have to wait for 
the “vertical” growth of whole new branches 
of science. Instead, it excels at adapting the 
breakthroughs made in almost any other 
field, which explains the quick progress of 
self-steer and robotics technology.

Second, innovations can arise anywhere 
in the world. Agriculture is the opposite of 
Silicon Valley, Kukutai says, pointing to Cali-
fornia’s software hotspot where companies 
fed off each other to transform the world of 
computing. Instead, ag and food innovations 
can pop up wherever farmers farm.

In that context, Canada can have a leg 
up on other countries, partly because of our 
world-class, science-based farms, and also 
because of our high educational levels.

There’s a challenge, though, and it’s one that 
Carlson spends a good deal of time thinking 
about. It’s for our entrepreneurs to think first 
and foremost about making it big in the U.S.

“I don’t mean that you can’t deploy in 
Canada,” Carlson says. “But you need to be 
sure that you’re competitive, and that you’re 
solving a problem beyond Canada.”

“If a Canadian company isn’t relevant 
in the U.S., it’s unlikely to be relevant any-
where,” he says. “There can be some nuances 
to that, but it’s pretty close.”

That means our entrepreneurs need to 
succeed in the world that Radicle’s Haney 
lives in. Radicle is an accelerator investor 
with $15 million that it selectively distrib-
utes in $500,000 shots via 12-month invest-
ments to ag and food entrepreneurs.

Haney’s team then grooms the projects 
so they can move another step up the ladder 
to funding from Finistere.

It makes him a popular guy. But then, he 
is also good at saying no. In fact, knowing 
when to say no, and getting to that point as 
efficiently as possible is key Radicle strategy.

In the 10 months up to this past June, Radi-
cle received 170 pitches from entrepreneurs. By 
June, 70 per cent had already been rejected.

But another 50 or so were still undergo-
ing initial analysis, and up to 20 were under 
active discussion.

For them, the real work is just beginning. 
In fact, Radicle refers to it as their 3:1 pro-
cess, promising to help an idea make three 
years worth of progress in just one year.

Carlson nods his head. Moving quickly 
and attracting the right skills is crucial in 
the entrepreneurial world. Every day in that 
world, he says, the race is well and truly on. 
“Time is the enemy.”  CG
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The path to $500K
Kirk Haney at Radicle Accelerator Fund 
is sitting on top of $15 million, and 
his job is to dole that out, $500,000 
at a time, to entrepreneurs who have 
great ideas and a reasonable shot at 
becoming commercial successes.

Who gets the money?

“There’s a lot more to it than a 
good idea,” Haney says.

Of course, a good idea is essential. In 
fact, it has to be a big idea too. Best 
is if your idea will target a market that 
generates at least a total $1 billion in 
annual revenue, split among the various 
companies already active in it (or, if it’s 
a product for a market that doesn’t exist 
yet, a similarly large dollar amount).

That $1 billion threshold may not be 
as big as you think, though, especially 
because it’s a global total.

If you were going to stay within the 
U.S., for example, it would mean 
about $7 per acre for the combined 
American corn and soybean crop.

At least as important, however, is what 
Haney thinks of you as an entrepreneur. 
This, he says, is where some of his 
deepest insights come into play.

Much of his screening process 
boils down to questions that can be 
answered with a fairly easy yes or no. 
For instance, do you have expertise 
in the area, do you understand the 
market, and do you know how to 
build and run a company. Do you 
also know how to communicate with 

professional investors, and do you 
understand the terminology they use?

If your evaluation form doesn’t show a 
tick in each of those boxes, it doesn’t 
absolutely mean you’ll go home without 
the cash. Radicle can team you up 
with other experts who can fill in your 
gaps. But it can mean you’re facing 
something more of an uphill slope.

Even more important, however, are 
Radicle’s other assessments. Radicle 
will want to know what kind of person 
you are. It won’t matter if you dress in 
three-piece suits or if you wear coveralls, 
but it will matter if you can demonstrate 
that you are a good person to work 
with, that you are coachable, and that 
you know how to commit to a project.

Early in the evaluation process as 
well, you can expect Haney to ask 
you to tell him about a project or 
a venture where you have created 
success. Have you failed, he’ll also 
ask, and what did you learn from it?

All the while, however, Haney will 
have his ears open for what can be 
the most important test of all.

“Can you articulate your idea?” Haney will 
be wanting to know. “Can you tell the story 
of the problem you’re solving, about the 
customer you’re serving, about the disruptive 
nature of what you’re developing, and what 
it will mean to everyone at the table?”

Finding the right entrepreneur is 
the top consideration, Haney says. 
“Often the difference between the 
technology that gets to the market and 
the one that doesn’t is actually about 
the person, not the technology.”

Can you articulate 
your idea?” 

Radicle’s Kirk Haney 
wants to know. In fact, 
of all the success factors 
in the sidebar below, he 
says, this is often the 
most telling
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Every winter, talk turns to produc-
tion costs, with a focus on how to 
get your break-even price even 

lower. 
But what is your break-even?
Most of us believe it’s a reasonably 

simple figure to calculate: just divide your 
yield by your expenses, including the cost 
of seed, fuel, fertilizer, herbicide and fun-
gicide applications, a possible insecticide 
treatment, seed treatments, scouting, and 
any custom work done on a field.

Even if you stop there, the number can 
climb toward $5 a bushel. 

For a better number, though, be sure 
to also include land costs, machinery 
overheads and your labour, plus insur-
ance and related expenses.

And get ready to take some time to 
work it out. This is an exercise that is 

going to take some serious concentration.
And it’s also work you have to do for 
yourself. Not only are costs different from 
anyone else’s, but so are your yields — 
which is critical.

The danger of “averages”
One of the great advances of the past 10 
to 15 years in agriculture is the recogni-
tion that it can be dangerous to deal with 
averages. Yield expectations vary with heat 
units, soil types, drainage and so much 
more, confounding the quest for a one-
size-fits-all cost of production.

Chad Anderson, an independent cer-
tified crop adviser (CCA) from Brigden, 
Ont., agrees that expectations and break-
even pricing vary from grower to grower 

What market price do you 

need to break even? The 

answer depends not just on 

your costs, but your goals

By ralph Pearce,  

Cg Production editor

Breaking even

Cornguide 

The advent of precision ag systems is having — and will have — a significant impact on break-even calculations.

Continued on page 4
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as well as field to field. And he empha-
sizes that growers need to have a strong 
handle on their cost structure (variable 
and fixed) in combination with realistic 
yield parameters if they're going to per-
form a realistic break-even analysis.

“Producers manage their input based 
upon yield potential, and this can be 
affected by previous crops, soil type, field 
drainage, or in a year like 2017, where 
even planting date influences decisions,” 
says Anderson, noting the growing range 
of factors affecting break-even. “Yield is 
the most influential factor in break-even 
costing, as it’s the main divisor. I know of 
some producers who use multiple scenar-
ios with yield: they’ll use their crop insur-
ance average, their crop insurance 
guar antee and a higher yield — a kind of 
‘good, bad and the ugly,’ if you will.”

Obviously the break-even figure will 
change across these forecasts, even if costs 
stay the same over all three levels.

Other growers will look at different 
yield goals based upon yield potential of 
the different fields, keeping previous 
crops, drainage and soil types in mind. 

Then there’s the difference that a live-
stock or poultry producer brings to the 
picture. A livestock producer might only 
put manure on fields that are close to 
their livestock facilities. Those will have 
an inherent higher yield potential with a 
lower input requirement, leading to a 
more favourable break-even than other 
areas of their own farm operation, so 
those who do have access to manure obvi-
ously have another set of parameters to 
enter into the calculations. 

As farming becomes more intense and 
more technologically advanced, the fac-
tors that might influence cost of produc-
tion or break-even pricing also evolve. Dr. 
Dave Hooker brings a pair of consider-
ations to costing assessments: the impact 
of previous crops and the ever-growing 
effect of precision ag. As a field crop 
agronomist and associate professor at 
University of  Guelph’s Ridgetown 
Campus, Hooker has been involved with 
Dr. Bill Deen, an associate professor, also 
with the University of Guelph, in long-
term studies on the impacts of rotation.

“We have been reminding growers of 
our long-term rotation data that shows 

wheat in the rotation increases corn and 
soybean yields, and enables the inclusion 
of red clover, which can also increase corn 
yield and reduce N requirements,” says 
Hooker. “However, the vast majority of 
growers do not give wheat this credit, 
which results in a biased break-even for 
wheat (a higher break-even than actual) 
versus corn and soybean. Without consid-
ering the systems approach on crop perfor-
mance, the real break-evens for corn and 
soybean are higher than they first appear 
without wheat in the rotation, because 
corn and soybean yields would be lower 
and the cost of nitrogen for corn higher.”

Hooker acknowledges a constant 
friendly debate he’s had with ag econo-
mist Phil Shaw, who farms in nearby 
Dresden, Ont. Shaw stresses the picture of 
success is always based on economics and 
less on yield. Yet Hooker insists that grow-
ers need an accurate yield response for 
“product or treatment X” — and how 
variable the response can be, which is 
what he strives to provide.

At that point, growers can simply plug 
this number into their own farm-specific 
financials.

Hooker also sees technology causing 
significant changes in the ratio of costs to 
break-even prices. Growers who use pre-
cision ag systems like variable rate tech-
nology, field data and software to enable 
the generation of prescription maps will  
influence their bottom line.

“The cost of production (COP) and 
break-even varies from grower to grower, 
field to field and year to year,” says Hooker, 
echoing Anderson’s observation. “Even 
within a field — from a precision ag per-
spective, COP also depends on whether the 
land is rented or owned, the pest pressures 
present — and whether more dollars are 
needed to control herbicide-resistant 
weeds versus fields with low weed pressure 
or fewer herbicide-resistant weeds.”

Also a factor is whether controls are 
needed to suppress soybean aphid or 
Western bean cutworm.”

Again, echoing Anderson’s assessment, 
Hooker says the break-even price will 
depend on determining the effects of 
fixed costs versus variable costs. From a 
marketing perspective, he also believes the 
break-even price is important for estab-
lishing a marketing plan and callibrating 
it year-to-year.

Yield makes the difference

In a region where the phrase “Corn is 
King” is still an accurate description, 
Greg Stewart concedes that a grower 
knowing their cost of production may be 
essential, but not knowing it doesn’t 
exactly put them in a class by themselves.

Calculating break-even corn prices is 
probably as challenging as other aspects 
of crop production, and sometimes it 
can seem so difficult, it’s better just to 
skip it.

“I would assume most growers are 
content with doing some specif ic 
input-return calculations — as in ‘fun-
gicide cost me $23 and I got six bushels 
more’ — was it worth it?” says Stewart, 
agronomy lead with Maizex Seeds. He 
also cites the 2017 OMAFRA budget to 
help with calculations. “Costs (from the 
budget) are at $558.20 per acre, so at 
150 bu./ac. yield, that needs $3.72 per 
bushel to break even. At 200 bu./ac., that 
needs $2.79.” 

Continued from page 3



That’s a big difference, Stewart says, 
especially when those figures do not 
include land costs. 

Stewart also believes that little has 
been done to incorporate the value of 
precision ag, taking Hooker’s statement a 
few steps further. For all of the precision 
ag talks that he’s attended, he doesn’t 
remember anyone showing a break-even 
analysis on a precision ag map. He sees 
all kinds of yield maps and prescription 
maps, as if to say, “This is how we put 
the nitrogen down, this is how we put 
the potash down, this is where we up the 
population, this is where we drop the 
population.” 

“When you think about it, we have 
some significant measuring skills, and 
now you’re doing some things to change 

your input costs,” says Stewart. “If we’re 
going to cut back on nitrogen or seed, 
it’d be really interesting to look at that 
map and see what it looks like in terms 
of break-even.”

In an ideal world, a grower should be 
able to see those areas of a field where 
they can never break even, such as a 
sandy knoll where the break-even cost is 
$7 or $8 a bushel. Stewart believes it 
should be possible to create a break-even 
map of those sections, identify where 
they are, and take them out of produc-
tion, planting switchgrass or miscanthus 
and leaving it there. You wouldn’t make 
any money on that section or sections, 
but you wouldn’t lose as much, either.

“It captures this idea that in a precision 
ag world, our break-even costs should be 

quite intriguing, and what’s my break-even 
costs on those spots in a field, and can I do 
something to improve that?” says Stewart. 
“By improving the yield or dropping the 
input costs, and maybe at an extreme 
point, if a grower looks at a break-even 
map and it’s always $7.50 for that section, 
then those are spots in the field that I’m 
losing money on all of the time.”

On-farm stOrage
Another of the hidden costs often lost in 
the shuffle is on-farm storage. For 
Anderson, this should be treated as a 
fixed cost across all of a farm’s crops. A 
grower will have to service the debt 
attached to on-farm storage, regardless 
of what crop goes in, and your financial 
institution will still want the grain dryer 
payment whether a crop was dried or 
not.

“On-farm drying and storage does 
provide some competitive advantages in 
terms of break-even since, hopefully, the 
system you have can dry corn for less 
than what a commercial elevator will 
charge,” says Anderson. “On-farm also 
makes staying the course with your rota-
tion a bit easier as you can always put the 
crop away and hope your loss-leader 
crop price improves in time versus 
someone who ships everything at har-
vest, and will be forced to deal with stor-
age charges or brokerage fees, making 
the planting-time decision more restric-
tive in terms of pricing options.”

Ideally, a producer can make an 
acceptable profit in every crop they have 
in their desired rotation, says Anderson.

As crop prices have fallen, however, 
growers and their advisers are forced to 
look at budgets more intently. In the end, 
though, a grower still has to deal with 
some harsh realities that can’t be con-
trolled: heavy clay soils with poor drain-
age probably won’t allow for too high a 
corn yield. But, then, farming on some 
sharp sand probably means wheat is out 
of the question as well. Crop rotations 
aren’t always the easiest things to main-
tain today.

Again, this isn’t a business for the faint 
of heart.  Cg
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ridgetown’s Dave Hooker hopes to see 
precision maps that divide each field into 
cost zones.

Calculating your break-even cost is as  
challenging as any field job. And according to Stewart, 

it’s just as valuable
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Corn is a brilliant crop to grow. Its 
productivity is amazing, with a 
planting season here in North 

America that starts in February in Texas 
and ends in June somewhere in Canada. 

With genetics that fight off all kinds of 
pests, it’s almost like there’s an explosion 
in the field as the crop heads into tassel 
and it shows its full, insatiable drive to 
give farmers top yield.

Weather can be the great equalizer, as 
we saw in 2012 when drought impacted 
the crop in the U.S. However, at the end 
of  the day, for many farmers, corn 
remains a favourite crop to grow.

The 2017 growing season in the U.S. 
has been uneven. In the northwest plains 
of the Dakotas, severe dryness had an 
impact on crops through early summer. 
This drought boosted wheat prices, but 
also had a negative impact on corn poten-
tial in that area. In the eastern and mid-
southern U.S. corn belt, meanwhile, 
spring weather was much wetter and 
caused planting delays.

As the crop entered the summer, hot 
and dry forecasts continued to challenge 
the crop on many levels. However, in 
mid-July the forecast changed to a cooler 
forecast, taking some of the pressure off.

Needless to say, the USDA, as of early 
August 2017, was still projecting a U.S. 
national corn yield of 170.7 bu./ac. on 
90.9 million acres planted. Private fore-
casts, by contrast, ranged from 170 down 
to 162 bu./ac. 

Getting here in 2017 has been a bit of 
an adventure. New crop soybean prices 
held steady during the winter months of 
2016/17 presenting a pricing scenario that 
seemed much more profitable than corn 
at the time. Many analysts had predicted 
that U.S. soybean acres might outstrip 
U.S. corn acres for the first time in many 
years. However, although that did not 
happen, the 2017 corn acreage did fall 3.1 
million acres from last year, and soybean 
acreage was up seven per cent. 

With this reduction in U.S. corn acres 
as a backdrop, it might have seemed rea-
sonable that higher corn prices might be 
in the offing for 2017 and 2018. However, 
that has not been the case. In fact, since 
the start of 2017, spot corn prices south 
of the border have been reflective of a 
market that is satisfied with both supply 
and demand.

But 2017 can make us more confident 
that there will be increased futures prices 
ahead.

Part of the issue holding back corn 
prices in 2017 is the onerous old-crop sit-
uation in the U.S. Even going into mid-
August, the old-crop ending stocks left 
over from last year were projected at 2.370 
billion bushels. This is with a stocks-to-
use ratio currently at 16.3 per cent.

The projected ending stocks for 2017-
18 are 2.325 billion bushels based on a pro-
duction this year of 14.255 billion bushels. 
The new-crop ending stocks to use ratio is 
16.2 per cent. Simply put, it is a very bear-
ish supply-sided old-crop corn scenario, 
and it is weighing on new-crop price 
potential. It is one of the main reasons why 
the corn futures price is so range bound.

With those numbers, it is easy to have 
your eyes glaze over. What’s the point of 
even watching the market? However, there 
are glimmers of hope and there are rays 
of light within the corn complex, which 
may offer marketing opportunities in the 
future.

Corn demand is one of them. For the 
corn growing in the field now, projected 
demand is 14.350 billion bushels. This is 
an incredible figure and it requires U.S. 
production levels to be maintained on an 
annual basis. Feed demand is projected at 
5.475 billion bushels (bbu), and ethanol 
production is projected at 5.5 bbu. 

Yes, the market fundamentals present 
a generally bearish picture. However, at 
the same time the demand numbers are 
so dynamic that it would only take a 
small production shortfall in the U.S. to 

Sometimes it seems prices 

are stuck in neutral. But keep 

your eyes open. Global 

demand is enormous, and 

shocks can emerge overnight

By Philip Shaw

Watch those 
corn prices

Cornguide 



send prices much higher and force 
demand to be rationed.

But when will that production short-
fall come?

It does not look like it is on the hori-
zon in 2017, but it will eventually be here. 
Farmers should not lose hold of that real-
ity, even though at times it feels like bear-
ishness in corn will last forever.

In Canada, meanwhile, the great chal-
lenge for corn growers is to co-ordinate 
the two layers of crop marketing strategy. 
Specifically, we have basis risk, and we 
have futures risk. They are separate, and 
need to be addressed as separate.

In Ontario, for instance, there are his-
torical patterns to the corn basis which, if 
watched carefully, can be rewarding. 
Typically, Ontario does not produce as 
much corn as we need, but a supply or 
delivery glut often leads to a very low 
basis level at harvest. In fact, corn is usu-
ally exported to the U.S. in the late fall 
and winter, and sometimes imported 
back into summer with a corresponding 
higher import basis. 

This corn basis situation differs across 
regions of the province, however, as well as 
into Quebec. Generally speaking as you 
move east, the corn basis is higher. In fact, 

in Quebec, flat pricing is king. This is a 
constantly changing cash price situation, 
to some extent governed by the Canadian 
dollar, but also by the demand for corn in 
that particular area and by the proximity 
of neighbouring U.S. replacement corn 
supplies. This cash price equation for 
Ontario and Quebec cannot be ignored. 
Sometimes basis fluctuations can trump 
futures moves in corn. It will be a continu-
ing challenge for eastern Canadian corn 
growers into late 2017 and early 2018.

The new-crop cash elevator price for 
corn in southwestern Ontario in early 
August 2017 settled at approximately 
$4.40 a bushel. The old-crop price for any 
corn still in the bin was approximately 
$4.25 a bushel, with prices about 50 cents 
higher in eastern Ontario. These prices 
are reflective of ample supplies in Ontario 
as well as a Canadian dollar which rose to 
80 U.S. cents from the 72 U.S. cents level 
on May 2, 2017.

The U.S. replacement price for corn 
was approximately $4.92 in early August. 
It is a classic Ontario market situation, 
where ample supplies are keeping the cash 
prices down.

Successive USDA reports going into 
January 2018 will help define U.S. total 

corn supply for this year and next. These 
USDA reports serve as flashpoints in the 
corn market as speculators embrace 
USDA data. The USDA had predicted 
170.7 bu./ac. corn crop earlier in 2017, 
but we will see how well this holds up as 
we get into harvest, with the final yield 
report due in January 2018. Corn produc-
ers need to be aware of these reports as 
they always have a significant effect on 
corn futures prices.

There are a myriad of market factors 
at play that still could affect corn prices. 
Brazil and Ukraine corn production con-
tinues to expand and challenge U.S. 
export markets, especially at certain times 
of year. Geopolitical events can also dis-
rupt markets. There is always the prospect 
of a “black swan” event (unexpected sud-
den major event), which could impact 
corn prices higher or lower. 

Standing cash corn market orders can 
be a good tool to use in this corn market 
environment to sell grain.

Corn might be a brilliant crop to grow, 
standing tall and handsome, but the corn 
market has a life of its own. The challenge 
for farmers is to immerse themselves in 
the various market factors. Daily market 
intelligence will always be key.  CG
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Placing standing cash price orders may be a wise move in a corn market that may yet 
see some bounces because of USDA reports and international events
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Coming out of winter and looking 
ahead to any growing season, it’s 
impossible to predict which 

insect pests will be the biggest challenge 
for growers. In 2001, for instance, soybean 
aphids first became a widespread issue for 
Ontario farmers, and the fear took such 
firm root that we’d have to deal with them 
in 2002 that the reality fell short of the 
expectation, leading to the incorrect 
assumption that aphids would be an 
“every-other-year” pest.

For the past two years, Western bean 
cutworm (WBC) has become a focal 
point for farmers, agronomists, extension 
personnel, retailers and researchers. In the 
U.S., farm media reports were urging 
growers to use increased diligence in 
steeling against its impacts, even as Can-
adian farmers waited for their fields to 
dry out and warm up. 

In spite of increased awareness and 
calls for increased scouting, the one tru-

ism about insect problems is that a pest 
will be a problem when it becomes a 
problem. For much of the early part of 
the 2017 growing season, most agrono-
mists, advisers and ministry personnel 
took more of a wait-and-see approach, 
yet with corresponding words of caution. 

Tracey Baute, field crop entomologist 
with the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, 
Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA), took 
a proactive step on May 10, issuing a fact 
sheet on WBC titled “How to prepare for 
2017.” She noted that WBC “has earned 
the designation of primary pest of corn in 
Ontario, and it is starting to become 
important for dry bean growers, too.” She 
also co-authored a fact sheet (“Western 
bean cutworm scouting and management 
in field corn”) with Jocelyn Smith and Art 
Schaafsma, both of the University of 
Guelph Ridgetown Campus. 

But 2017, with its heavy rains inter-
spersed with patchy dry regions, has been 
an ideal environment for almost every 
pest, notes Baute, with some regions see-
ing species that under normal circum-
stances, a farmer might not worry about. 

“If anything does have us at a bit of 
disadvantage, it’s that the crops got in a 
little later,” she adds. “That can set us up 
for certain insects to build up their popu-
lations and hang out in fields longer 
before the crops are harvested. That said, 
weather will play a big role as to whether 
they have an impact.”

AppeArAnces cAn  
be deceiving
During the first half of July, Twitter came 
alive with reports, photos and posts per-
taining to WBC activity and counts. In 
one week (July 10 to 17), trap-counts in 
southwestern Oxford County skyrock-
eted, from 55 collected near the hamlet of 
Cultus to 366 seven days later. During the 
same period, a farm near Walsingham 
jumped from 71 on the 10th to 263 on 
the 17th.

Granted, these numbers were from 
one small corner of one county, but this 
certainly wasn’t the only part of the 
region to see more activity. 

Pests in 2017 have been a 

more complicated picture, 

based largely on a mixed bag 

of weather-related challenges

by ralph pearce,  

cg production editor

More than cutworms

cornguide 

“If anything does have us 
at a bit of disadvantage, 
it’s that the crops got in 

 a little later.” 

— Tracey Baute, OMAFRA

spraying is warranted if there’s an  
accumulation of five per cent of plants 
with eggs or small larvae, according to 
oMAFrA recommendations.
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In spite of those higher counts, Baute 
reminds growers that there’s more to 
determining the severity of pests or their 
potential for damage. In her “How to pre-
pare for 2017” document, she noted that 
it’s the action threshold that is the key fac-
tor to determine whether to spray or not. 
For starters, thresholds are not based on 
trap counts, since only the males are 
caught in traps, leaving the females free to 
lay eggs. 

“Spray is warranted if there has been an 
accumulation of five per cent of the plants 
with eggs or small larvae,” states Baute’s 
document. “If during Scouting Trip 1, 
there were two per cent of the plants with 
eggs on them, and four days later during 
Scouting Trip 2, there are three per cent, 
then there’s a need to spray.”

Regardless of rising trap numbers, 
Baute says scouting is the real key. For the 
2017 growing season, she advised all 
growers to scout all corn hybrids, includ-
ing those containing Bt technology. Those 
hybrids with the Cry1F gene are no longer 
effective against WBC. Even those with 
Viptera technology should be scouted to 
confirm the Bt trait is still effective. 

John Seliga, an agronomist for DuPont 
Pioneer, echoes many of Baute’s observa-
tions, including her advice about scouting 
for WBC. He also has been active on 
Twitter, posting photos of egg masses and 
tips on how to use sunlight and shading 
to find them. In his area along the Lake 
Erie shoreline, he’s hearing of WBC trap 
counts as high as 300 in a week. That’s 
why he also advocates scouting as one 
method of monitoring, and yes, the Cry1F 
genetic trait is less effective. 

“Hybrids containing Viptera technol-
ogy still benefit from very good protection 
to this pest, though there are relatively few 
options available for growers today,” says 
Seliga. “With regards to scouting, I believe 
what the Corn Pest Coalition group has set 
up is a highly effective network of Western 
bean cutworm traps for Ontario produc-
ers. It’s critical to monitor moth flights to 
accurately predict when field scouting 
should occur.”

With proper scouting, growers and 
their agronomists can better plan an 
effective insecticide management strat-
egy to control WBC and protect the corn 
crop from both yield and quality losses, 
Seliga adds.

Other pests in the mix

One of the drawbacks of paying particu-
lar attention to one pest is that others 
might escape notice — although to be 
fair, increased scouting should limit that 
potential. Drew Thompson, market devel-
opment agronomist with Pride Seeds, says 
soil insects are at extremely high levels in 
2017, including grubs, wireworms and 
seed corn maggot, among others. 
Increases in the grubs and wireworms 
suggest a link to recent mild winters, 
along with low winter mortality rates. 
Why seed corn maggot is a problem is 
something that needs answering, yet it’s 
the worst Thompson has seen.

“Cover crops definitely hurt,” says 
Thomp son, adding that early pest pres-
sures were varied. “Slugs and millipedes 
were bad, some soybeans needed to be 
replanted as a result of slug pressure. Bean 
leaf beetle was found in the Niagara area, 
and some guys did end up spraying.”

That’s the first of bean leaf beetle in 
Niagara that Thompson has witnessed, 
but in talking to other agronomists from 
the region, the pests are not unheard of in 

that area. Black cutworm was also quite 
common, and armyworm was patchy, 
although some wheat and corn fields 
required early control. 

Baute and Seliga also note an increase 
in other pests, particularly soybean 
aphids. Baute mentions that some grow-
ers she’s talked with were shocked to find 
them as early as June. 

“They’ve forgotten that it’s very nor-
mal to find them starting colonies any-
where east and north of London,” says 
Baute. “It by no means indicates that this 
year will be a problem year.” 

For Seliga, 2017 will be known as the 
year that growers had to deal with above-
average pest pressures for below-ground 
insects that are a concern at the seedling 
stage. It’s still too early know the total 
rootworm damage.

The U.S. Corn Belt has reported find-
ing the pest, and there had been sporadic 
reports in Ontario. But Seliga believes 
longer rotations are a boon to growers in 
Eastern Canada, and should help control 
corn rootworm from establishing with 
the same intensity.  CG
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“It’s critical to monitor moth flights to accurately  
predict when field scouting should occur.” 

 — John Seliga, DuPont Pioneer

seed dealers, agronomists and advisers are very vocal in 2017 about scouting for 
Western bean cutworm egg masses.
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Croplan (Winfield)

4020VT2P/RIB (100 day/2925 CHU): 
This tough-acre hybrid is well-adapted to 
stressful growing conditions in the 100 
relative maturity (RM) zone, with a large 
fibrous root system and a medium-
height plant. Its flex ear allows a variety 
of population options. It also brings 
strong, natural corn borer tolerance.

4079SS/RIB and VT2P/RIB (100 day/ 
2950 CHU): Ranked first in the compa-
ny’s 2016 Answer Plot yield trials, with 
excellent roots and stress tolerance, and 
good disease tolerance, this hybrid is 
well adapted to corn-on-corn systems 
with the capability to handle high pop-
ulations. Very good seedling vigour 
allows early planting. Available in 
SmartStax and VT Double Pro versions.

4488SS/RIB (104 day/3150 CHU): 
4488SS/RIB has exceptional yield poten-
tial and is best positioned in high-yield 
environments. Tall hybrid with good 
roots and green-snap ratings, it is well 
adapted to corn-on-corn rotations.

4997VT2P/RIB (109 day/3300 CHU): 
This hybrid has strong yield potential but 
should be kept in the 110 RM zone. It is a 
tall hybrid with very good stalks, roots, 
and disease package, plus solid drought 
tolerance and good green-snap tolerance. 
Keep on rotated acres, but it will handle 
variable yield environments.

dekalb/Monsanto

DKC26-40RIB (2150 CHU): This VT 
Double PRO RIB Complete hybrid has 
a strong disease package and excellent 
test weight. Fast drydown helps put this 
hybrid on the early side of its relative 
maturity. It has also demonstrated 
excellent emergence and late-season 
appearance. 

DKC50-26RIB (3050 CHU): This 
SmartStax RIB Complete hybrid has 
shown excellent seedling vigour and dry-
down. Excellent stalk strength and late-
season health contribute to its exceptional 
test weight and yield potential. 

DKC51-40RIB (3075 CHU): This VT 
Double PRO RIB Complete hybrid has 
shown very good grain quality and 
exceptional test weight. It also has excel-
lent late-season appearance with big gir-
thy ears and excellent drydown. It 
performs best in medium- to high-yield 
environments and across a wide range of 
populations. 

DKC59-50RIB (3300 CHU): This 
VT Double PRO RIB Complete hybrid 
performs best in dryland conditions 
but has strong irrigated-yield potential 
as well. It demonstrates exceptional 
stay-green and excellent stalks and 
roots for late-season standability. Its 
semi-flex ear type provides some pop-
ulation flexibility. 
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new in corn hybrids

Cornguide

In the history books, 2017 will go 
down as a tale of two extremes. In 
parts of Eastern Canada, there was 

flooding while drought in the U.S. Great 
Plains reached north into Canada. And in 
between, growing conditions were any-
thing up to and including perfect. 

So what’s in the cards for 2018?
Few decisions are more important 

than your seed genetics, and in the fol-
lowing pages, 10 seed and trait companies 

tell us about more than 90 new hybrids 
that they feel will be important to your 
getting more bushels (or more silage) out 
of whatever next year has to offer. We 
hope our list will prove a good starting 
point for your own investigations.

(Legend – CHU: crop heat units; 
RM: relative maturity; RIB: refuge in a 
bag; BMR: brown mid-rib; NDF: neutral 
detergent fibre; NDFd: neutral detergent 
fibre digestibility)

2018 is bringing a host of new options 
for growers in Eastern Canada



Dow SeeDS

DS79C56 (2300 CHU, 79 RM): The earli-
est of the new Enlist weed control system 
hybrids, DS79C56 is a new, high-yielding, 
early-flowering hybrid with the new 
PowerCore trait for broad-spectrum 
above-ground insect pest control. It is a 
flex ear type with deep kernels and good 
test weight. Solid agronomics including 
strong stalks and good late-season plant 
integrity.  

DS81R65 (2400 CHU, 81 RM): This 
hybrid features the PowerCore trait 
and offers consistent-sized ears down 
the row with good tip-fill, fast grain 
drydown and good grain quality. Solid 
agronomics include good drought tol-
erance and strong stalks and roots. 
Excellent emergence and early vigour, 
make this hybrid well adapted to early 
planting.

DS83T15 (2500 CHU, 83 RM): This 
hybrid features the PowerCore trait and 
provides broad-spectrum above-ground 
insect pest control with very high yield 
potential in productive environments. It 
offers strong emergence and vigour in 
cool, wet soils and is well adapted for 
early planting. Solid agronomics include 
excellent stay-green and late-season 
intactness, plus good stalk strength. 

DS88G67 (2700 CHU, 88 RM): This 
hybrid has excellent yield potential that 
adapts well to variable environments. It 
contains both SmartStax and Enlist traits 
including strong stalks, making it suitable 
for delayed harvest, and shows very good 
fall plant health and late-season plant 
integrity.

DS88G62 (2700 CHU, 88 RM): This 
highly adaptable hybrid fits in variable 
environments with excellent yield poten-
tial. It’s part of the new Enlist weed con-
trol system, with stalk strength and very 
good fall plant health making it suitable 
for delayed harvest.

DS90K07RA (2800 CHU, 90 RM): A 
medium-tall hybrid with excellent top-
end yield potential in productive environ-
ments, it  offers solid agronomics 
including strong stalks and roots suitable 
for delayed harvest with good late-season 
intactness. An excellent disease package 
and flex ear type adapts well to variable 
plant densities.

DS92J87RA (2825 CHU, 92 RM): This 
stable, early-flowering hybrid with solid 
agronomics, offers strong emergence and 
early-season vigour as well as excellent 
drought and disease tolerance. It also fea-

tures good stalks and roots, late-season 
stay-green and flex ear type with excellent 
grain quality. 

DS95M97 (2850 CHU, 95 RM): This 
hybrid brings top-end yield potential and 
adaptability to all soil types. It has strong 
roots, good grain quality and fast grain 
drydown. It thrives in moderate- to high-
yield environments.

DS02J55 (3100 CHU, 102 RM): This 
tall hybrid features the PowerCore and 
Enlist traits and is well adapted to 
Eastern Canada production zones. With 
excellent emergence and early vigour, it 
offers very high-yield potential, good 
drought tolerance and stability even in 
tough conditions. 

DS01D85 (3050 CHU, 101 RM): This 
new PowerCore Enlist early-flowering 
hybrid delivers impressive top end 
yields. Solid agronomics include strong 
stalks and roots and late-season plant 
intactness. Excellent disease package 
includes very good tolerance to NCLB 
and eyespot. 

DS04Y97RA (3125 CHU, 104 RM): A 
solid hybrid with new elite genetics 
delivers impressive yields, it has solid 
agronomics including strong stalks and 
roots, good drought tolerance and dis-
ease tolerance. Very girthy ears will flex 
at moderate populations and adapt to 
variable stands.

DS04S85 (3150 CHU, 104 RM): 
Based on a new line of genetics and fea-
turing both the PowerCore and Enlist 
traits, this hybrid is widely adaptable 
across soil types and environments. It 
delivers big yields in productive environ-
ments and maintains consistent perfor-
mance under variable fertility and stress. 
It has excellent stalks and roots with 
good tolerance to northern corn leaf 
blight. 

DS05U06 (3200 CHU, 106 RM): This 
PowerCore Enlist hybrid dries fast in the 
field for a timely harvest with minimal 
lodging. Its uniform and fast emergence 
helps it fit in most of the province. 

DS08A27 (3200 CHU, 106 RM): This  
high-performance hybrid offers big yield 
potential and good test weight with a 
very good agronomic package. Protected 
by SmartStax and Enlist traits, it delivers 
higher yield at higher populations. 

DS06R36 (3200 CHU, 106 RM): A 
top-performing hybrid from a new line 
of  genetics that features both the 
PowerCore and Enlist traits, it performs 
over a wide range of soil types and envi-
ronments with excellent yield stability. 

Its solid agronomics include strong 
stalks, very good test weight and excel-
lent tolerance to northern corn leaf 
blight. 

DS10Y47RA (3300 CHU, 110 RM): 
This attractive new medium-tall hybrid 
offers very high-yield potential at moder-
ate populations. Its solid agronomics 
include drought tolerance, good stalks 
and roots, and a strong disease package 
including excellent northern corn leaf 
blight tolerance. The semi-flex ear fea-
tures good grain quality and full husk 
coverage protecting the ear in areas prone 
to bird damage.

Silage HybriDS
TMF81H46 (2400 CHU, 81 RM): This 
new silage-specific hybrid offers the Enlist 
weed control system and includes the 
PowerCore trait. Strong tonnage can be 
expected from this early hybrid along 
with excellent NDFd and starch scores. It 
is well adapted to various soil types and 
environments and boasts a solid agro-
nomic package for stalks and roots.

BMR90B17 (2600 CHU, RM 90): Dow 
Seeds’ earliest BMR hybrid features a new 
line of BMR genetics with SmartStax and 
Enlist traits. It provides excellent NDFd 
and delivers very high-quality corn silage. 
BMR90B17 produces very good forage 
yields for its maturity, has a solid agro-
nomic package and adapts well to variable 
plant densities. 

BMR90B94 (2600 CHU, RM 90): This 
is a new BMR hybrid with excellent 
standability and good stress tolerance. Its 
solid plant agronomics will support high 
plant densities and narrow row widths. It 
moves north well.

BMR93B41 (2700 CHU, RM 93): This 
new Enlist BMR hybrid has good ear 
development, good tip-fill and a harder 
kernel. The hybrid is medium-tall and 
boasts good stress tolerance.

F2F345RA (2700 CHU, RM 93): A 
silage-specific hybrid that stands medium-
tall and shows good stress tolerance, it 
delivers good ear development and tip-
fill. Harder kernel texture will benefit 
from kernel processing. 

BMR95B79 (2750 CHU, RM 95): This 
new SmartStax Enlist hybrid with solid 
agronomics and very strong roots pro-
duces excellent tonnage and NDF digest-
ibility. It is a good choice for heavier soils 
with good fertility and good water-sup-
plying capacity.
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BMR06B58 (3125 CHU, RM 106): A 
tall, dense, silage hybrid featuring a new 
line of BMR genetics with SmartStax 
and Enlist traits, it offers very high ton-
nage potential with excellent NDFd and 
starch scores making top-quality corn 
silage. It’s adaptable to variable growing 
environments, has solid agronomics 
and excellent response to fungicide 
application. 

BMR09B67 (3200 CHU, RM 109): 
This full-season BMR silage hybrid with 
both SmartStax and Enlist traits offers 
very high tonnage potential. Its solid 
agronomics include good drought stress 
tolerance, and it responds well to fertile 
growing conditions and moderate plant 
densities.

DuPont Pioneer

Grain Corn
P7227R (2125 CHU): This very early 
hybrid with excellent drought tolerance 
is late-flowering with fast drydown, and 
has great yield-to-moisture performance. 

P7527AM (2150 CHU): This hybrid 
is a very early product with excellent 
drought tolerance and Optimum Acre-
Max insect protection. It has great yield-
to-moisture performance, and is a 
late-flowering hybrid with fast drydown. 

P8034R (2325 CHU): This new high-
yield potential hybrid has very good 
northern leaf blight tolerance and solid 
agronomics. It has great yield-to-mois-
ture performance, above-average agro-
nomics, and is a shorter hybrid with low 
ear insertion.

P8234AM (2400 CHU): This is 
another new, high-yield potential prod-
uct with above-average agronomics. It 
has good northern leaf blight tolerance 
and is a shorter plant with low ear 
insertion.

P8700AM (2600 CHU): This new 
high-yield potential hybrid has very good 
northern leaf blight tolerance and excel-
lent drought tolerance. It is a short plant 
with moderate ear insertion and early 
flowering — an exciting new performer 
for 2600 heat unit maturity. 

P9330AM (2750 CHU): A new prod-
uct with solid agronomics, great yield 
potential and stability, this hybrid has 
above-average test weight, and is suitable 
for eastern Ontario and Quebec.

P9404AM (2800 CHU): This new sta-
ble product for maturity with an excel-

lent agronomic package has great yield 
potential and widely adapted genetics. It 
has moderate plant height and above-
average test weight. 

P9608AM (2850 CHU): A new stable 
product for maturity with very good 
root and stalk strength, this hybrid has 
great yield performance and stability 
with very good test weight. It has excel-
lent standability traits.

P9608AMXT (2850 CHU): Another 
new stable product for maturity with 
above- and below-ground insect protec-
tion, this hybrid has great yield perfor-
mance and stability with very good test 
weight.

P9621AMXT (2850 CHU): This new 
product has outstanding yield potential, 
and built-in above- and below-ground 
insect protection. It is a late-flowering 
offensive-style product and is predicted 
to have above-average Gibberella ear rot 
tolerance — a new yield winner for the 
2850 heat unit maturity.  

P9840AMXT (2900 CHU): This new 
Optimum AcreMax XTreme product in 
P9840 platform genetics offers great 
y ield stability, and excel lent root 
strength. It is a shorter plant with low 
ear insertion. 

P9998AM (2950 CHU): An exciting 
new product for maturity with excellent 
drought tolerance via the Optimum 
AQUAmax trait this hybrid has great 
yield-to-moisture performance with 
above-average test weight. 

P9998AMXT (3000 CHU): A strong 
new product for maturity with excellent 
drought tolerance via the Optimum 
AQUAmax trait, this hybrid has above-
average test weight and great yield-to-
moisture performance. It is a short plant 
with low ear insertion.

P0306AM (3100 CHU): This new 
product for maturity has excellent 
drought tolerance via the Optimum 
AQUAmax trait. It offers above-average 
test weight, outstanding root strength 
and above-average stalk strength.  

P0414AM (3125 CHU): This new 
product for maturity has very good test 
weight, and moderate Gibberella ear rot 
tolerance. It is a tall hybrid with above-
average ear height.  

P0574AM (3150 CHU): This high-per-
forming product offers excellent drought 
tolerance via the Optimum AQUAmax 
trait, and has great yield-to-moisture 
performance. It is a shorter plant with 
low ear insertion, excellent root strength 
and above-average standability.

P0574AMXT (3125 CHU): Another 
high-performing product with excellent 
drought tolerance via the Optimum 
AQUAmax trait, this hybrid has great 
yield-to-moisture performance. It has 
built-in above- and below-ground insect 
protection.

SilaGe HybriDS
P0789AMXT (3100 to 3400 CHU): This 
new product with excellent silage appear-
ance and quality is a strong full-season 
silage option. It is a very tall plant with 
high ear insertion. This hybrid has excel-
lent silage yield and starch score.

elite SeeDS
E44H12 R (2100 CHU): This Genuity VT 
Double Pro RIB Complete is an early 
hybrid with a good seedling vigour. Its 
early flowering and short relative maturity 
fit it for short-season regions, and it has 
excellent yield and test weight. 

E52V97 R (2450 CHU): This is the 
Roundup Ready version of E52V92 R. 
This medium-tall corn has very good 
stalk and root strength. It adapts well to 
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high population and offers a good yield 
response in all environments. Its test 
weight is excellent.

E55T37 R (2600 CHU): This is the 
Roundup Ready version of E55T32 R. 
This hybrid has good seedling vigour. It 
has great stay-green in the fall which 
makes it a good candidate for either silage 
or grain corn, and it has fast drydown. 
The yield potential is high in high-yield-
ing regions. 

E61H72 R (2700 CHU): This is 
another Genuity VT Double Pro RIB 
Complete hybrid. Versatile for either 
silage or grain corn, it’s tall, and its con-
sistent large cob responds to high popu-
lations with superior yields. The roots 
and stalk quality give it good stay-green 
and plant integrity in the fall.

E62H80 LR (2750 CHU): A Genuity 
SmartStax RIB Complete hybrid that 
responds well whether it’s in stress or a 
corn-on-corn situation, it has excellent 
development and consistently large cob for 
great yield potential. This hybrid will also 
do very well as a silage option. 

E61C37 R (2725 CHU): This is the 
Roundup Ready version of E61C35. 
Added to the qualities of the E61C35, it 
brings good fall stay-green. Its tall plants 
will also provide an excellent silage yield. 
In its zone, this hybrid will give a good 
test weight and grain quality. 

E67H95 (conventional) and E67H92 
R (Genuity VT Double Pro) (2900 
CHU): These two versions of the same 
hybrid deliver high yield plus early flow-
ering and fast drydown. Stalk quality is 
excellent — an excellent companion 
product to E69G92R.

Horizon SeedS
HZ 2853 (2650 CHU: This hybrid utilizes 
the new trait platform Agrisure 3120 E-Z 
Refuge which offers European corn borer 
insect protection only. It has proven to a 
be a racehorse-type hybrid that will per-
form best on well-fed soils.

HZ 3295 (2750 CHU): This new 
Artesian hybrid using the Agrisure 
Artesian 3120A E-Z Refuge offers corn 
borer insect protection plus drought pro-
tection that will help you maximize yield 
when it rains and increase yield when it 
doesn’t. It offers big, girthy ears and a solid 
agronomic package. 

HZ 991-ORG (2900 CHU): This new 
organically produced hybrid is an excel-
lent hybrid with tremendous ear flex, 
and adapts to all environments and has 
phenomenal seed vigour. It has top rat-

ings for root strength and drought toler-
ance, and will perform well on sandy 
soils.

HZ 3720 (2900 CHU): This top-qual-
ity new hybrid being produced organi-
cally has nice quick emergence and 
high-yield potential for a conventional 
hybrid. 

HZ 4255 (3050 CHU): An outstanding 
new GT only hybrid, HZ 4255 is a replace-
ment hybrid for HZ 1052GT. This great 
agronomic package provides excellent gir-
thy ears with good kernel depth.

Silage HybridS
HZ 2340 (2500 CHU): This stable new 
silage-specific hybrid has many years’ 
worth of research data. It produces big 
yields and consistently offers great feed 
numbers.

HZ 2810 (2625 CHU): This silage-
only hybrid will grow very tall with a full 
canopy and great eye appeal. It is offered 
with the glyphosate-tolerant only Agri-
sure GT trait.

HZ 3330 (2800 CHU): This new silage-
only hybrid has very tall plant stature with 
the Agrisure 3000GT trait for corn root-
worm and corn borer protection. 

HZ 4037 (3000 CHU): This silage-
only hybrid grows very tall and will give 
lots of tonnage. It features Agrisure 
Viptera 3111, a full trait package with 
rootworm, corn borer and western bean 
cutworm protection. 

legend SeedS  
(diStributed tHrougH 
Sevita-ProSeedS)
LR 9874 VT2PRIB (2375 CHU/74 day): 
This corn hybrid with a great root system 
to handle most soil types, also has great 
late-season intactness and fast drydown.

LR 9785 VT2PRIB (2675 CHU/85 day): 
This high-yield potential hybrid does well 
under highly productive fertile soils and 
high-management systems. It has very 
good early-season vigour, tassels early for 
its maturity.

LR 9891 VT2PRIB (2825 CHU/91 day): 
A very high-yield potential for this corn 
hybrid, it will travel across all soil types 
and has a great anthracnose rating. This 
medium-short product has excellent stalk 
and root health.

LR 9495 VT2PRIB (2850 CHU/95 day): 
This go-anywhere hybrid with great early 
growth handles stress very well. It gives 
consistent yields year after year and is a 
great partner to LR 9891 VT2PRIB. 

LS 5495 (2850 CHU/95 day): This go-
anywhere conventional corn hybrid, also 
has great early growth, consistent yields, 
and can handle stress very well. 

LR 9705 VT2PRIB (3150 CHU/105 day): 
This hybrid demonstrates a high yield 
with fertile soils. Medium tall, it likes 
higher population, does well under a 
high-management system, and has very 
good late-season intactness.

Maizex SeedS

grain Corn
MZ 2655DBR (2600 CHU, 86 RM): This 
VT Double Pro hybrid provides industry-
leading yield and stalk strength. Rapid 
grain drydown allows movement north of 
adapted zone, plus superior plant health 
and stay-green to protect yield. 

MZ 3397SMX (2800 CHU, 93 RM): 
This SmartStax hybrid offers flexible 
positioning. It performs positively in 
low- and high-yield environments. Early 
flowering allows movement north of 
adapted zone. Strong stalks allow for 
flexible harvest. 

MZ 3611SMX (2900 CHU, 96 RM): 
This tough and rugged SmartStax 
hybrid offers impressive stress tolerance 
for peace of mind. Its strong agronom-
ics enable flexible harvest with impres-
sive plant health and stay-green for 
maximum yield.

MZ 3656DBR (2900 CHU, 96 RM): 
This VT Double Pro hybrid is dominant 
from start to finish and features impressive 
seeding vigour leading to exceptional plant 
health. Open husks lead to rapid grain dry-
down. With exceptional stalk strength, its 
performance excels under high fertility.

MZ 3818DBR (2950 CHU, 98 RM): 
This VT Double Pro showy hybrid has 
excellent late-season plant health and 
intactness. It also offers broad-spectrum 
disease tolerance to protect yield poten-
tial plus solid performance in low- and 
high-yield environments.

MZ 402X (3050 CHU, 100 RM): This 
conventinal hybrid offers performance 
with exceptional plant health and stay-
green maximize yield. Strong stalks allow 
for flexible harvest, with impressive yield 
and response to intensive management. 
Short plant height also maximizes har-
vest efficiency.

MZ 4368SMX (3100 CHU, 103 RM): 
This SmartStax dependable hybrid with 
powerful spring vigour accommodates 
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early planting, and industry-leading plant 
stay-green combined with a robust disease 
package. Open husks allow for rapid grain 
drydown and strong stalks also allow for 
flexible harvest. 

MZ 4511DBR (3150 CHU, 105 RM): 
This VT Double Pro, performance-driven 
hybrid has strong spring vigour and a 
strong disease package. Early flowering 
allows maximum yield north of zone, plus 
leading stalk strength, grain drydown and 
impressive plant health for peace of mind. 

MZ 5165DBR (3275 CHU, 111 RM): 
This VT Double Pro full-season hybrid 
has maximum maturity and maximum 
yield. It has exceptional stay-green and 
plant health. Strong stalks enable flexible 
harvest, plus open husks and grain dry-
down along with robust disease tolerance 
protects yield potential. 

Silage Corn
MS 6902R (1950 CHU, 69 RM): This 
Roundup Ready Corn 2 hybrid has an 
unmatched combination of maturity and 
yield, and provides leading performance 
for early silage. It has large, girthy ears 
with soft kernel texture for increased 
starch availability. This large, robust plant 
with wide leaves maximizes tonnage and 
white cobs to increase palatability. 

MS 7420R (2300 CHU, 74 RM): This 
Roundup Ready Corn 2 hybrid is aggres-
sive with strong seedling vigour that 
develops large, robust plants. Its large ears 
have kernels with soft texture to increase 
digestibility and white cobs increase feed 
palatability.

MS 8088R (2400 CHU, 80 RM): With 
Agrisure GT this flexible hybrid has 
strong stalks that allow for flexible har-
vest. Large ears increase starch quantity 
while its tall, robust plant increases ton-
nage. Performance excels in low- and 
high-yield environments.

LF 9066SMX (2600 CHU, 90 RM): 
This SmartStax hybrid is ideal for contin-
uous corn acres, and offers a leading 
combination of yield and digestibility in 
the early season, plus advanced traits for 
continuous corn rotations. Strong early 
vigour develops into extremely large, 
robust plants. Impressive plant health 
also protects yield potential.

LFG 9601R (2800 CHU, 97 RM): This 
Roundup Ready Corn 2 hybrid provides 
industry-leading digestibility and yield. 
Impressive ears develop floury kernels for 
maximum starch availability. Expanded 
harvest window allows for flexible harvest, 
and white cobs increase feed palatability.

LF 0284SMX (2950 CHU, 102 RM): 
Maximum tonnage is the hallmark of 
this SmartStax hybrid. With very good 
seeding vigour that produces large, 
robust plants, this hybrid has a leading 
balance of maximum insect protection 
and whole-plant digestibility for contin-
uous corn acres. Impressive ears also 
maximize starch quantity.

Pride SeedS
A4477HM (2300 CHU): This new 
introductory conventional hybrid for 
silage and high-moisture usage has a very 
unique genetic product family. It features 
slow grain drying rate that preserves reli-
able and consistent feed quality at ideal 

moisture content. Ears are very girthy, 
exceptionally consistent, producing packed 
kernels on a white cob with outstanding 
health, standability and disease resistance.

A5910 (2700 CHU): From a very strong 
product family this new introductory hybrid 
is a conventional version of A5914G2 RIB 
and A5915G8 RIB. With very strong perfor-
mance it has exceptional yield potential and 
great drought and stress tolerance. Featuring 
blocky, girthy ears and consistent uniformity 
it has an attractive harvest appearance to 
allow for late-season harvest flexibility. Rapid 
drydown allows for favourable yield to mois-
ture ratios. A5910 has excellent foliar health 
and disease tolerance.

A6018G2 RIB (2800 CHU): From an 
impressive benchmark product family 
and now additionally available as PRIDE 
G2 VT Double PRO RIB Complete deliv-
ers above-ground insect control and is 
an excellent choice for dual-purpose 
grain or silage usage. It combines long-
lasting health, outstanding stalk strength 
and visually attractive plant stature with 
outstanding plant and ear uniformity. 
With its exceptional performance consis-
tency and reliability it has the best over-
all balance of agronomic factors.

A8300 (3350 CHU): Another new 
introductory conventional version hybrid 
of highly successful A8303G8 RIB. It has 
phenomenally high yield potential, out-
standing ear size consistency, is quick to 
fully canopy and has visually attractive ears 
with heavy packed grain. This versatile 
hybrid is adapted to all production systems 
and is a significant step forward agronomi-
cally and top in class yield potential.

Syngenta
NK7701 (2300 CHU): This new, early-
maturing corn hybrid with a 77-day rela-
tive maturity has demonstrated excellent 
performance across most yield environ-
ments. It provides exceptional test weight 
and grain quality, as well as outstanding 
stalk strength for easy harvestability. The 
variety also includes a strong disease-resis-
tance package with excellent stay-green for 
improved late-season stress tolerance.

NK8920 (2775 CHU): This new corn 
variety with an 89-day relative maturity 
combines exciting yield performance with 
broad adaptability. Excellent emergence 
and seedling vigour help the hybrid get 
off to a fast start, while strong roots and 
stalks drive high-yield potential. It also 
features superb stay-green traits and late-
season plant health for consistent perfor-
mance through to harvest.  Cg
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Whether it’s through the longer 
days of spring and summer in 
northwestern Ontario or the 

darker nights that mark the passage of 
winter, Kim Jo Bliss puts a lot into every 
hour of every day. A full-time farmer, 
manager of  the Emo Agricultural 
Research Station, a passionate advocate 
for farming, and a mentor for young peo-
ple considering agriculture as a career, 
Bliss is like many farmers from across 
Canada — she’s busy!  

Bliss farms just north of the town of 
Emo, which sits on the Rainy River 
between Thunder Bay (four hours to the 
east) and Winnipeg (three-and-a-half 
hours west) , in what’s  known as 
Kingsford Township. There, she operates 
the family farm that was first worked by 
W. A. Smith, her great-grandfather and 
then by Gladys V. Smith, her grand-
mother, with her two brothers-in-law 
(Bliss’s great-uncles) Bud and Charlie 

Smith, helping out. Between the three of 
them, they taught Bliss all she needed to 
know about raising cows and growing 
forage crops. Bliss honours her grand-
mother — Nanny — calling her “a 
woman in ag” before the designation 
“Women in Ag” was ever recognized. 

“I farmed every day with my grandma: 
she taught me the love of farming, dogs 
and hard work… and stubbornness,” says 
Bliss, who’s grown the farm to roughly 880 
acres workable with more land in the fam-
ily that needs fencing and ground that 
needs to be worked to be productive. There 
are also 50 cows, a dozen sheep and a few 
ducks that she manages. “I’ve been farming 
my whole life — my mom and dad moved 
into a mobile home in my grandma’s yard 
when I was a baby, and I chose to stay with 
her many times as my parents would travel 
with my brother for hockey.”

To this farmer, northwestern 

Ontario offers loads of 

advantages over the 

hustle of the southwest

By Ralph Pearce,  

CG Production Editor
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Bliss credits her grandmother, Gladys Smith, with instilling 
the love of farming she carries with her today.
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Her parents — Tony and Louise Bliss 
— still help out as much as they can on 
the farm. Her father loves to drive the 
tractor, haul manure, plow snow or help 
with the hay. Her mother also pitches in 
with some of the chores, including bottle-
feeding the lambs, when Bliss is late arriv-
ing home from meetings or other 
functions.

Bliss’s boyfriend, Clayton Stang, also 
provides support and a helping hand 
whenever needed, understanding her time 
commitments and demands both on and 
off the farm.

And then there are her two nieces, 
Marlee, aged nine and Maddie, who’s 11. 
Bliss hopes they’ll follow her lead and fall 
in love with farming the way she did. She 
includes them in every aspect of life on 
the farm and they’ve been absorbing it all. 
They’ve convinced “Auntie Kimmie” to 
add rabbits and a horse to her menagerie, 
and they’re trying to get her to take on 
some chickens, as well. Also the two girls 
take cattle to the local fair, and earlier this 
year, Maddie joined 4-H.

NortherN diversity
It comes as a surprise to some that north-
western Ontario boasts such a diverse, yet 
significant land base in which so many 
operate farms. Bliss has encountered 
amazement on the part of some people 
who have never considered the region of 
Thunder Bay, Emo, Fort Frances and 
Dryden to have farms of up to 1,000 acres 
and “more conventional” cropping rota-
tions. She’s had a few people ask if they 
could drop by while they’re visiting New 
Liskeard: she points out that it’ll take 12 
to 16 hours to “drop by.”

To put it in perspective, Bliss notes 
that in the time it would take her to drive 
east to Ottawa, she could be almost to the 
Alberta-B.C. border, heading west. 

“I love to talk about our incredible dis-
trict,” says Bliss, adding that it’s tough to 
pinpoint just one “best part” of farming in 
Ontario’s northwest. “Not only is it beauti-
ful, we have producers growing top-yield-
ing corn, soybean and canola — the 
longer days are enjoyed by soybeans and 
seed production. We can grow forages, so 
I’m sure the cow herd will be here always, 
and we have good cattle that are hardy and 
do well in a feed lot. Our long days are 
incredible (during summer) with daylight 
until 10 p.m., and again at 4:30 a.m., 
which makes for great working hours.”

Some might say that the other end of 
the calendar might be dauntingly dark yet 
Bliss never allows something like daylight 
to dictate what needs to get done on the 
farm. She tries to bale-graze new areas of 
the farm every year during those dark and 
short days from November through to the 
end of January. Then she calves her cows 
in February and March.

Besides, from a cropping perspective, 
another benefit of living “off the beaten 
path” is that diseases and pests aren’t as 
common. 

Bliss says there has also been a consid-
erable amount of land cleared as well as 
tile drainage work that has been done, 
which is increasing the number of crop 
acres in the area. She estimates that she 
receives a phone call or an email at least 
once a week from someone looking for a 
farm or land.

Some of the callers are younger, she 
adds, but some are just looking to move 
to more affordable land. Many are selling 
theirs for between $10,000 and $20,000 
per acre, and are looking at prices in the 
Rainy River region from $500 to $1,000 
per acre — more if it’s tiled. 

“Many of us have lots of land, yet we 
haven’t always been forced to be more 

productive, since at one time, it was easy 
to acquire more land,” says Bliss, also not-
ing the younger producers who are mov-
ing into the region. “It’s very clear that 
young people have an interest in agricul-
ture, but they also want to work on the 
farm full time — they don’t want to work 
off the farm — they want the farm to 
support the family.”

Bliss is a huge advocate of agriculture, 
promoting the variety of career choices 
the industry holds, and she’s participated 
in every opportunity she’s had to engage 
in that promotion. She serves and volun-
teers on boards and committees in the 
Emo area, and is passionate, not just 
about agriculture, but agriculture in the 
Rainy River district and northwestern 
Ontario in general. She’s served with the 
Beef Farmers of Ontario and its advisory 
council, as well as the Rainy River 
Cattlemen’s Association as its secretary. 
When she was 12, she joined the Rainy 
River District 4-H, becoming a leader 
nine years later, and she continues to 
spend time with the Leaders program.

Among her other affiliations, she 
attends meetings and helps out with the 
Rainy River Soil and Crop Improvement 
Association and also serves as chair for 

Continued from page 17

”Not only is it beautiful, we have producers growing  
top-yielding corn, soybean and canola.”

 — Kim Jo Bliss, Emo, Ont. producer

Kim Jo Bliss, who farms near 
emo, ont., believes there’s 
no better place to farm than 
northwestern ontario.
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the Riverside Foundation, Emo’s local 
hospital fundraising committee. 

Her job with the Emo Agricultural 
Research Station (EARS) involves cereal, 
oilseed, forage and biomass research, plus 
variety trials, fertility trials plus demon-
stration plots. At one time, the station was 
operated by the Ontario Ministry of 
Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs 
(OMAFRA), but was transferred to the 
University of Guelph’s control several 
years ago. 

“We’re lacking corn equipment but 
have grown corn in the past, and this year, 
are working with a local farmer to plant 
corn plots here at EARS,” says Bliss, who’s 
thankful for the relationships she’s forged 
through the years. “Soybeans and canola 
are of big interest these days but with 
large cattle numbers, so are forages. We 
also answer weed questions, help with soil 
test results, and there’s always someone 
with some type of question. We’ve had 
some great partnerships with industry in 
our area, and we’re lucky to have a lot of 
great people supporting what we do here 
in Emo.”

Staying organized
With so much to do in a day and dur-
ing the year, Bliss’s biggest challenge is 
time management. Although the sum-
mer days are longer than other parts of 
Eastern Canada, the season is shorter.

If all goes well in a growing season, 
that’s seldom a problem. But if  the 
weather doesn’t co-operate, it becomes 
a balancing act to manage her own 
operation while co-ordinating the busi-
ness of overseeing the plots at EARS, or 
organizing an open house at the station. 

“My most challenging time is hay-
ing season — if the weather is great, it 
helps, but it means very long days,” 
adds  B l i s s .  “ I  ca lve  my  cows  in 
February and March, since that’s the 
slowest time at the research station, 
and in winter I get to spend more time 
at home, but I still need to find trials 
and partnerships for the upcoming 
season. I could easily work endless 
hours at EARS, where it’s no different 
than a farm — there’s never nothing to 
do. But I have to disconnect and go 
home and work.”

On a larger scale, Bliss sees the 
local food movement as a Catch-22 of 
sorts. On one hand, she believes con-
sumers are recognizing the benefits of 
local food and appreciating the efforts 
of farmers in the area. On the other 
hand, in the Rainy River distr ict , 
there’s an issue with small local abat-
toirs struggling with higher hydro 
rates and higher taxes, since they’re 
zoned industrial. 

“I believe they need to put some-
thing more behind this statement than 
just talk,” says Bliss. “Without local 
abattoirs, we’re unable to feed our local 
friends and family, and this is a very real 
problem. I also think there’s work to be 
done on fair pricing; we’re pleased that 
cattle markets are steady, but there is lit-
tle money being made by the grassroots 
producer. Farms need to grow so big to 
be able to make money but then they 
have to look at hiring help, and this 
takes away from profits. I’m very excited 
though that many people are really 
waking up to the importance of our 
jobs as farmers.”  Cg
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When it comes to biopesti-
cides, most researchers say 
that despite today’s limited 

selection of  bio-based fungicides, 
insec ti cides and herbicides, the tech-
nology’s potential is extraordinary.

Public and private scientists are espe-
cially excited by an “all natural” basis for 
developing new active ingredients. Since 
most of the elements for these biopesti-
cides come from natural sources, they 
point out, resistance is all but ruled out, 
and concerns about residue limits are 
also reduced.

That’s much of the story behind 
Phomo macrostoma, a bioherbicidal fun-
gus developed by a research team at Agri-
culture and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC) in 
Saskatoon. Last April, AAFC entered into 
a partnership with Premier Tech to fur-
ther develop, register and commercialize 
Phoma macrostoma for a wider farm 
market.

Currently, Phoma’s only registered 
crop is turf, for broadleaf weed control, 
including dandelion. 

Work on this interaction dates back to 
2001, when the effects of the naturally 
occurring fungus were first seen in dande-
lion. Subsequent work showed a similar 
impact on other broadleaf weeds, including 
Canada thistle and chickweed. The federal 
government, Western Grains Research 
Foundation and others have provided 
funding for the research over a 10-year 
period, and the studies continue today.

How it works
Phoma interferes with chlorophyll pro-
duction in susceptible plants, causing 
bleaching (chlorosis) in the plant tis-
sues, and subsequent death. Among the 
tested species, dandelion and wild mus-
tard saw the greatest level of control. In 
initial research, dandelion exhibited 86 
per cent photo bleaching and 92 per 
cent mortality. Wild mustard, a consid-
erable scourge in Western Canada, dis-
played 61 percent photo bleaching and 
61 percent mortality. 

That research was published in June 
2011 by a team of  researchers that 
included Dr. Karen Bailey with AAFC-
Saskatoon. In all, Phoma macrostoma 
94-44B, as it’s known, was evaluated on 
94 plant species, along with target and 
non-target weeds. Generally, the fungus 
was pathogenic to dicotyledon plants 
(legumes and most vegetable crops) but 
not so with monocots (corn and cere-
als). Dandelion and wild mustard were 
two of the weed species tested using 
Phoma, but there were a total of 29 spe-
cies and 14 plant families that were 
assessed to start. Pigweed, common rag-
weed, perennial sowthistle and lamb’s 
quarters were among the others evalu-
ated, yet all saw lower levels of bleach-
ing and mortality (see Table 1). 

Five years later, researchers learned 
that Phoma produces a biosynthetic 
metabolite called macrocidin as its 
active ingredient. Macrocidins inhibit 

an enzyme called phtyoene desaturase, 
thereby interfering with photosynthesis 
and creating the bleaching effect — and 
then death — in the leaves of suscepti-
ble plants. 

Dr. Russell Hynes, who works in 
microbiology, biopesticide research and 
development with AAFC’s Saskatoon 
Research and Development Centre, is 
the lead on Phoma macrostoma’s work 
on weed susceptibility. He was also one 
of the authors for subsequent study 
results published in 2015 and 2016, 
helping define macrocidin’s effects. He 
notes that Phoma is being developed for 
use in organic and conventional farm-
ing practices, and that work continues 
on other crops, without any preference 
for east or west cropping systems.

“Several farmers have told me that no 
herbicide is perfect, and most farmers I 
speak with want to reduce synthetic 
chemical inputs to their land,” says 
Hynes, who is also adjunct professor in 
food and bioproducts sciences at the 
University of Saskatchewan. “However, I 
know that every farmer’s bottom line is 
cash return on the product they use: 
Phoma will not be the product for some 
farmers, and that’s a fact.”

In 2015 and 2016, Phoma was field-
tested by an organic grower from Rad-
ville, Sask., who determined the efficacy 
on his farm to be roughly 80 per cent 
control on Canada thistle and 90 per 
cent on wild mustard. In the 2011 study, 

Commercial use is still a couple of years away, but this bioherbicide is already raising eyebrows

By ralph Pearce, CG Production Editor
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bleaching on Canada thistle was 40 per 
cent with a 74 per cent mortality rate, 
(the application rate was four times the 
normal standard). Dandelion mean-
while, has become one of the harder-to-
control weed species in winter wheat 
production in Eastern Canada.

“We’ve tested Phoma on corn (not 
susceptible), potatoes (not susceptible) 
and soybean — which appears to be not 
susceptible, but testing in Eastern 
Canada is needed,” says Hynes. 

A long wAy to go
For all of the promise, there is still the 
long road to registration and commer-
cialization of the product, beyond its 
current usage in turf. That’s where 
Premier Tech has stepped in to take 
things to the next level. Marc Béland, the 
company’s market development director, 
acknowledges several factors influence 
Phoma’s evolution. First is the produc-
tion stage, to bring it to a broader scale 
for use in agriculture. 

“But there’s also the whole scale-up 
of production and formulation to bring 
a product to market that’s registered for 

agricultural use,” says Béland, who’s had 
numerous calls from growers concern-
ing its capabilities and availability. 
“Where we stand right now is that 
Phoma has a huge potential to bring 
new tools to agriculture.” 

Yet the challenges of registering and 
industrial-scale production are hard to 
overcome. Béland notes Premier Tech is 
setting its sights on 2020 for having a 
product registered for use on a broader 
cropping scale. 

The good news is that Premier Tech is 
targeting a launch across Canada, as 
opposed to one half of the country ver-
sus the other. Béland concedes that given 
its Western Canada base for develop-
ment, the logical assumption would be 
that producers there could expect to see 
it first. But that’s not the case.

Work will continue to determine its 
use in more eastern-oriented cropping 
systems, including corn and soybeans. 
Yet with crops such as alfalfa, more cau-
tion towards sensitivities will be needed.

“For agriculture, it would be best for 
both sides of the country,” says Béland, 
agreeing that there may be more of an 

immediate fit for Western Canada. “A 
good proportion of the interest I’ve been 
getting is from organic producers, who 
are pretty limited in what they can use to 
control weeds, so they see a lot of poten-
tial with Phoma.

ResistAnce is difficult
One of the advantages for bioproducts 
such as Phoma is their ability to fend 
off resistance. Two years ago, a panel 
discussion titled, “A new paradigm for 
biotech in ag” was held in St. Louis, 
Mis souri. Although the focus was on 
bio-based biotech research and devel-
opment, the discussion included refer-
ences to the similarities between bio tech 
applications based on naturally occur-
ring agents and those within the biopes-
ticide sector. At the time, biopesticides 
were worth between $2 billion and $3 
billion, compared to the chemical pesti-
cide market’s $55 billion to $60 billion 
value. But the biopesticide growth rate 
was 15 to 16 per cent in 2015, while the 
chemical sector’s was in the single-digit 
realm.

The limited potential for the develop-
ment of biopesticides may be another 
important factor in their development. 
Microbes, enzymes or other biochemical 
structures often affect more than one 
point or pathway in a plant. They are 
also biodegradable, and this “natural” 
ability means they don’t exist long 
enough for resistance to develop.

“Phoma affects multiple points in the 
metabolic machinery of the targeted 
weed species,” says Hynes. “I’d suggest 
that resistance will take a very long time 
to develop. Phoma or macrocidin resi-
due a year later is not detectable, so 
Phoma-sensitive crops can be seeded.”

Another advantage of using biopesti-
cides is that they can actually lengthen 
the life of currently existing herbicides, 
fungicides, insecticides, as well as biotech 
applications such as Bt corn hybrids or 
glyphosate-resistant technologies. 

“Based on my research in the soil types 
I’ve tested, broadleaved crop response to 
Phoma in different soil or climatic zones 
may vary somewhat,” states Hynes. “I’m 
currently examining dose application and 
application timing, including crop seed-
ing and the weed cotyledon and first true 
leaves stages.”  cg
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Table 1.  PerCenTaGe of PhoTo-bleaChinG and morTaliTy from 
Phoma maCroSToma in Commonly found weed SPeCieS

Common weed name Photo-bleaching % mortality %

Pigweed 3 10

Common ragweed 0 62

Perennial sowthistle 100 33

Dandelion 86 92

Wild mustard 61 61

Common chickweed 15 68

Lamb’s quarters 0 30
Source:  The effects of Phoma macrostoma on nontarget plant and target weed species. 

Dr. K.L Bailey (AAFC-Saskatoon) et al, June 2011.

mortality rates in dandelion and perennial sowthistle using Phoma macros-
toma are encouraging, yet there is almost no control with pigweed, common 
ragweed and lamb’s quarters (all species listed in this table had the 1x stan-
dard rate applied).  

“most farmers i speak with want to reduce synthetic 
chemical inputs to their land.”

— dr. russell hynes, aafC-Saskatoon and  
university of Saskatchewan
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I
t left me saying to myself, “Get your head around 
that!” There was no real doubt about it, after all. 
The industry’s biggest surprise this summer was 
the out-of-the-blue introduction at the Ag in 

Motion farm show near Saskatoon in July of SeedMas-
ter’s autonomous new implement carrier, dubbed the 
DOT. 

Not only is the DOT the first fully autonomous 
machine for the broad-acre farm equipment market, it 
was also conceived and built by a family-owned, short-
line implement brand that has never before dabbled in 
powered equipment.

And it is designed on a large enough scale to fit right 
into existing farming operations.

So we should all be saying, “Get your head around 
that.”

The DOT will actually hit the market in time for 
2018, although in limited release. The company hopes 
to sell six machines before next spring to a select group 
of early adopters. And it has created a spinoff brand, Dot 
Technologies, to carry the machine forward into full-
fledged market penetration.

“We’re hand picking six farmers we want to work 
with that are within 100 miles of Regina,” said Norbert 
Beaujot, DOT inventor and president of SeedMaster. 
“They’ll be people we know we can work with on the 
evolution of the product through the first year.”

The overall concept behind DOT really isn’t new, 
however. Many companies, often in conjunction with 

universities all across the world, have been developing 
similar autonomous machines. But now farmers and 
those in the machinery industry must come to grips with 
the fact that the world has changed. Robots are no longer 
just interesting R&D projects dreamed up by computer 
nerds and limited to working in tiny test plots.

Now, DOT machines will be in the field seeding some 
serious commercial acres, and this in turn seems to have 
sparked a new round of coffee-shop discussions.

As staff from SeedMaster were busy conducting dem-
onstrations for large crowds at the Saskatchewan show, I 
stood with an executive from a full-line brand a few hun-
dred yards away at his company’s display.

“What does this mean for us,” he mused rhetorically.
A few days later at a field day at SeedMaster’s research 

farm, the company invited farmers and others to see 
DOT actually work a field. One SeedMaster executive 
commented, “I think we’ve been talked about in board-
rooms all across the U.S. this past week.”

Yeah. I think so too.
Seedmaster president Norbert Beaujot later con-

firmed that within a week of DOT’s public debut, he was 
busy fielding calls from people and brands all across the 
world, including in Australia, who want to know more 
about the project. That includes at least one other manu-
facturer, who had a representative in the crowd at the 
field day, presumably to see what it means for them. 

Beaujot said the company will work with any man-
ufacturer that wants to create dedicated implements 
designed to work with a DOT implement carrier — and 
not just in the ag sector. He sees it having applications in 
other off-road environments too, like mining.

“I’ve got a list of about 104 implements, and it’s basi-
cally everything you see on a farm — and commercial as 
well, construction and mining,” Beaujot said.

Back at the farm show, DOT was shown working 
with a dedicated SeedMaster drill, a grain tank that 
could haul from combines during harvest, a sprayer with 
a 60-foot boom, and land roller attachments.

While DOT’s introduction at the show was a surprise, 
some farmer and industry responses also surprised Seed-
Master executives, who encountered a little resistance to 
the autonomous machine. Perhaps it was just the inevi-
table response to change.

“I realized up there (at the Saskatoon show) it kind 
of scared the hell out of people in some ways,” Beaujot 

The breakthrough
Could this field robot be the tipping 
point in equipment design? By Scott Garvey  /  CG MaChinery editor
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told those in attendance at the research farm event a 
week later. “What is the future? Do we have to rethink 
our farms? Those thoughts were going through farmers’ 
minds. Change is scary. It always is.”

Those questions were being asked and answered with 
varying degrees of insight, including on social media sites 
during the Saskatoon show, with comments running from 
excited approval to vehement criticism.

“The scariest thing people need to get their heads 
around is being out of the cab,” Beaujot said. “We’ve 
already determined we can live our lives through moni-
tors, sensors and devices that are better than we are at 
moving, steering and stopping. There’s not one in this 
room that would try to compete at steering an A-B line 
with a good auto-steer system.”

That notion that operators are currently connect-
ing the dots when setting up auto guidance in existing 
equipment was partly the inspiration for DOT’s name. 
And with reliable sensor systems that have been in use 
for years now in a variety of industries, including the 
auto sector, Beaujot made the point that operating an 
autonomous vehicle is likely to reduce the number of 
on-farm accidents, not increase them. “The technol-

ogy for obstacle avoidance has become so cheap and so 
predictable, I have no doubt this will save a lot of lives,” 
he says.

There is also a big difference between the collision 
avoidance software required for on-road vehicles versus 
machines that work in farm fields. Automotive systems 
must analyze a variety of factors, including the move-
ments of nearby vehicles and the colour of traffic lights. 
Ag machine obstacle avoidance software, on the other 
hand, only has to make one decision: is there an obstacle 
in front of it that requires it to stop?

“With DOT the only decision it makes is if it sees an 
obstacle, it stops and notifies you,” explained Beaujot. 
“The human still decides, is this a slough I need to back 
out of or is it a tumble weed that stopped me? With 
remote cameras you can tell from where you are how to 
instruct the machine to move on.”

One question remained, however, and I had to ask 
it. How is it a company that has so far focused solely on 
small grains seeding equipment managed to beat others 
to the head of the line and become the first to announce 
the market release of an autonomous field robot?

“It’s my hobby. It’s my passion. I call it my retirement 

BUSINESS
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The initial DOT 

prototype uses 

Lidar sensors to 

detect hazards up 

to 300 feet away. 

Emergency “kill 

switches” are also 

placed in strategic 

locations.
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project,” Beaujot said with a smile. “The broader goal I 
was working on three years ago was how do we get agri-
culture efficient again. We’re good at building bigger and 
bigger equipment and doing a good job for farmers. But 
the bigger they got, the less efficient they got overall. And 
part of that efficiency issue is that when things go wrong, 
the whole farm is in jeopardy.”

So after three years in development, DOT, Beaujot’s 
vision for improved efficiency will soon be released into 
a few Saskatchewan farm fields, and probably many 
more in 2019. But, he acknowledged there is more work 
to be done in the months ahead. Given the leap ahead 
in design, it seems likely that there will be a need for a 
few engineering refinements once DOT robots get a few 
thousand acres under their belts in the first year.

“It’ll be a long story going forward,” Beaujot said. 
“We’re just at the beginning of that. It’s exciting.”  CG
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Canadian forage and grasslands provide both economic and 
environmental benefits to Canadians from coast to coast.

Profit Above: Forage has over 70 million acres in production 
in Canada and a direct economic value of $5.09 billion.

Wealth Below: Perennial forage crops contribute significant 
carbon sequestration benefits to Canadian society.

The 2017 CFGA conference will highlight how the Canadian 
forage sector supports sustainable growth and development 
throughout the Canadian agriculture industry.

Key topics for discussion during the conference include:

v high performance, profitable forage systems

v animal and forage management systems overlaps and mutual benefits

v carbon and climate change policy in Canada and the role of forages

v soil health benefits of forage on the landscapes

v forage export growth opportunities for Canadian agriculture

SeedMaster owner, Norbert Beaujot, is the inventor behind 

DOT, the autonomous implement carrier soon to be 

released for limited sale.

Photo: SeedMaSter
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D
on Lobb takes a very dim view of how man-
kind has treated soil over the millennia, but 
he is slightly more hopeful for this generation, 
due both to our constantly growing body of 

knowledge about soils, and to farmers who are not only 
willing to experiment with better ways to take care of the 
soil, but also pass on their findings to their peers.

It all helps explain why Lobb is on the steering com-
mittee of the Ontario Soil Network.

“What happens is that every time there are high crop 
prices, people have gone out and destroyed the soil,” says 

the former farmer, long-time soil advocate, and director-
at-large of Soil Conser vation Council of Canada. “It just 
goes on and on — we never learn — even the Greeks in 
350 B.C. had figured out that tillage was a problem and 
banned plowing on sloping land.”

Lobb then cites the 1920s, when the U.S. and Cana-
dian governments wanted to expand production, 
encouraging people to move out onto fragile land. At 
the same time, there was a transition from animal horse-
power to engine horsepower, allowing for even greater 
destruction. Horrendous erosion ensued, with the Dust 
Bowl and big gulleys opening up in the Appalachians 
and Ontario.

Lessons were learned and soil conservation programs 
encouraging better practices were set up north and south 
of the border. But the next time around, when prices rose 
in the 1970s, everybody went back to the old ways of crop-
ping every inch of arable land — even, as Lobb says, “grow-
ing white beans on 15 per cent slopes, which was stupid.” 

Pasture land was ripped up, air-conditioned tractor 
cabs came on the scene, and tillage was king. Yet once 
again, serious problems occurred, including the near-
death of Lake Erie from algae.

The news on  
soil health
This time, will farmers finally break the 
“build-up then burn-out” cycle of soil 
management? The Ontario Soil Network 
thinks the answer may be yes

PG. 42   Magnesium emerges as 
the next nutrient to watch.

PG. 44   Here's a drought-testing 
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technology will evolve.

PG. 48   How to get rid of the 
chess grass invading 
your wheat.
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By Lois Harris

The damage 

that over-tillage 

does is plain to 

see in soil 

quality.
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By the 1980s, programs again were implemented, 
including Ontario’s SWEEP (Soil and Water Environ-
mental Enhancement Program), which focused on reduc-
ing algae-producing phosphorus levels in Lake Erie, and 
that included other soil-saving measures as well.  

“We made real progress — we moved no till for-
ward really quickly, and we got a lot of support,” Lobb 
says. But priorities change, governments change, and 
people revert back to their old ways. When crop prices 
went up in this past decade, grasslands in traditionally 
beef-raising areas like Bruce and Grey Counties were 
taken out, plowed up and seeded into crops.  

Lobb admits there’s a temporary yield boost pro-
duced by releasing carbon through tilling previously 
pastured land, but it goes away fairly quickly, and the 
quality of the soil goes into decline as the cycle goes on 
again.

“Now,” says Lobb, with an air of the inevitable, 
“there’s another resurgence in trying to protect the soil.” 

But maybe this time it will be different, because 
part of today’s resurgence is the Ontario Soil Network, 
which is aiming to break the cycle by encouraging the 
adoption of better long-term soil health practices on 
farms across the province.

It’s a pilot leadership course that includes 40 farm-
ers and 10 researchers, extension and policy staff from 
the Ontario government and conservation authorities. 
The goal is to spread the word on decreasing tillage 
and chemical inputs while increasing the use of cover 
crops and organic amendments. 

The farmer participants are from across the prov-
ince and represent a wide variety of commodities and 

organizations. They have already been active at confer-
ences and speaking events.

“We’re in the minority — soil health is not being advo-
cated enough, and we need to make it mainstream,” steer-
ing committee member Gord Green says. “The whole idea 
of the soil network is to have a support system so farmers 
can share ideas and experiences, and people who want to 
get into it have a resource network to lean on.”

Green is the past president of the Ontario Soil and 
Crop Improvement Association and has been strip tilling 
and no tilling on his cash crop and dairy farm for 25 years. 
He, too, is passionate about soil health and understands 
the importance of keeping living roots in the soil. Among 
the many practices he has taken up is using cover crops to 
feed his heifers. 

Green warns that while there are many farmers doing 
good things for their soil, there aren’t really good numbers 
to back them up, and there are persistent problems.

“We don’t have it all figured out by any stretch,” Green 
says, citing a conference call he recently was on trying to 
find a way to suppress slugs in cover crops.

That’s why he’s a big believer in research, and why he 
supports side-by-side trials that are being carried out now 
in Ridgetown and other places to test the efficacy of the 
practices being advanced by the network. 

The network’s tagline is “connecting farmers for the 
good of the soil,” and Melisa (Mel) Luymes, the project 
co-ordinator, explains it as reinvigorating, not reinventing 
what farmers are already doing.

“Farmers are always learning from other farmers,” says 
Luymes. “The networks already exist — this is a way of 
formalizing it and measuring it.”  

crops Guide



crop management

Ken Laing agrees. Laing represents the Ecological 
Farmers Association of Ontario on the network and 
owns the 93-acre Orchard Hill Farm, which produces 
fruits and vegetables for 100 families that participate in 
his Community Shared Agriculture. 

“Farmers pick up a certain amount from research-
ers and extension people, but when it comes down to it 
they really want to see other farmers doing something 
successfully before they’ll stick their neck out,” Laing 
says. “It’s great both socially and agronomically to 
get these innovative farmers together to talk to each 
other — they’re scattered all over, are a little isolated 
from neighbours and many are considered a bit crazy 
because they do things differently.”

The course kickoff was a two-day workshop in late 
March that included presentations, break-out discus-
sion groups and networking. 

Highly qualified professionals provided informa-
tion and resources on what it takes to be a leader and 
how to put together a compelling presentation. They 
also talked about leading-edge soil health practices in 
Quebec and the United States. Participants were taken 
through the latest available research and programs, as 
well as how in-field trials are bolstering confidence in 
research results. 

The project itself is a bit groundbreaking, since the 
participants themselves actually mapped out how they 
were going to operate during the ensuing 10 months.

Luymes is adamant on the point that the course 
“has to be farmer-driven. It’s the first and foremost 
principle here.”

It seems to be working. In the first two months of 
the network’s existence, 40 participants spent 970 hours 
hosting 15 events like crop tours and open houses, 
speaking at 24 events like conferences and workshops, 
engaging in 225 one-on-one conversations and talk-
ing to 22 small groups. Members of the group also use 
social media — especially Twitter — and participate in 
webinars. A total of 2,285 farmers and 1,614 industry 
representatives were engaged during this time.

The network is administered by the Rural Ontario 
Institute and supported financially by the Ontario 
Ministry of  Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs 
(OMAFRA). The Ontario Soil & Crop Improvement 
Association (OSCIA), Innovative Farmers Association 
of Ontario (IFAO), Ecological Farmers Association of 
Ontario (EFAO), and Farm & Food Care Ontario, with 
the Soil Conservation Council of Canada (SCCC) also 
as supporters. A total $60,000 is being spent over two 
years on the project, which wraps up in February 2018.

Laurent (Woody) Van Arkel, another steering com-
mittee member, has cash crops and livestock near 
Dresden. He started a group called Cover Crops Anon-
ymous about five or six years ago. 

“It’s pretty informal — there are about 10 of us 
who get together because someone has a problem or a 
question,” Van Arkel says. The afternoon meetings are 

usually in someone’s kitchen, a church basement, or 
the boardroom of the grain elevator — wherever they 
can get space on short notice. 

Van Arkel sees the network as an expansion of the 
work he’s been doing, and thinks it’s a great way for 
“the guys who are quietly doing their own thing, and 
putting them where they can best use their talents.” 

Having a wider group of people chatting with their 
neighbours in one-on-one conversations or in small 
groups across the province means people like him 
don’t have to take as much time away from their farms 
for meetings.

Van Arkel is on the speaking circuit giving presen-
tations at the Southwest Agricultural and Innovative 
Farmers conferences, and he regularly gets phone calls 
and Tweets about what other farmers’ cover crops are 
doing and how they can do better. With Twitter, he 
says there’s a lot of give and take, and he gets back as 
much advice as he gives out. 

The network will continue providing resources and 
support for the participants for the next few months. 
A website has been set up at ontariosoil.net where 
there are explanatory videos of different soil health 
practices, upcoming events are posted and farmers can 
plug into the knowledge network. 

As for breaking the cycle of making higher profits 
by destroying the soil, Don Lobb says that, this time, 
we have to get it right because there’s no more land for 
expanding crops. On the upside, he adds, we’re starting 
to learn how to build up the soil while we’re growing 
crops, which is a new twist in the ongoing battle to 
protect this crucial resource.  

As for the future of the network, there will be a 
course graduation and stakeholder meeting in Febru-
ary 2018 at which Luymes hopes to have a wide array 
of industry, government, academia and farmer partici-
pants exchanging ideas, evaluating the experience — 
and discussing next steps.  CG
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N
o one is taking anything away from “The 
Big Three.” Clearly, nitrogen, phosphorus 
and potassium (N, P and K) have a direct 
and powerful influence on yield, and must 

be managed with great skill.
Increasingly, though, we’re learning that second-

ary nutrients and micronutrients are also worth paying 
attention to.

In 2016, for instance, agronomists began raising 
awareness about sulphur levels that were dropping in 
Ontario and across much of Quebec. Environmental 
programs that have cut acid rain mean growers are no 
longer seeing the unintended deposi tion of sulphur that 
came from the wide-scale pollution of the past 50 years.

In the face of cleaner air, the agronomic recom-
mendation from retailers, extension personnel and 
advisers was to increase sulphur applications.

But why is the spotlight now on magnesium?

It’s hard to overstate magnesium’s importance. A 
2010 issue of Better Crops (published by the Interna-
tional Plant Nutrient Institute (IPNI)) lists eight cru-
cial metabolic processes affected by magnesium. They 
include: photo phos phorylation, photosynthetic car-
bon dioxide fixation, protein synthesis, chlorophyll 
formation, phloem loading, partitioning and utiliza-
tion of photo-assim i lates, generation of reactive oxy-
gen species and photo-oxidation in leaf tissues.

Out Of sight…
To Jack Legg, branch manager and agronomist with SGS 
Agriculture and Food in Guelph, there are a number of 
reasons why magnesium (Mg) could be overlooked as 
the “forgotten nutrient.” For one, many soils in Ontario 
and across Eastern Canada are naturally calcareous 
(i.e. high in calcium carbonate or “chalky”), originat-
ing from limestone parent rock material. Others are of 
dolostone parent material — with both Mg and calcium 
(Ca) carbonates as opposed to just Ca in limestone. 
The effect is that most soils — particularly those in the 
Niagara region — are naturally high in magnesium, as 
well as high in pH. And where pH levels are higher, Ca 
and Mg tend to be high as well.

Magnesium, however, can be an issue in soils that 
are naturally sandy or coarser-textured and which lack 
the clay that contains magnesium in the mineral form 
and that are faster draining. In regions where soils tend 
to be sandier — for instance, where potatoes are grown 
— levels for Mg tend to be lower, which is seldom 
addressed with dolomitic lime, since potatoes grow 
better in lower pH soils.

Dealing with such soils takes a change in mindset. 
“I think it’s fair to say that Mg isn’t the first thing 
growers look for on their soil test,” says Legg.

The good news is that it doesn’t take a lot of Mg 
to raise soil levels, he adds. “The maximum recom-
mended rate is usually no more than 40 lbs. per acre.”

But there’s another concern. Legg says growers are 
more likely to get caught by overlooking their K:Mg 
ratio when applying their potassium. Even if soil Mg 
levels are adequate, high levels of K (and high applica-
tions of K2O) can interfere with plant uptake of Mg, 
and induce a deficiency.

The K:Mg ratio is ideal at 0.5, and K-induced mag-
nesium deficiency can show symptoms at 1.0 and be 
problematic when greater than 2.0. In other words, 

By Ralph peaRce  /  CG PRODUCTION EDITOR

The case for magnesium
Like sulphur, Mg is moving into the foreground
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notes Legg, if K is greater than Mg, then 
magnesium deficiency can be an issue.

As if that’s not enough, most if not all 
Ontario crops are susceptible to Mg defi-
ciency. The only thing that keeps it from 
becoming a more prominent challenge is 
our variability of texture and clay content.

Another issue for growers to be aware 
of has to do with fertility management 
recommendations made on the basis of 
per cent base saturation. Closely related 
to cation-exchange capacity, base satura-
tion is the fraction of exchangeable cations 
(positively charged ions) that are base (as 
opposed to acid) in their makeup. Cal-
cium, magnesium, potassium and sodium 
are base cations.

There’s little evidence that such rec-
ommendations are effective for Ontario 
soils, says Legg. Current ministry recom-
mendations suggest the use of soil test 
values instead.

“The recommendation of potassium 
based on increasing K’s percentage tends 
to cause K:Mg imbalance, thus inducing 
Mg deficiency,” adds Legg, who’s also chair 
of the Ontario Soil Management Research 
and Services Committee. “It also favours a 
prescription for K even though a soil may 
be unresponsive to added K. Ironically this 
leads some to apply more Mg to combat 
this, which is somewhat self-induced in the 
first place.”

Other factOrs
Even with such proven links between Mg and 
soil types and increased environmental aware-
ness, other yield-limiting factors are likely to 
be more important for more growers than 
concerns surrounding magnesium levels.

Jake Munroe, field crops soil fertil-
ity specialist with the Ontario Ministry of 
Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (OMA-
FRA), cites declining soil organic matter, 
shorter rotations (with the resulting nega-
tive impact on soil health) and compaction 
due to larger equipment as greater worries.

“Dropping soil test P and K levels and soil 
degradation (e.g. soils that don’t infiltrate 

water well or hold it well) are also issues,” 
adds Munroe. “I’d place these well above 
magnesium in importance. That said, it is 
useful to consider specific situations in which 
magnesium may be a limiting nutrient.” 

Munroe echoes the notion that it is dif-
ficult to fund fertility trials, especially with 
secondary nutrients such as calcium and 
magnesium, and that without more test 
results, it can be difficult to define the ben-
efit of soil magnesium managment.

“Magnesium plays some very impor-
tant roles in crops,” Munroe says. “I’m sure 
there’s room to improve our understand-
ing of how to manage it.”  CG
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Table 1. Symptoms of magnesium deficiency

Crop Symptoms

Corn Initially appears as yellow to white interveinal striping of older leaves, the striped areas eventually die. Older leaves 

develop reddish to purple colour. Often confused with zinc deficiency but striping with magnesium is definite, extends 

from base to tip in the leaf.

Soybeans Pale green between veins on lower leaves during early growth. Leaf margins curl down, the entire leaf turns yellow 

except at the base. Symptoms move to middle leaves, looks like early maturity.

Alfalfa Pale green colour in older leaves. Stunted, low vigour, rusty specks develop into necrotic spots between leaf veins and 

leaf margins may die back. Poor nodule development.

Cereals Lack of vigour, stunted with reproductive delays. Large irregular spots uniformly across leaf tips and down leaf margins 

toward the leaf base on older leaves. May appear striped, leaves may develop colours, from pale green to yellow or red 

and brown.

Source:   Ontario Soil Fertility Handbook (Publication 611) 
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA)

Sandier soils, such as those for potato production, tend to be lower in Mg and pH. 
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T
he design and creation of a new robotic 
device for phenotyping plants is a double-
sided boon to agriculture. On one hand, it 
is indicative of the enormous potential of 

the autonomous systems now in development for farm 
applications. On the other, it’s a huge leap forward 
for researchers and plant breeders and their ability to 
develop corn hybrids (and other crop varieties) with 
better tolerance to different environmental stresses. 

Dr. Gui DeSouza, an associate professor of electrical 
engineering and computer science at the University of 
Missouri at Columbia, is part of a multidisciplinary team 
that has been working together for five years to perfect 
this technology. DeSouza and students — particularly 
Ali Shafiekhani — from his Vision-Guided and Intel-
ligent Robotics (ViGIR) Laboratory have worked with 
several others to develop this system, in co-operation 
with the National Science Foundation.

Work began back in 2013 on a robotic unit that 
originated with a grant proposal tied to another applica-
tion. In March 2014, the university was awarded a multi-
million dollar grant to study climate change and corn’s 
ability to grow under drought conditions.

By 2015, DeSouza and his team, which included 
Felix Fritchi and other researchers from the College of 
Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources and the Dan-
forth Plant Science Centre in nearby Creve Coeur, were 
working on a small robotic unit that could move easily 
and quickly through a field. That work was a progression 
from similar imaging and collecting done in a green-
house setting. The next year, they added a tower unit to 
the system, with a mobile robot design that was a little 
bigger, carrying a camera that could record three-dimen-
sional (3D) images of plants.

The 2017 growing season is the second year for the 
tower and the third for the mobile robot unit, with the 

2018 and 2019 growing seasons still part of this par-
ticular project.

They are breaking new ground. There is no com-
mercial technology in use anywhere for this particular 
purpose. 

The tower is capable of detecting portions of a field 
down to a 60-foot radius where stress could be affecting 
growth, including drought or heat stress. Then it guides 
the robotic unit into that section of the field to take pho-
tos and collect specific measurements at three different 
heights before returning that data to the laboratory for 
the development of 3D models of the plant. Tempera-
ture, humidity and gas exchange rates are just three of 
the properties detected by the current design

“Both the tower and the mobile robot collect 3D data 
of the field, so we collect 3D models and create 3D mod-
els of the plant,” says DeSouza, noting the extraordinary 
capability for capturing images from different angles 
under different conditions. “In the field, you have wind or 
other changes. You take one snapshot from one viewing 
angle, and take the next one for the next viewing angle, 
and the plants can change shape. So creating 3D models 
from deformable objects like that is a very big challenge in 
computer science.”

Considering the capability of collecting different 
data sets from different heights, and its ability to take 
thousands of phenotypic measurements from across a 
field, it’s easy to grasp the enormous potential this tech-
nology holds. Three-dimensional modelling of this sort 
can help provide researchers and plant breeders with 
volumes of invaluable field-based data, to be used in the 
development of various stress-tolerant hybrids or other 
crop varieties. DeSouza’s research has concentrated on 
the robotic unit’s applicability in corn and soybean, but 
many other crops could be candidates for such in-depth 
modelling.

By Ralph peaRce  /  CG PRODUCTION EDITOR

Probing drought 
stress in corn
The potential for measuring, modelling and 
helping improve production is astounding
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Sky’S the limit
What really sets this technology apart is its adaptabil-
ity. Multiple towers can be brought to a field to cast an 
even wider perspective on a crop’s performance. It also 
allows for greater efficiency in taking these measure-
ments, and unlike unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) or 
drones, this robotic unit can take measurements any 
time — day or night. 

“Field phenotyping used to be done — and is still 
done — by humans, but they have to go into the field to 
collect data by hand and it’s a lot of stress,” says DeSouza. 
“They can’t collect the amount of data that we need to 
make the conclusions and to address the questions that 
we’re trying to address. It’s a lot better to train people 
to analyze the data, and understand what the robots are 
collecting, than to just collect the actual data.”

It’s not that DeSouza is trying to replace workers or 
create a level of social uneasiness. Instead, he believes 
they’re creating the system that eases the workload for 
people while increasing the efficiency of testing con-
ducted on plants.

That’s the goal — to employ the robots that can col-
lect the data, in a quantity and quality that has never 
been achieved before, especially in the field. There’s been 
a lot of work done in the greenhouse, where it’s easier to 
deploy or install equipment, and where something like 
3D modelling is much simpler, because there are fewer 
environmental variables that can have an impact on the 
measurements. But in the field, the challenges are much 
larger and more variable. 

In the field, they can also collect data from 3D images, 
including physical traits such as leaf angle, leaf area, 
and distance between leaves, because those are distinct, 
important factors in corn. DeSouza is also looking to do 
similar work in soybeans, where they can measure pod 
size, seeds per pod and number of pods on the plant. It’s 
conceivable that, as with UAVs, different traits or proper-

precision farming

Trait Stewardship Responsibilities Notice to Farmers
Monsanto Company is a member of Excellence Through Stewardship® (ETS). Monsanto products are commercialized in accordance with ETS Product Launch Stewardship Guidance, and in compliance with Monsanto’s Policy for Commercialization of 
Biotechnology-Derived Plant Products in Commodity Crops. These products have been approved for import into key export markets with functioning regulatory systems. Any crop or material produced from these products can only be exported to, or used, processed or 
sold in countries where all necessary regulatory approvals have been granted. It is a violation of national and international law to move material containing biotech traits across boundaries into nations where import is not permitted. Growers should talk to their grain 
handler or product purchaser to confirm their buying position for these products. Excellence Through Stewardship® is a registered trademark of Excellence Through Stewardship.

ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW PESTICIDE LABEL DIRECTIONS. Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans contain genes that confer tolerance to glyphosate and dicamba. Agricultural herbicides containing glyphosate will kill crops that are not tolerant to glyphosate, and 
those containing dicamba will kill crops that are not tolerant to dicamba. Contact your Monsanto dealer or call the Monsanto technical support line at 1-800-667-4944 for recommended Roundup Ready® Xtend Crop System weed control programs. Roundup Ready® 
technology contains genes that confer tolerance to glyphosate, an active ingredient in Roundup® brand agricultural herbicides. Agricultural herbicides containing glyphosate will kill crops that are not tolerant to glyphosate.

Acceleron® seed applied solutions for corn (fungicides only) is a combination of three separate individually-registered products, which together contain the active ingredients metalaxyl, prothioconazole and fluoxystrobin. Acceleron® seed applied solutions 
for corn (fungicides and insecticide) is a combination of four separate individually-registered products, which together contain the active ingredients metalaxyl, prothioconazole, fluoxystrobin, and clothianidin. Acceleron® seed applied solutions for corn plus 
Poncho®/VOTiVO™ (fungicides, insecticide and nematicide) is a combination of five separate individually-registered products, which together contain the active ingredients metalaxyl, prothioconazole, fluoxystrobin, clothianidin and Bacillus firmus strain I-1582. 
Acceleron® Seed Applied Solutions for corn plus DuPont™ Lumivia® Seed Treatment (fungicides plus an insecticide) is a combination of four separate individually-registered products, which together contain the active ingredients metalaxyl, prothioconazole, 
fluoxastrobin and chlorantraniliprole. Acceleron® seed applied solutions for soybeans (fungicides and insecticide) is a combination of four separate individually registered products, which together contain the active ingredients fluxapyroxad, pyraclostrobin, 
metalaxyl and imidacloprid. Acceleron® seed applied solutions for soybeans (fungicides only) is a combination of three separate individually registered products, which together contain the active ingredients fluxapyroxad, pyraclostrobin and metalaxyl. Visivio™ 
contains the active ingredients difenoconazole, metalaxyl (M and S isomers), fludioxonil, thiamethoxam, sedaxane and sulfoxaflor. Acceleron®, Cell-Tech®, DEKALB and Design®, DEKALB®, 
Genuity®, JumpStart®, Monsanto BioAg and Design®, Optimize®, QuickRoots®, Real Farm Rewards™, RIB Complete®, Roundup Ready 2 Xtend®, Roundup Ready 2 Yield®, Roundup 
Ready®, Roundup Transorb®, Roundup WeatherMAX®, Roundup Xtend®, Roundup®, SmartStax®, TagTeam®, Transorb®, VaporGrip®, VT Double PRO®, VT Triple PRO® and XtendiMax® 
are trademarks of Monsanto Technology LLC. Used under license. BlackHawk®, Conquer® and GoldWing® are registered trademarks of Nufarm Agriculture Inc. Valtera™ is a trademark 
of Valent U.S.A. Corporation. Fortenza® and Visivio™ are trademarks of a Syngenta group company. DuPont™ and Lumivia® are trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company. Used 
under license. LibertyLink® and the Water Droplet Design are trademarks of Bayer. Used under license. Herculex® is a registered trademark of Dow AgroSciences LLC. Used under license. 
Poncho® and VOTiVO™ are trademarks of Bayer. Used under license.
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ties could be detected, simply by changing filters on the 
cameras, adding even more potential to this technology. 
Nutrient uptake, weed intensity, insect thresholds or the 
progress of diseases — all have the potential to affect a 
crop’s development. And all could be incorporated into 
data collection at varying times of a growing season.  

Initially, this information is being looked to as a valu-
able resource for researchers and plant breeders, but 
it could eventually be of use to in-field personnel too, 
including agronomists and farmers. Unlike soil testing, 
the frequency or area of sampling isn’t an impediment. In 
fact, as the frequency of sampling and imaging increases, 
the cost per acre shrinks while the data collected are far 
more comprehensive in their scope and detail.  

“Also in the past, doing field phenotyping was usu-
ally a destructive process, because the person had to 
grab the corn plant, take it out of the soil and bring it 
back to a place where you could do the measurements,” 
says DeSouza. “You had to have a lot more plants to be 
able to afford every measurement. But now, we don’t 
have to do that. We can send out the robot at a certain 
date of the plant’s growth, and then again a few weeks 
later, or at the end of the season.”

They actually came up with the idea for the tower 
because the use of UAV approach was becoming more 
complicated with the need for certified flight plans 

filed ahead of time. Curiously, the primary goal for this 
design — not surprisingly given that DeSouza works 
in the department of electrical engineering and com-
puter science — was to achieve autonomous move-
ment. As a result, they can collect more observations 
and then correlate them with the biology of the plants. 

“There’s no end to how we can adapt the current sys-
tem and evolve it,” DeSouza says. “We want faster robots, 
we want robots that can do specific tasks, more autono-
mously, more efficiently, and go to the plant site to do 
the same thing. Once we address those questions about 
how the plant behaves in the field relative to the green-
house, then we want to study the genotype of the plant. We 
want to study how we can breed different plants that will 
respond to those stresses that we observed before, and cre-
ate new types of plants that can tolerate different stresses.”

The climate is changing, adds DeSouza, and there are 
more extremes of weather, be it drought stress or exces-
sive moisture. By all indications, the Corn Belt in the 
U.S. Midwest is migrating farther north, while parts of 
the Canadian Prairies are becoming more conducive to 
growing corn and soybeans. The summer and day cycles 
remain the same but that doesn’t mean corn production 
can simply shift to those northerly regions: growers and 
the industry must still learn to deal with the conditions 
as they arise. 

“We are always trying to get better and improve, 
and again, the population is growing, we have to feed 
more people and the demands are pushing us further,” 
says DeSouza. “Even during the process, it’s not that 
we’ll wait until 2019 to disclose the results — there are 
other groups that we work with. We report to the NSF 
constantly, with how people can access the data and 
how it’s formatted, how they can interpret the data and 
how they can download them.”  CG
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The tower directs the mobile robot unit to specific areas of 

the field where drought stress has been detected for data 

gathering and retrieval.

The final images are combined to create a three-

dimensional model of a plant — or plants — for further 

analysis in the lab.
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There’s no end to  
how we can adapt  

the current system and 
evolve it.”

— Dr. Gui DeSouza,  
University of Missouri at Columbia
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Ontario
•  Sept. 17-23: Generally sunny although rain 

falls on a couple of days, possibly heavy in a 
few southern areas. Seasonable temperatures. 
Variable in the north with occasional rain and 
some frost. 

•  Sept. 24-30: Often sunny with comfortable 
temperatures. Frost occurs in many central 
and northern areas on a couple of nights. Fair 
aside from scattered rain on two to three days. 
Blustery at times.

•  Oct. 1-7: Cooler north with intermittent rain or 
wet snow and some frost. A few lows approach 
zero in southern localities as fair skies inter-
change with some rain. Windy from time to time.

•  Oct. 8-14: Unsettled with changeable tem-
peratures and brisk winds. Rain falls on a few 
days in the south becoming mixed with wet 
snow/frost in northern areas. Frost threatens 
in the south. 

Quebec
•  Sept. 17-23: Highs reach the 20s in the south, 

teens in the north on most days under mainly 
sunny skies. Expect scattered showers or thun-
dershowers on a couple of occasions. Frost 
patches central and north. 

•  Sept. 24-30: Fair overall but rain falls on two 
or three days, possibly heavy in places. Night-
time frost in central and northern regions with 
some lows near zero in the south. Seasonable 
west, milder east.  

•  Oct. 1-7: Blustery days bring fluctuating tem-
peratures with a couple of clear, cool nights 
and frost risk in several southern localities. 
Sunny days alternate with occasional rain. 

•  Oct. 8-14: Often fair but look for two or three 
unsettled days with wet and cooler conditions. 
Windy at times. Some frost in southern regions 
on a couple of clear, cool nights but more com-
mon in the north. 

Atlantic provinces
•  Sept. 17-23: Expect a few warm, sunny days 

this week interspersed with some rain. A storm 
threatens eastern areas with heavier rain and 
strong winds. A few lows fall to near zero in 
northern regions.

•  Sept. 24-30: Fair skies are expected to inter-
change with intermittent rain this week. Sea-
sonable to mild temperatures in spite of frost 
pockets inland and north on one or two nights. 
Windy at times. 

•  Oct. 1-7: Weather is variable this week as 
rain exchanges with fair skies. Heavy rain 
and strong winds threaten as a disturbance 
races by. Frost pockets inland and north on 
a couple of nights.

•  Oct. 8-14: Temperatures fluctuate from mild to 
cool on several windy days. Fair but a couple 
of unsettled days bring wet conditions mostly 
to eastern regions. Frost inland and north on 
one or two nights.

National 
highlights
September 17 to October 14, 2017

A mild weather pattern is expected to 
dominate Canada this fall. As a result, 
above-normal temperatures are 
anticipated from coast to coast well into 
October. The warmth is likely to be most 
noticeable in eastern Quebec and the 
Atlantic provinces where temperatures will 
reach well above normal values. 
Nevertheless, in keeping with the 
changing of the seasons, we can still look 
for occasional cool, wet and windy spells. 
As is typical for this time of year, frost will 
also make its first arrival at several inland 
locations. Precipitation is likely to run 
close to average across most areas of the 
country although there is a threat of 
heavier rain in far eastern regions because 
of a couple of Atlantic storms off the east 
coast.
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Prepared by meteorologist Larry Romaniuk 
of Weatherite Services. Forecasts should 
be 80 per cent accurate for your area; 
expect variations by a day or two due to 
changeable speed of weather systems.
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[answer:]
How did it get here? Chess (scientifically known as Bro-
mus secalinus) is also sometimes referred to as “cheat” 
or “rye brome.” It is a grassy weed that infests cereals 
crops, and because its seed matures and is of similar 
size to wheat, it can become a contaminant of grain that 
is intended for seed. This grassy weed originates from 
Europe and is believed to have spread into North Amer-
ica through contaminated grain shipments1. Acccording 
to a 1980 publication, in Ontario prior to the 21st cen-
tury, “Bromus secalinus was considered a serious weed 
in the wheat growing areas of the southwestern coun-
ties but is no longer regarded as a serious weed”2. This 
sentence apparently reflected the status of the weed as of 
the late 1970s. 

Does it have an impact on winter wheat? Field stud-
ies in Oklahoma have shown 28 to 48 per cent yield loss 
when winter wheat was competing with a 25 plants/m2 
average density of chess3.

Management options: In 2017, Simplicity herbicide 
was registered for use in Eastern Canada. In Western Can-
ada, Simplicity herbicide has been used for several years 
to control related species such as Japanese and Downey 
brome. Although chess is not listed on the product label, 
control with Simplicity was evaluated in Kansas State. 
Table 1 summarizes control when Simplicity was applied 
in the fall compared to the spring. Simplicity provided 
over 80 per cent control of chess regardless of applica-
tion timing, but fall applications improved control by an 
average of eight per cent because the weed is smaller and 
more susceptible to the herbicide at the fall timing.  CG

#PesT PaTrOL
with Mike Cowbrough, OMAFRA

�Have�a�question�
you�want�answered?

#PestPatrol on twitter.com @cowbrough 

or email Mike at mike.cowbrough@ontario.ca.

Crops�GUIDE������#pesTpaTrol

Table 1.  Control of chess with Simplicity applied in the fall versus in 
the spring, summarized over three locations in Kansas4 

Herbicide Rate* Fall applied Spring applied

Simplicty GoDri 34 g/ac.* 100% control 81% – 99% control

* The rate used in the study is slightly higher than the 28 g/ac. rate listed on the Eastern Canada product label.

Citations:

1.  Bromus secalinus (rye brome). “CABI Invasive Species Compendium.”  
Assessed July 24, 2017 at: www.cabi.org/isc/datasheet/10034. 

2. Dore and MacNeil. 1980. Grasses of Ontario Monograph 26, Agriculture. Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

3.  Medlin, C.R., Peeper, T.F, Kelley, J.C., Stone, A.E. and M.A. Barnes. 2005. 
 “Cheat Control in Oklahoma Winter Wheat.” Oklahoma Cooperative Extension Factsheet F-2774.

4.  Geier, P.W., Stahlman, P.W., Peterson, D.E. and M.M. Claassen. 2011. 
 “Pyroxsulam compared with competitive standards for efficacy in winter wheat.” Weed Technology. 23:316-321.

[QuesTiOn:]

I had a weed called “chess” in my winter wheat crop at harvest. How 
did it get here? Is it a problem? And how do I get rid of it?

Figure 1. A field of winter wheat that has chess growing 

within it prior to harvest.
Figure 2. A close-up of the seed heads.
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Winning  
at the border
It may be Donald Trump who is 
re-opening NAFTA. But today, more 
farmers north of the border are seeing 
some solid wins for Canada

By Shannon VanRaeS  / CG FIElD EDITOR

R
on Davidson calls in from a 
hotel room in Washington, 
D.C., with NAFTA on his 
mind. As senior vice-president 

of international trade and public affairs 
for the Canadian Meat Council, he’s no 
stranger to the U.S. capital. And with the 
renegotiation of the North American Free 
Trade Agreement in process, there are 
more cross-border trips on Davidson’s 
calendar.

That’s not a bad thing, he says.
“Canada, as you know, didn’t ask for 

the renegotiation,” says Davidson. “But 
you know, now that it looks like it is going 
to happen, the meat industry in North 
America is looking to actually improve 
NAFTA… we’re looking at this as an 
opportunity to actually reduce the barri-
ers that continue to exist at the border.”

Cautious optimism is a common 
theme across non-supply managed com-
modities as the 23-year-old trade deal 
is cracked open, although few had envi-
sioned a renegotiation before Donald 
Trump was elected U.S. president in 2016.

“I think that’s the most important 
point, that we don’t view the upcoming 
negotiation of NAFTA as a threat. Rather 
we view this as an opportunity to improve 
on an agreement that is now over 20 years 
old,” says Cam Dahl, president of Cereals 
Canada. “It’s time for it to be updated.”

Specifically, he’d like a new deal that 
streamlines regulations and harmonizes 
sanitary and phytosanitary trade rules, 
while also building a framework to 
address future concerns.

“We don’t know what the regulatory 
environment or pressures are going to 
look like 10 years from now, so from our 
perspective, it’s really important to put a 
NAFTA process in place that will ensure 
we have a way going forward of addressing 
those regulatory impediments to trade,” 
says Dahl. “... because I’m sure 15 years 
from now, there are going to be things 
that we haven’t thought of yet.”

Restructuring the trilateral trade deal 
could also address existing trade irritants, 
Dahl says.

Complaints, for instance, have arisen 
over the Canada Grain Act, especially 
over provisions that can prevent assigning 
grades to U.S.-grown grains. “If a variety 
is registered in Canada as well as the U.S., 
then it should be eligible for the same 



kind of grading consideration no matter where it is 
grown,” agrees Dahl. “That is a holdover of past sys-
tems that have evolved over time in Canada and I think 
we should move to adjust those irritants if we can.”

The Canola Council of Canada also sees North 
American trade talks as an opportunity to modern-
ize what has been a successful free trade agreement in 
their view.

“Right now we have tariff-free access for canola 
seed, oil and meal through NAFTA, so for our main 
exports NAFTA is working very well,” says Brian 
Innes, vice-president of government relations with the 
Canola Council. “Where we have interest is on things 
like further-processed products, such as margarine and 
shortening, and in those cases there are opportunities.”

And it’s those kinds of issues, like value-added por-
ducts, says Sylvain Charlebois, dean of the faculty of 
management at Dalhousie University, that the Canadian 
government is signalling a willingness to tackle

Moving on value-added
“Ottawa has made some interesting moves over the 
last year or so. I mean they actually eliminated the 
tariffs on several ingredients coming from the United 
States, signalling to the U.S. that we are willing to play 
ball,” Charlebois says. “We are willing to actually make 
the processing sector more competitive by allowing 
cheaper ingredients from the United States to come 
into Canada… that’s a signal that was needed.”

Still, Ottawa had little time to prepare for renego-
tiation of a deal that wasn’t on their radar until inter-
national trade became a sticking point in American 
political rhetoric.

“I don’t recall the Liberals stating that they were will-
ing to reopen NAFTA while they were running for office 
back in 2015, so this is coming as a surprise,” notes the 
professor. “This wasn’t planned… it’s being imposed on 
us to go back to the bargaining table and set out a new 
path for our economy and for agriculture.”

Yet this won’t be easy. Canada currently lacks a 
cohesive food policy of its own, and early efforts to 
build a national food strategy have been anything but 
transparent since consultations began, says Charlebois.

“We’re actually being invited back to the bargain-
ing table with no clear vision of what we are trying to 
accomplish here as a nation, let alone as a partner of a 
tri-national partnership,” Charlebois says. “We’re still 
a new country and we’re not very strong at thinking 
strategically about trade, particularly beyond primary 
production.”

Still, while the objectives from different ag sectors 
may be different, they aren’t necessarily competing. 
The vision held by Canada’s pork and beef sectors, for 
instanace, is less about value-adding and more about 
increased integration of an already highly integrated 
system of production.

excess inspections
“On the meat sector, and particularly with the U.S., we 
are totally together, we want more integration, we want 
fewer differences between the two countries and fewer 
problems at the border,” the Meat Council’s Davidson 
says. “We would like Canadian meat to be treated like 
U.S. meat, which means when you cross the border and 
you get your clearance at the border, you then go direct 
to a USDA inspection facility somewhere in the country.”

Currently, Canadian meat is subject to two inspec-
tions when it enters the U.S., whereas U.S. meat is only 
inspected once as part of the border-crossing process.

“There were a few things in the original agreement 
dating back to the Canada-U.S. trade agreement that 
were supposed to have been done on the meat inspection 
side of things that were never followed through on,” says 
Dennis Laycraft, executive vice-president of the Cana-
dian Cattlemen’s Association. “So we’re taking a proactive 
approach. We’d like to see some of those issues resolved.”

Laycraft adds there is strong support from American 
counterparts when it comes to streamlining import and 
export processes. But strong support from American com-
modity groups and even U.S. lawmakers doesn’t guarantee 
a positive outcome for Canadian producers and processors.

“We just don’t know what the terms are going to be, 
we don’t know what attitude the Trump administration 
will actually showcase during the talks. We are dealing 
with a highly unpredictable administration and that’s 
why it’s really difficult to really foresee what may happen 
or what could happen with NAFTA 2.0,” Charlebois says.

Observers also point out, however, that U.S. President 
Donald Trump has already walked back from some of his 
more hardline positions on trade, including a threat to 
withdraw from NAFTA entirely.

“What’s concerning about President Trump is his 
move towards bilateral trade agreements and away from 
agreements that involve many countries,” says Canola 
Council’s Innes. “On the grains and oilseed side broadly 
— and on canola specifically — we benefit when there 
are common rules of trade around the world, and that 
means having trade agreements where there are many 
countries involved.”

Trump has already withdrawn the United States from 
the Trans-Pacific Partnership and was the first world 
leader to publicly indicate interest in a bilateral trade 
agreement with the United Kingdom once it leaves the 
European Union.
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We are totally together,” 
says the Meat Council’s Ron 

Davidson. “We want fewer differences 
between the two countries.”

Continued on page 52



“As Canada pursues its trade agenda in the Trump era, 
it’s more important than ever that we look at establishing 
relationships and agreements with multiple countries, 
such as the Trans-Pacific Partnership,” Innes adds. “If there 
is an impact of the Trump era on how we see trade in the 
world, it’s around a clearer focus on the importance of 
agreements involving multiple countries and ensuring we 
have strong relations and a strong ability to get rid of trade 
barriers in markets that are growing, like those in Asia.”

Looking to new markets
As important as the American market is for Canadian 
producers and processors, commodity groups are not 
putting all of their eggs into an American basket. Not just 
because of uncertainties around NAFTA, but because 
diversity is key to weathering any trade storm.

“Yes, there are ongoing negotiations, but does the 
renegotiation of NAFTA cause us to look at or re-eval-
uate other markets? The answer is no, because we have 
been focused on market development and expanding 
free trade since we’ve come into existence,” Dahl says.

With Canadian competitors already having struck 
trade agreements with Japan, Dahl said this is one mar-
ket Canada needs to prioritize. A trade deal with China 
would also boost Canada’s ag across the board.

“We are very interested in the discussions that have 
begun with China,” Dahl says. “There is a long way to 
go before we start talking about a trade agreement with 
China, but that is something we are active in.”

Canadian meat processors are particularly interested 
in developing markets outside of North America, as 
overseas markets present opportunities to sell products 
less desired by domestic consumers.

Gary Stordy, public relations manager for the Cana-
dian Pork Council, explains pork is divided into various 
pieces and products to allow for maximized profit in a 
number of markets.

“They want to take each piece and ship it to a coun-
try where they get the best value for it and that is why, 
certainly, a lot of our pork loins are shipped to Japan, 
because they can get a good value or return on it,” he 
says. “When we talk about expanding trade and increas-
ing market diversity, it’s taking that potential or that 
product and having the option of sending it to more 
than one spot, because when you just send it to one spot 
you’re a price taker.”

Another way agribusinesses hope to expand Canada’s 
reach is by reviving the Trans-Pacific Partnership.

“We thought with the U.S. leaving the TPP that it 
could stall, but Japan continues to say they would like to 
see that move ahead,” Laycraft says, adding the Cattlemen 
are still participating in meetings on the deal, working 
with counterparts at home and abroad to keep it alive.

“I think we are cautiously optimistic that it could 
move ahead without the United States. The key market is 
Japan for us; we would see the tariffs quickly reduced to 
the same level as Australia.”

Canadian beef is currently subject to a 38.5 per cent 
tariff in Japan, while Australia’s bilateral trade deal with 
that Pacific Rim country will see their tariffs drop to nine 
per cent over two years. 

“We are looking for markets everywhere, and you 
know NAFTA is a critical one, but Japan is really critical, 
and we are fully supportive of the government’s work 
to move forward with a free trade agreement in China,” 
says Davidson.

switch to china?
Despite all the allure of the Chinese market, however, 
it’s unlikely to ever replace the United States as Canada’s 
most important trading partner. And no other market 
will ever be quite so close to our doorstep.

“(The Chinese market) is certainly going to grow, but 
I mean they do have the third-largest cattle herd in the 
world, so it’s not that they don’t produce beef,” Laycraft 
points out.

Canada also has an advantage over virtually every 
other country in the world when it comes to delivering 
fresh product to the United States. That, combined with 
the integrated nature of the Canadian and U.S. produc-
tion systems, means America will always be Canada’s 
largest export market, says the cattleman.

According to Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 
Canadian meat sales exports to the United States 
increased 3.71 per cent between 2014 and 2015, while 
exports to Hong Kong and Japan decreased by 59 per 
cent and 24 per cent, respectively.

Exports to China increased by 381 per cent over the 
same period but, even so, the United States accounted 
for about 71 per cent of all red meat and live animal 
exports in 2015.

Field crops also rely heavily on exports to the U.S., 
even as other markets are pursued.

“Right now the U.S. represents a little over a third of 
all of our exports,” says Innes. That works out to $3.6 bil-
lion a year, “so certainly a very substantial amount.”

Mexico accounts for another eight per cent of Cana-
dian canola exports, or about $825 million each year, 
Innes adds. That brings the percentage of canola exports 
under NAFTA to 45 per cent.

“We need the U.S. more than the U.S. needs us, no 
matter what is being said,” says Charlebois. “The eco-
nomics are against us. They are 300 million consumers 
there and we are 36, or 37 million, so we need to get 
along with the U.S.”

Back in Washington, meanwhile, Davidson makes his 
final point.

“We’re an export-oriented country and this conti-
nent is export oriented, so our competition in the global 
marketplace is each other, yes, but it’s actually South 
America, it’s Australia and New Zealand, it’s Europe,” 
Davidson says. “For us, this has the potential to actually 
provide some positive outcomes. We can’t guarantee 
that, but there is certainly an opportunity there.”  CG
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C
anada’s supply management sector is experi-
encing its usual trade-talk trepidation as the 
renegotiation of the North American Free 
Trade Agreement gets started.

Even so, dairy and poultry farmers are relying on 
Ottawa’s assurances at meetings through the summer 
that the system of domestic price setting, and the high 
border tariffs that support it, will not be traded away.

The supply management sector is a potential target 
in any trade negotiation as it remains one of the few 
high-tariff, trade-protected systems in the world. But it 
has, so far, always made it through new trade deals, such 
as the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement 
(CETA) between Canada and the European Union and 
the in-limbo Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), despite 
giving up some market share.

Complicating the NAFTA process is the introduction 
of a new class of cheaper milk in Canada that aimed to 
replace imported milk protein ingredients and that the 
Americans claim is resulting in unfair competition in 
their market and in other export markets.

“We were not part of the original NAFTA agree-
ment and I don’t see why we should be part of NAFTA 
negotiations,” says David Wiens, vice-president of Dairy 
Farmers of Canada and a Manitoba dairy farmer. “Cur-
rently, Canada is in a trade deficit with the U.S. in terms 
of dairy by a margin of 5 to 1. I can’t understand where 
the U.S. is coming from, looking to Canada to open up 
our dairy markets.”

Still, Wiens and others agree it is challenging to read 
the shifting sands of American priorities related to milk 
in this round of negotiations.

President Donald Trump has disparaged Canadian 
dairy producers, but without the kind of precision in his 
argument that observers expect from someone with clear 
goals and a firm understanding of the situation.

There’s the contrast too with American Secretary of 
Agriculture Sonny Perdue, who has been more concilia-
tory on some areas, and who has said that Canada can 
manage its own internal supply of milk.

And although Perdue has expressed concern that 
the new Class 7 has displaced previous exports of ultra-
filtered milk to Canada, he has also said he would like to 
deal with the Class 7 milk issue outside of the NAFTA 
negotiations.

The U.S. dairy industry also has a lot on its plate, not 
just Canada’s supply management.

Like numerous other U.S. ag sectors, it will have 
to play both offence and defence, maintaining access 
that it won under the 1995 agreement. Most important 
for dairy farmers is their access to Mexico, which has 
resulted in the U.S. exporting 10 times more dairy 
products south than it imports.

Still, Canada did agree in the stalled Trans-Pacific 
Partnership to open up another 3.25 per cent of the 
Canadian dairy market to the TPP member countries, 
including the United States. This is seen in some quar-
ters as a precedent for more imports from the U.S., so 
NAFTA renegotiations open up another potential loss 
of market.

“You always want to be careful when there is any 
type of trade negotiation,” says Wiens. “We continue to 
insist that Canadian government stand firm, and that 
no harm be done to our industry.”

Dairy Farmers of Canada says that Canada should 
not be seen as a dumping ground for American over-
production. A market that is 10 per cent of the size of the 
U.S. will not solve their oversupply problem, says Wiens.

Poultry farmers, meanwhile, point out that the 
United States already has significant access to the 
Canadian market, with the U.S. exporting an aver-
age of $200 million per year more chicken to Canada 
than Canada does to the U.S., based on 2012 to 2016 
statistics.

Chicken hasn’t been in the NAFTA spotlight, like 
dairy. “The existing agreement provides stability and 
predictability to chicken producers on both sides of 
the border,” says Lisa Bishop-Spencer, manager of 
communications with Chicken Farmers of Canada. 
“The U.S. has consistently enjoyed a positive balance 
in its chicken trade with Canada.”

Canada has been the second-largest destination 
for U.S. broiler meat after Mexico in both volume and 
value, adds Bishop-Spencer, and when considered on 
a per capita basis, the value of Canadian imports of 
U.S. chicken is three times greater than the amount of 
chicken Mexico imports from the U.S.

“Import predictability has allowed our industry 
to thrive next door to the largest chicken producer in 
the world,” she says. “By matching production levels 
to domestic requirements, we don’t generate surpluses 
that would then in turn be exported, potentially dis-
placing U.S. production and creating disruption on the 
U.S. market.”  CG

‘Do no harm’
Canada’s supply-management farmers have three blunt 
words of advice for our NAFTA negotiating team

By John GreiG  /  CG Field editor
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B
ill Shuler’s last year has been a revelation for 
the Michigan dairy farmer, turning everything 
he always thought he knew about the family’s 
dairy farm completely upside down.

“In the last year, my life has been amazing, incred-
ible,” Shuler says. “And that’s an understatement.”

Shuler and his family operate a small dairy farm near 
the southeast shore of Lake Michigan. Milking 50 cows 
in a tie stall barn, the farm was too small and too labour 
intensive to survive much longer. So Shuler, his wife Car-
olyn and sons Billy and Wyatt made some big changes.

Shuler Dairy Farms is typical of the 86 per cent of 
America’s 41,000 dairy farms (as of the 2012 Census of 
Agriculture) that milk fewer than 200 cows.

These smaller farms are mostly run by families with 
family labour. And they have found dealing with erratic 
milk prices to be their biggest challenge.

“Two years ago I was getting 25 cents a pound for my 
milk,” says Schuler. “It was 13 cents by early this summer.

“If you’re milking thousands of cows you might be 
able to get by on $1 per cow per day,” he says, then adds, 
“I can’t survive on that.”

The stark reality of milk-price volatility is why it’s 
the 14 per cent of farms with more than 1,000 cows that 
produce most U.S. milk, and are growing fastest.

Dairy farmers are squeezed by increasing expenses 
and lower returns despite greater exports. Prices have 

These American farms
It turns out we’ve got as many 
misconceptions about U.S. dairy farms as 
they’ve got about ours

BUSINESS

By John GreiG  /  CG Field editor

This isn’t for me, it's 
for my two sons,” says 

Michigan’s Bill Shuler, but 
he knows the stakes are as 
big as they can get
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been lower over the past two years, but have 
stabilized and begun to move up again in 
2017, and there are more dairy cows being 
retained and more milk being produced.

Farmers are getting $2 to $3 more per 
hundredweight of milk so far in 2017, says 
University of Wisconsin professor emeritus 
Bob Cropp, whose dairy market reports are 
followed across the industry.

Milk prices are cyclical, Cropp points 
out, but each time they tick down, more 
small farms drops off the map.

Large ones sometimes fail too, of course. 
But there’s one big difference. When large 
farms fail, they tend to get bought up by 
other, larger dairy farms.

“The trend will be to larger farms and 
fewer farms,” says Cropp. “We still have 
probably 40 per cent of farms that are rela-
tively small that are under 75 cows. Those 
farms have facilities that are becoming obso-
lete, and often older farmers.”

On such farms, a decision becomes inev-
itable: either get out, or size up with a larger 
facility and bigger herd. “It might not be 
1,000 cows,” Cropp says, “but will likely be 
400 or 600.”

Plus, if they’re bringing in a younger gen-
eration, they often start looking at more 
flexible ways to structure the operation, like 
creating a farm run by two or three families, 
with more of the work done by employees.

So, what’s the answer for small dairy 
farmers who can’t size up, perhaps because 
they’re still paying off the mortgage on the 
home farm?

For them, Cropp says, the challenge is to 
innovate, diversify and find efficiencies while 
also saving on labour.

Many, like Shuler Dairy Farms, are look-
ing to create their own opportunities.

“Some of our smaller farms are doing 
very well,” says Cropp. “There are a number 
of organic or grassland-based farms. Many of 
them are selling to cheese operations making 
a speciality cheese or a value-added cheese. 
They keep cost of production down by being 
grassland, minimal input and selling to a 
smaller milk plant that is adding value.”

Larger farms, fewer farms
Dairy farms are not unlike the rest of Ameri-
can agriculture, where there are large num-
bers of small farms producing a little, a small 
number of very large farms producing a lot, 
with fewer and fewer farms in between.

In 2015, the USDA Economic Research 

Service reported that 90 per cent of U.S. 
farms were small family operations with 
under $350,000 in annual gross income.

These 90 per cent, however, only account 
for 24 per cent of the value of production. 
Large-scale farms (mostly also family farms) 
with at least $1 million in gross cash farm 
income were only 2.9 per cent of the total, 
but made up 42 per cent of total production. 
(Non-family farms accounted for 11 per cent 
of agriculture production.)

This past May, the USDA studied dairy 
farms with 100 cows in 23 leading dairy states 
and found they produced 24,400 pounds of 
milk per lactation at 13 cents per pound.

In Canada, those farms would be above 
average size, but at that milk price, the sur-
vey shows they would come in at the top end 
of the “small farm” designation, with just 
under $350,000 gross income.

Larger farms have more flexibility to man-
age ups and downs in the market, providing 
they are focused on low-cost production.

An example worth looking at is Royal 
Farms, an open-lot dairy in the High Plains 
region of Kansas, where Kyle Averhoff, is a 
partner and general manager.

“The past two years have been tighter 
than the years prior, but in our geography, it 
has still not been too bad,” Averhoff says.

Averhoff and his 60 employees milk 
6,500 cows and have about that number of 
replacement stock on the farm built in 2000.

“Our dairy is like other dairies,” Averhoff 
says. “We make our living taking good care 
of our cows and our people, and trying to do 
things right.”

The company also operates another 
smaller dairy nearby, and they strive to be 
efficient, making heavy use of risk manage-
ment in their milk pricing, with margins 
being protected on about two-thirds of their 
milk through futures and options.

Averhoff keeps his focus on their core 
business. Royal Farms is dedicated to milk-
ing cows, and he believes their future is in 
growth. “Our continued goal is to improve 
and to grow, and to get better at what we cur-
rently do. And as things fit, we would like the 
opportunity to milk more cows.”

The geography and community in the 
area are friendly to livestock, so when the 
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In Kansas, Royal Farms partner Kyle Averhoff oversees a staff of 60 milking 6,500 cows. “Our 

continued goal is to improve and to grow, and to get better at what we currently do… we would 

like the opportunity to milk more cows.”
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opportunity arises, there won’t be many bar-
riers, except the big one: labour.

Averhoff speaks highly of his mostly 
Hispanic workforce, but the rhetoric from 
Donald Trump has been troubling.

“It’s more concerning from a stand-
point of the welfare of our people and their 
extended families,” Averhoff says. Many 
of his employees have family members 
involved in the immigration process, usu-
ally in bringing families to join the workers 
in the United States and setting up their 
children as full citizens.

Meanwhile, smaller dairy farms in 
the United States are working to be more 
labour efficient, strategically cutting back 
on hired labour and managing the herd 
more with family, backed up by robotic 
technology.

That’s what’s happening at the Shul-
ers’ farm. They are midway through a 
multi-year plan to transform the farm, as 
sons Billy, 29, and Wyatt, 26, come back 
home to farm. The first step has been to 
gradually expand the land base so they can 
upgrade their field equipment. The second 
step is to build a new free-stall dairy barn 
with a robotic milking system to lessen the 
amount of time the family has to spend 
milking cows.

They started milking in the new barn 
in March 2016, and while they continue 
to milk about 50 cows, they are gradually 
adding to the herd with 60 animals due to 
calve by the end of January.

Family is central to the farm, and the 
construction of the new barn was hastened 
by the declining health of Bill’s father. They 
wanted him to see the plans and the direc-
tion of the farm before he passed away.

“I like to tell people the good Lord 
enabled us,” says Shuler. “If my father did 
not get as sick as he did as quickly as he 
did, we might not have pulled the trigger.”

Shuler says if they hadn't, they likely 
would have been forced out of milking 
cows by last January due to the low price of 
milk and the inefficiency of the old barn. 
The new composting pack barn has room 
for 120 cows, all easily managed with fam-
ily labour.

Robotic milking is a big part of  it. 
Shuler talks of how the family all recently 
went to a 3 p.m. wedding, and no one had 
to get up in the middle of it to get back 
home.

That, he says, was a farm first.

Exports continuE to grow
The source of revenue for American dairy 
farms is changing. Commodity milk is low 
margin, so dairy farmers are looking else-
where to assure revenue into the future.

Royal Farms has invested in a new dairy 
processing plant being built by Dairy Farm-
ers of America in their area as a way to 
assure a local buyer for their milk.

Cropp sees it as good strategy, but adds 
that current and future growth in demand 
for commodity milk in the United States is 
coming from outside its borders. Domesti-
cally, growth in the milk market is mostly in 
cheese and yogurt versus fluid milk, and is 
about one per cent per year.

With milk production growing at about 
two per cent per year, American producers 
know they need to grab more exports.

USDA milk export reports show that 
April, the last month for which numbers are 
available, was the eleventh straight month of 
increasing exports for the American dairy 
sector, accounting for 14.6 per cent of total 
U.S. milk production.

“I think it is a positive,” Averhoff says of 
exports. “When I’ve looked at a lot of the 
information on where competitive coun-
tries are in their incremental costs, the U.S. 
system is poised to have a share of the global 
growth.”

Cropp agrees. “We have excellent for-
age and grain supply,” he says, pointing out 
that New Zealand has a limited and increas-
ingly expensive land base, which is capping 
their ability to increase milk per cow. Europe 
could increase its milk supply, but lead-
ing EU producers like the Netherlands are 
reducing cow numbers due to environmen-
tal concerns.

A nEw mArkEt for thE shulErs
Back in Baroda, Michigan, the Shulers are 
looking to a new kind of customer to assure 
the future market for their milk.

Shuler Dairy Farm has four wineries 
within four miles. There are three nearby 
microbreweries too, and the farm is close to 
the Warren Dunes State Park, which drew 
400,000 visitors last year

The Shulers are also just two miles off 
I94 heading to Chicago.

Add up all of that potential nearby mar-
ket and you arrive at Stage 3 of the Shuler 
farm reinvention — agri-tourism, i.e. bring-
ing visitors to the farm and selling them 
products is the big bet for the Shulers.

They know what’s at stake. “It’s going to 
have to work or we’re out of business,” says 
Shuler.

In the past year the farm has been visited 
by thousands of people from all over the 
United States and Canada. They tour the 
farm and then buy ice cream from a stand 
on the farm.

The farm has become a showpiece for 
DeLaval, the company that supplied the 
robots, and 100 Canadians were scheduled 
to be through the barn in August.

Talking to so many strangers has reaf-
firmed Shuler’s faith in humanity.

“The good guys are still winning,” he 
says. “The people coming through are just 
amazing, and they have incredible stories.”

The end of Stage 3 is yet to be completed. 
It includes building a processing building on 
the farm to make yogurt or ice cream.

“This isn’t for me, it’s for my two sons,” 
says Shuler.

Despite the Shuler family’s big bet, Shuler 
is still nervous. Their farm is becoming a 
rarity in the area. Other than Andrews Uni-
versity, with its 700-cow herd, there are only 
four other dairy farms left in their county, all 
under 80 cows, while 30 years ago there were 
30 herds.

Of course, that doesn’t mean the cows 
have disappeared. Just across the county line, 
a large dairy milking 3,500 cows is building a 
new facility which will have 24 robots.

“The big herds just keep adding cows,” 
Shuler says.

Indeed, there’s serious growth happening 
in the traditional milk producing areas of 
the United States where lots of water is avail-
able to grow good forage. Michigan milk 
production is up 30 per cent in six years, 
according to Hoard’s Dairyman. Wisconsin 
has increased its production by more than 
10 per cent and New York 16 per cent in the 
same time period. Most of that increase is 
coming from large herds.

As smaller, often older farms grapple 
with generational change and how to cash 
flow new facilities and technology, Averhoff 
expects to see the trend to larger herds con-
tinue, as it has for decades.

“The industry for a long time has sup-
ported a lot of diversity in herd sizes and 
geography,” he says.

And Averhoff is hopeful. “We need to 
have all types of operations across the coun-
try. In some geographies dairies are more 
scalable, but we can coexist.”  CG
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H
ow big is your world? Geographically, this 
is an easy question to answer with great 
precision. The diameter of the Earth at the 
equator is 12,756 km. Its circumference is 

40,030 km along the equator, and 40,008 km through 
the poles. Thus the surface area of our planet is roughly 
510 million sq. km.

It’s a very big place. Too often, though, we’re tempted 
to use the conditions and events within only a short dis-
tance of our homes and farms as the basis for our opin-
ions, and to justify our beliefs and make our decisions.

This is especially obvious when discussions turn to 
climate change.

Canada’s farmers have experienced all types of 
weather phenomena in 2017. The cool, wet weather we 
saw last fall continued through the early spring, delay-
ing planting across the country, and in many cases in the 
West complicating the harvest of crops left out over win-
ter, while frosts were reported into June at some stations, 
damaging emerged crops.

Climate change deniers were quick to point to the 
cool spring as evidence that climate change is a hoax.

On the other hand, when the weather turned hot 
and dry across the southern Prairies in late June and 
July, deniers became strangely silent. Instead it was time 
for climate change believers living in drought-stricken 
areas to crow.

Climate change cannot be proven by 2017’s hot, dry 
July in Regina any more than it can be denied by a cool 
May in Ontario or frosts in June in Saskatchewan. These 
conditions reflect weather, not climate.

The American Geosciences Institute website refer-
ences the definition used by both NASA and the National 
Snow & Ice Data Center in defining climate. “Climate,” it 
says, “is an average of weather conditions over 30 years 
or more, and can be assessed for a single location, a large 
area, or globally.”

The U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
istration makes the differentiation between climate 

and weather even simpler: “Climate is what you expect, 
weather is what you get.”

This is why you cannot prove or disprove climate 
change by the weather outside your door on a particular 
day. However, based on long-term weather data, you 
have a good idea what crops will be successful if planted 
in your area.

So is the climate actually changing? Here is one exam-
ple of how climate is changing. The maps on page 58 are 
from the Alberta Agriculture website.

Both show the length of the growing season in 
Alberta based on the number of days with a tempera-
ture of 5 C or greater. The difference is that the first 
map is based on 30 years of environment Canada 
weather data beginning in 1961. The second map 
shows 30 years of corresponding data beginning in 
1971. 

These maps show a clear lengthening of the grow-
ing season in Alberta. The longer growing season has 
enabled Alberta farmers to plant longer-season crops 
like corn and soybeans which were not viable a genera-
tion ago.

Most readers will probably agree that there is a differ-
ence in climate between Edmonton, located in the boreal 
biome, and Medicine Hat in the steppe biome. While 
only 439 km apart, the average annual temperature is 1.9 
C higher in Medicine Hat, where there is also 135.5 mm 
less rainfall.

This temperature difference is less than the 2 C 
increase that many scientists are predicting for global 
warming.

Could Edmonton-area farmers adapt to a Medi-
cine Hat-like climate? Would rainfall decrease with 
a temperature rise? Or should Edmonton farmers 
expect more variability in rainfall due to the predicted 
increase in violent weather brought on by higher tem-
peratures?

How big is 
your market?
We must get better at 
understanding that the world’s 
commodity buyers have a 
growing range of options By Gerald PilGer
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Markets are Global
Similarly, commodity prices are not determined by the crop 
conditions on your farm, in your neighbourhood, or even your 
province. It is easy for farmers to think that a lack of rainfall or 
an early frost in an area means prices have to go up. However, as I 
pointed out at the start of this column, it is a big world.

Granted, 71 per cent of our planet is covered by oceans and 
seas. Of the land area, data from the FAO and published by the 
World Bank considers just 37.5 per cent of the land or roughly 
49 million sq. km to be agricultural. However, less than one-
third of that is classified as arable, dropping the land currently 
cropped in the world down to 16.3 million sq. km.

Saskatchewan has more than 40 per cent of the farmland in 
Canada. Yet that 40 per cent equates to less than 250,000 sq. km. 
On a global scale Saskatchewan farmland amounts to only about 
1.5 per cent of the arable farmland in the world.

In 2015, Saskatchewan produced about 13 million tonnes of 
wheat. This really is a drop in the bucket compared to the 739.9 
million tonnes the FAO is estimating for global wheat production 
this year.

Furthermore, world stocks of wheat currently exceed 250 
million tonnes. Even with a total wheat crop failure in Saskatch-
ewan, there would not be a shortage of wheat in the world.

Granted, wheat prices have risen this spring and summer due 
to weather concerns. But those concerns were not limited to dry-
ness on the Canadian Prairies. The U.S. plains and Australia also 
expect that drought will decrease their wheat yields this year. But 
since early July, even though forecast yields continued to decline 
in Canada and the U.S. due to the lack of rainfall, wheat prices 
plateaued and even declined largely because Russia and other 
areas of the world are having good years and are forecasting 
increased wheat production.

We will not know the actual production numbers until the 
crop is in the bin. Until that time, pricing is speculative.

When we sell into the global market, we must look beyond 
our fields and consider the big picture. This is not to say farmers 
should ignore local conditions in price forecasts. Weather scares 
add volatility to the market and create price spikes which farmers 
can cash in on.

A spike in price may make it possible to reach a target price 
that covers your costs and hopefully makes you a profit. Ignoring 
sales opportunities because of a localized drought in light of the 
huge global commodity stocks may be an expensive mistake.

Another example of farmers ignoring the big picture has to do 
with land prices. The price of farmland in Canada has escalated far 
beyond its productive value. While high commodity prices may have 
initiated the price rise a few years ago, low interest rates, speculation, 
investment opportunities, and the security that land offers are equally 
important. But there are two other drivers of the increase in land 
prices that play a significant role, at least subconsciously.

Farmers are told repeatedly of the need to grow more food on 
a shrinking land base for an increasing global population. Farmers 
themselves are first to claim: “They are not making any more land!”

Or are “they?” Earlier I pointed out that only a third of the 
world’s agricultural land is rated arable, i.e. it is being plowed and 
growing crops. Yet there is a huge cumulative acreage of pasture 
lands, native grasslands, and forests with the potential to grow 
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shown on these Alberta map are already 

proving that climate change is happening. 

The south is getting warmer and drier, 

while Edmonton is becoming more like 

the south. Can farmers keep adapting?



crops. Granted, they may not be as productive as lands 
currently being farmed, or there may be a lack of infra-
structure such as roads, rail, and services. There may be 
weather constraints such as short growing seasons or 
lack of rainfall, but climate change could open up addi-
tional lands for farming (or make areas currently being 
farmed less productive).

According to published World Bank figures, the 
amount of arable land in the world actually increased 
from 9.693 million sq. km in 1961 to 10.924 million sq. 
km in 2014 — an increase of 1.231 million sq. km.

This increase is roughly double the amount of land 
now farmed in Canada!

Some of this new farmland, such as the brushed 
Amazon rainforest even has the capability to produce 
two crops per year, making it significantly more produc-
tive than our farms.

When the Soviet Union collapsed, six million ha of land 
being farmed in Kazakhstan in 1992 reverted back to native 
grassland due to the failure of collective farms. Now this 
land is slowly being opened back up to cropping. There are 
the land resources needed to feed the world, and it will be 

farmed as the demand for food and as the climate, econom-
ics and politics entice farmers, investors and entrepreneurs 
to open up underutilized agricultural frontiers.

The point of this article is that it is very easy to miss 
the forest for the trees. Farmers are so tied to their own 
crops and land, they fail to see, or even look, at the big 
picture. Yet agriculture is now dominated by a few mul-
tinational companies and it truly is a single global mar-
ket. You either have to accept that you are a small player 
in a very big world, or find a way to shrink that world 
and find and supply a local market.

The question every farmer needs to find an answer 
to is: “How big is my world?”  CG
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BY ALLAN DAWSON
Co-operator staff

Asenior executive with 
CP Rail says the com-
p a n y  i s  “w e l l  p o s i -

tioned” to move this year’s 
grain crop despite  recent 
c u t b a c k s  i n  s t a f f  a n d 
locomotives. 

Grain is, was and will con-
tinue to be Canadian Pacific 
Railway’s biggest cargo, John 
Brooks, vice-president of sales 
and marketing for bulk com-
modities, said in an interview 
Aug. 6.

And the historic railway 
founded in 1881 is investing to 
move even more in the future, 
he said. “Make no bones about 
it, grain is king at CP,” he said.

“It is our life-bread. There is 
nothing we want to do more 
than move a lot of grain.

“I think we feel pretty good 
about our handling capacity… 
to move this new crop.”

cP Rail says 
it’s ready to 
move this 
year’s crop 
to market
The company is 
investing billions to 
move even more grain 
as western Canadian 
production continues 
to increase

see CP Rail on page 7 »  

BY LORRAINE STEVENSON
Co-operator staff / Portage la Prairie

Aproduction system that extends 
the growing season, offers grow-
ers a competitive edge in the 

marketplace and potential to make 
more money sounds mighty tempting.

That’s why fruit and vegetable grow-
ers were out in large numbers at Hort 
Diagnostic Days in late July to hear 
more about construction of high 
tunnels.

This is the first year a variety 
of fruits and vegetables has been 
planted in the high tunnel built in 
2014 at the Agriculture Agri-Food 

Canada location in Portage la Prairie. 
Growers are keen to hear what 
Manitoba Agriculture, Food and Rural 
Development (MAFRD) specialists are 
learning.

High tunnel production is common-
place in other parts of Canada and 
in northern and central U.S. where 
nearly every type of fruit and vege-
table is now grown, even tree fruits. 
MAFRD staff are researching how high 
tunnels work in Manitoba growing 
conditions.

“We have a lot of recommendations 
from other places like Minnesota 
and Ontario about what to grow in 
a high tunnel but nothing for under 
Manitoba conditions,” said fruit 

crop specialist Anthony Mintenko, 
who is evaluating day-neutral straw-
berries, early-season June-bearing 
strawberries, fall-bearing raspberries 
and blackberries at one end of the 
100x15x7.5-foot tunnel. Provincial 
vegetable specialist Tom Gonsalves is 
experimenting with vegetables such 
as tomatoes, cucumbers and peppers 
at the other.

High tunnels are like greenhouses, 
except they don’t have a double layer 
of poly, and no permanent heat or 
electricity. But they have a similar 
function — they keep cold out and, 
conversely, heat in.

Researchers study how to 
extend the growing season
MAFRD is looking at how well these oversize cold frames  
can extend horticultural growing seasons

High tunnel production has potential to extend the Manitoba grower’s season, says MAFRD’s fruit crops specialist Anthony Mintenko. He and the provincial 
vegetable crop specialist are evaluating fruit and vegetable crops for high tunnel production at the AAFC site at Portage la Prairie.   PHOTO: LORRAINE STEVENSON

see ReseaRCheRs on page 6 »  
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JOHN DEERE COMBINES WAS NOW
JD S670 - 2012, Duals $339,500 $290,900
JD S670 - 2012 $341,500 $295,900
JD S670 - 2012 $349,900 $285,000
JD S680 -  $389,900 $319,900
JD T670 -  $232,900 $199,900
JD 8820 - 1983 $21,900 $13,900
JD 8820 -   $15,900 $7,950
JD 8820 - Titan II $27,900 $12,900
JD 9501 - PT $29,900 $25,900
JD 9650 - Walker $115,900 $110,900
JD 9660 - Walker $177,900 $149,900
JD 9760 - STS $144,900 $119,900

OTHER COMBINES WAS NOW
CIH 2388 - 2003 $119,900 $89,900
CIH 2388 -  $99,900 $79,900
MF 8780 -  $61,500 $48,750
NH CR9080 - 2010, 1031/790 HRS $269,900 $199,900
NH TR98 - 2218 HRS $69,900 $49,900
NH CX8080 -  $195,900 $169,900
MF 9790 -  $159,900 $99,900

JOHN DEERE HEADERS WAS NOW
JD 635D - Cross Auger $65,900 $57,500
JD 635D - Cross Auger $67,900 $58,900
JD 930 DRAPER - PU REEL $41,900 $29,900
(3) JD 930 DRAPER - PU REEL $41,900 $36,900
JD 936 DRAPER - PU REEL $44,900 $29,900

OTHER HEADERS WAS NOW
CIH 1010 - 30’ BATT REEL $7,900 $4,900
CIH 1010 - 30’ BATT REEL $8,900 $5,250
HONEY BEE - 21’ JD ADAPTER $18,900 $12,900
MF 9700 - 30’ PU REEL $10,900 $5,200

WINDROWERS WAS NOW
JD W150 - 2013, 430D $149,900 $141,900
JD W150 - c/w 430D Platform 2014 DEMO $179,900 $164,900
JD W150 - c/w 430D Platform 2013 $144,900 $129,900
MACDON M150 - 2009, D60, 30ft $119,900 $104,900
MACDON M150 - 2008 $114,500 $103,500
MACDON M150 - D60 25ft 2008 $115,900 $104,900
MACDON 960 HDR - 21ft, 1997 $15,900 $9,900
PREMIER M150 - 25ft, 2008 $159,000 $99,900
PREMIER M155 - 30ft, 2012 $145,900 $134,500
PREMIER M155 - 30ft, 2012 $145,900 $134,500
PREMIER M155 - 30ft, 2012 $153,900 $144,500
PREMIER M155 - 30ft, 2012 $155,900 $144,500
WESTWARD 9352 - 2002, 30ft $75,900 $69,900
CIH 8820 - 25ft Rotosheears $29,900 $24,900

JOHN DEERE 2WD WAS NOW
JD 2550 - o/s MFWD, loader $23,500 $19,500
JD 2950 - 2WD, Cab, recent wo $25,900 $23,900
JD 4450 - 2WD, JD 725  SOLD
JD 4455 - MFWD, PST, JD 265  SOLD
JD 4960 - duals, MFWD, 3 PTH $71,900 $64,900
JD 5075E - Cab, MFWD, H240 loader  SOLD
JD 5075M - DEMO $58,900 $48,900

JOHN DEERE 2WD WAS NOW
JD 5200 - MFWD, cab, 540 loader $32,900 $23,900
JD 6125M - MFWD,   SOLD
JD 6430 - Premium, 673 loader $106,900 $95,900
JD 7200 - MFWD, 740 loader $59,900 $49,900
JD 7215R - MFWD, H480 $224,900 $214,900
JD 7210R - IVT, 50 k, frt 3pth & pto $249,900 $228,900
JD 7210R - 50 k, IVT, frt 3pth & pto $250,500 $229,900
JD 7210R - 50 k, IVT, H480 loader $250,900 $230,900
JD 7210R - 50 k, IVT, H480 loader $249,900 $229,900
JD 7220 - 741 loader $59,900 $49,900
JD 4440 - 2WD, 740SL loader  SOLD
JD 5100E - cab, MFWD, low hrs $75,900 $62,900
JD 7430 - MFWD, 741 loader $107,900 $99,900
JD 7830 - AUTOQUAD, 746 loader $139,900 $129,900
JD 8335R - IVT, frt hitch REDUCED $332,900 $299,900
JD 8345R - 2 To Choose From  Coming In

JOHN DEERE 4WD WAS NOW
JD 9460R -  $315,900 $299,900
JD 9430 - 3pth, PTO $227,900 $199,900
JD 9430 - PS $289,900 $232,500

OTHER TRACTORS WAS NOW
FENDT 930 - FRT Hitch $139,900 $125,900
CIH 7220 - MFWD, ldr $62,900 $58,900
CIH 2294 - 2WD, PST $24,900 $18,500
AGCO 6690 - MFWD, ldr $25,900 $23,900
MCCORMICK TTX230 - 2013 $119,900 $104,900

LEASE JD T670, 615PU
FOR $13,500 Semi-Annual 0 Down

LEASE 2003 CIH 2388
FOR $5,950 Semi-Annual 0 Down

2010 NH CR9080
WAS $269,900 NOW $199,900

BLOWOUT

August 13, 2015

BY ALLAN DAWSON
Co-operator staff

Asenior executive with 
CP Rail says the com
p a n y  i s  “w e l l  p o s i

tioned” to move this year’s 
grain crop despite  recent 
c u t b a c k s  i n  s t a f f  a n d 
locomotives. 

Grain is, was and will con
tinue to be Canadian Pacific 
Railway’s biggest cargo, John 
Brooks, vice-president of sales 
and marketing for bulk com
modities, said in an interview 
Aug. 6.

And the historic railway 

cP Rail says 
it’s ready to 
move this 
year’s crop 
to market
The company is 
investing billions to 
move even more grain 
as western Canadian 
production continues 
to increase

ANN
ROuND

1-888-999-4178  |  www.agdealer.com

 FOR MORE USED INVENTORY
USED INVENTORY LIQUIDATION

JOHN DEERE 2WD WAS NOW
- MFWD, cab, 540 loader $32,900

- MFWD,  
- Premium, 673 loader $106,900
- MFWD, 740 loader 

- MFWD, H480 
- IVT, 50 k, frt 3pth & pto $249,900
- 50 k, IVT, frt 3pth & pto $250,500
- 50 k, IVT, H480 loader $250,900
- 50 k, IVT, H480 loader $249,900

- 741 loader 
- 2WD, 740SL loader 

- cab, MFWD, low hrs $75,900
- MFWD, 741 loader 
- AUTOQUAD, 746 loader $139,900

- IVT, frt hitch REDUCED
- 2 To Choose From 

LEASE 2003 CIH 2388
 $5,950 Semi-Annual 0 Down

V o l u m e  1 2 ,  n u m b e r  1 6   A u g u s t  3 ,  2 0 1 5
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long WAY 
From lA Crete
But country stars Brad and 
Curtis Rempel haven’t forgotten 
their farm roots » PG 32

rAnge  
WArs
Report on grazing leases  
ignites an old debate » PG 22

By Alexis Kienlen
AF STAFF

C rop producers will have to 
wait until after harvest to 
find out if there is any gov-

ernment drought assistance, says 
the president of the Grain Growers 
of Canada.

The question of additional farm 
aid was put to Oneil Carlier, the 
new NDP agriculture minister, 
when he attended an Alberta 
Wheat Commission directors’ 
meeting in Red Deer on July 21, 
said Gary Stanford, who is also a 
director with that organization.

“I asked him if there will be any 
form of funding for cattle and hay, 
and also for some areas that are so 
dry that crop insurance for grain 
farmers won’t really cover every-
thing,” said the Magrath-area pro-
ducer.

“He said that he will probably 
wait until after harvest is over and 
he gets the crop insurance infor-
mation back from the Agricultural 
Financial Services Corporation to 
see what the facts are. He’ll then 
find out which counties are in the 
worst shape.”

That same stance was taken 
by Federal Agriculture Minister 
Gerry Ritz at a national meeting of 
agriculture ministers held in mid-

no word on 
farm aid until 
after harvest
Livestock producers have 
a tax deferral option, but 
government waiting to 
see if crop insurance is 
adequate

see FARM AiD } page 6

By JenniFeR BlAiR
AF STAFF

Changes to farm safety 
regulations are expect-
ed soon — and that 

might not be a bad thing 
for Alberta farmers, says the 
president of the Alberta Fed-
eration of Agriculture.

“Workers’ compensation 
or private insurance really 
is a great risk management 
tool for farms nowadays,” 
said Lynn Jacobson. “That 
protection against litigation 
is one of the big selling fac-

tors for workers’ compensa-
tion.” 

Oneil Carlier, the new NDP 
agriculture minister, has 
vowed to extend workplace 
safety regulations to farm 
workers who aren’t currently 
covered by workers’ compen-
sation or Occupational Health 
and Safety regulations. 

Today, only around seven 
per cent of Alberta farm 
employers voluntarily carry 
workers’ compensation for 
their operations. But offering 
that protection — both for 
employers and employees — 
is one of the realities of farm-

ing today, said Jacobson, who 
farms near Enchant. 

“There’s getting to be more 
and more hired help on the 
farm and we’re employing 
more people,” he said. “It gives 
protection from litigation and 
other advantages, and if you 
don’t have it, there can be 
some serious consequences.”

And farm workers today 
“aren’t just interested in a pay-
cheque,” he said. 

“They’re starting to realize, 
‘If I get hurt on this job, where’s 
the protection for my family?’ 
When it comes down to it, a 
farm that has some type of 

protection for those people is 
going to have a lot easier time 
hiring people.” 

Cost and paperwork 
There are “some misconcep-
tions” about workers’ compen-
sation that have made Alberta 
farmers reluctant to offer cov-
erage to their workers, said 
Jacobson.

“Some people don’t like that 
administrative role and the 
paperwork that is associated 
with the program at this point 
in time,” he said.

Farm leaders say  
workers’ compensation 
coverage is a good thing
Mandatory enrolment could be announced this fall, but leaders  
say cost and paperwork won’t be onerous

see COVeRAGe } page 7

You don’t have to go far to find hazards on a farm, and that’s why new workplace safety regulations are inevitable, say farm 
leaders.  PHOTOS: COURTESY Canadian agRiCUlTURal SafETY aSSOCiaTiOn

AnitobAcooperAtor.c

extend the growing season

BY SEAN PRATT
SASKATOON NEWSROOM

Farm groups are excited that 
Canada has launched exploratory 
free trade agreement talks with 
China.

The Asian country accounted for 
$5.6 billion in Canadian agri-food 
exports last year, making it Cana-
da’s second largest market after the 
United States.

China buys one-third of Canada’s 
canola exports and is an important 
market for  soybeans,  pulses, 
wheat, barley, beef and pork.

A study commissioned by the 
Canola Council of Canada found 
that eliminating tariffs could 
increase exports of seed, oil and 
meal to China by up to $1.2 billion 
per year.

That would be the equivalent of 
shipping an extra 1.8 million 

tonnes of canola per year to that 
market, or 10 percent of annual 
production.

“We see incredible opportu-
nity  for  growth in China and 
part of that opportunity hinges 
upon better market access,” said 
Brian Innes, vice-president of 
government relations with the 
council.

SERVING WESTERN CANADIAN FARM  FAMILIES SINCE 1923   |   W W W . P R O D U C E R . C O M
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SEE TRADE TALKS, PAGE 5 »

Cold weather doesn’t stop calving but at -23C Brenda Stahl takes a minutes-old calf to the warmth of the barn at the Cayley Colony near 
Cayley, Alta., earlier this month. FOR MORE CALVING PHOTOS FROM THE CAYLEY COLONY, SEE PAGE 70.  |  MIKE STURK PHOTO

BABY’S FIRST SLED RIDE

BY BRIAN CROSS
SASKATOON NEWSROOM

More cops, more cameras or 
more common sense?

What’s the best way to fight crime 
in rural Saskatchewan?

Questions related to rural crime 
generated plenty of discussion dur-
ing the Saskatchewan Association 
of Rural Municipalities’ annual 
convention in Saskatoon last week, 
and some controversy as well.

SARM is one of the best barome-
ters of public sentiment in rural 
Saskatchewan.

At its annual convention March 
14-16, the organization welcomed 
more than 1,000 delegates — most-
ly elected reeves and councilors — 
from 296 RMs across the province.

And according to delegates 
attending the event, rural people 
are fed up with what they see as 
threats to their property and per-
sonal safety.

“For a lot of (rural people), I think 
it’s a concern about RCMP cover-
age itself,” said SARM president Ray 
Orb, when asked about delegates’ 
frustration.

“They don’t feel safe because 
there aren’t enough police out there 
to cover the whole province.…It’s 
(about having) the confidence that 
the RCMP are there and that when 
they’re called, they’ll be able to 
(show up) in a timely manner.

Added another delegate, who 
spoke on the condition of anonym-
ity: “Policing in rural Saskatche-
wan is inadequate and the crimi-
nals know it.… People in remote 
areas have had enough.” 

RURAL CRIME

Sask. 
farmers 
fight to 
protect 
property

SEE PROTECT PROPERTY, PAGE  4 »

TRADE

Canada, China explore trade talks
Eliminating tariffs could increase annual exports to China by $1.2 billion 

Souped-up tractor
A 1948 Ford 8N with a 100 
h.p. flathead V8 engine 
turns heads.  |  P. 38

What GM won’t do
Genetic modification 
doesn’t feed the world’s 
poor.  |  P. 30

PUTTING YOU IN CONTROL WITH LIQUID MUSCLE.
DuPont™ Travallas™ liquid herbicide delivers high-performance control on your toughest 
broadleaf weeds in spring wheat, durum wheat and spring barley.
Questions? Ask your retailer, call 1-800-667-3925 or visit travallas.dupont.ca

As with all crop protection products, read and follow label instructions carefully.  
Member of CropLife Canada. 

Unless indicated, trademarks with ®, ™ or SM are trademarks of DuPont or affi  liates.  © 2017 DuPont.

OCTOBER ISSUES:  Booking Deadline: Sept. 15th 
Oct. 5th Issue - Manitoba Co-operator 
Oct. 9th  Issue - Alberta Farmer Express
Oct. 12th Issue - Saskatchewan AgDealer      

PUBLICATION DISTRIBUTION
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MF 8780 -  $61,500$61,500 $48,750
NH CR9080 - 2010, 1031/790 HRS $269,900- 2010, 1031/790 HRS $269,900 $199,900
NH TR98 - 2218 HRS $69,900$69,900 $49,900
NH CX8080 -  $195,900$195,900 $169,900
MF 9790 -  $159,900$159,900 $99,900

JOHN DEERE HEADERS WAS NOW
JD 635D - Cross Auger $65,900$65,900 $57,500
JD 635D - Cross Auger $67,900$67,900 $58,900
JD 930 DRAPER - PU REEL $41,900$41,900 $29,900
(3) JD 930 DRAPER - PU REEL $41,900- PU REEL $41,900 $36,900
JD 936 DRAPER - PU REEL $44,900$44,900 $29,900

PREMIER M155 - 30ft, 2012 $153,900 $144,500
PREMIER M155 - 30ft, 2012 $155,900$155,900 $144,500
WESTWARD 9352 - 2002, 30ft $75,900- 2002, 30ft $75,900 $69,900
CIH 8820 - 25ft Rotosheears $29,900$29,900 $24,900

JOHN DEERE 2WD WAS NOW
JD 2550 - o/s MFWD, loader $23,500$23,500 $19,500
JD 2950 - 2WD, Cab, recent wo $25,900- 2WD, Cab, recent wo $25,900 $23,900
JD 4450 - 2WD, JD 725 SOLD
JD 4455 - MFWD, PST, JD 265 SOLD
JD 4960 - duals, MFWD, 3 PTH $71,900- duals, MFWD, 3 PTH $71,900 $64,900
JD 5075E - Cab, MFWD, H240 loader SOLD
JD 5075M - DEMO $58,900$58,900 $48,900

JD 8345R - 2 To Choose From 

JOHN DEERE 4WD
JD 9460R -  
JD 9430 - 3pth, PTO 
JD 9430 - PS 

OTHER TRACTORS
FENDT 930 - FRT Hitch 
CIH 7220 - MFWD, ldr 
CIH 2294 - 2WD, PST 
AGCO 6690 - MFWD, ldr 
MCCORMICK TTX230 

And the historic railway 
founded in 1881 is investing to 
move even more in the future, 
he said. “Make no bones about 
it, grain is king at CP,” he said.

“It is our life-bread. There is 
nothing we want to do more 
than move a lot of grain.

“I think we feel pretty good 
about our handling capacity… 
to move this new crop.”

CP Rail on page 7 »  

High tunnel production has potential to extend the Manitoba grower’s season, says MAFRD’s fruit crops specialist Anthony Mintenko. He and the provincial 
vegetable crop specialist are evaluating fruit and vegetable crops for high tunnel production at the AAFC site at Portage la Prairie.   PHOTO:

And the historic railway 
founded in 1881 is investing to 
move even more in the future, 
he said. “Make no bones about 
it, grain is king at CP,” he said.

“It is our life-bread. There is 
nothing we want to do more 
than move a lot of grain.

“I think we feel pretty good 
about our handling capacity… 
to move this new crop.”

see CP Rail
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND PROUD OF IT

- 2 To Choose From 

JOHN DEERE 4WD WAS NOW

- 3pth, PTO 

OTHER TRACTORS WAS NOW
- FRT Hitch 

- MFWD, ldr 
- 2WD, PST 

- MFWD, ldr 
MCCORMICK TTX230 - 2013 $119,900

That same stance was taken 
by Federal Agriculture Minister 
Gerry Ritz at a national meeting of 
agriculture ministers held in mid-

see FARM AiD } page 6

By JenniFeR BlAiR
tors for workers’ compensa-
tion.” 

ing today, said Jacobson, who 
farms near Enchant. 

protection for those people is 
going to have a lot easier time 

You don’t have to go far to find hazards on a farm, and that’s why new workplace safety regulations are inevitable, say farm 
leaders. PHOTOS: COURTESY Canadian agRiCUlTURal SafETY aSSOCiaTiOn

High tunnel production has potential to extend the Manitoba grower’s season, says MAFRD’s fruit crops specialist Anthony Mintenko. He and the provincial 
  PHOTO: LORRAINE STEVENSON

BY SEAN PRATT
SASKATOON NEWSROOM

Farm groups are excited that 
Canada has launched exploratory 
free trade agreement talks with 
China.

The Asian country accounted for 
$5.6 billion in Canadian agri-food 
exports last year, making it Cana-

China buys one-third of Canada’s 
canola exports and is an important 
market for  soybeans,  pulses, 
wheat, barley, beef and pork.

A study commissioned by the 
Canola Council of Canada found 
that eliminating tariffs could 
increase exports of seed, oil and 
meal to China by up to $1.2 billion 
per year.

tonnes of canola per year to that 
market, or 10 percent of annual 
production.

“We see incredible opportu-
nity  for  growth in China and 
part of that opportunity hinges 
upon better market access,” said 
Brian Innes, vice-president of 
government relations with the 
council.

Return undeliverable Canadian addresses to:
Box 2500, Stn. Main, 

Saskatoon, SK.  S7K 2C4
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frustration.
“They don’t feel safe because 

there aren’t enough police out there 
to cover the whole province.…It’s 
(about having) the confidence that 
the RCMP are there and that when 
they’re called, they’ll be able to 
(show up) in a timely manner.

Added another delegate, who 
spoke on the condition of anonym-
ity: “Policing in rural Saskatche-
wan is inadequate and the crimi-
nals know it.… People in remote 
areas have had enough.” 

Canada, China explore trade talks
Eliminating tariffs could increase annual exports to China by $1.2 billion 

Tiffiny Taylor
National Sales Representative
tiffiny.taylor@fbcpublishing.com
Phone: (204) 228-0842

SPACE & MATERIAL 
DEADLINE: 

Friday, September 15th

Mike Millar
National Sales Representative
mike.millar@fbcpublishing.com
Phone: (306) 251-0011

For details & 
rate information
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Saskatchewan may  
be a powerhouse  

in Canada, but it has less  
than 1.5 per cent of the 
world’s farmland



T
here are shelves full of 
books and articles on 
leadership, yet it can still 
be a struggle to apply 

their principles on our farms and to 
decide who leads and how.

Even so, today’s farmers must 
recognize that fewer than one third 
of family-owned businesses succeed 
to the next generation, and we must 
learn to be leaders in training our 
own successors.  

The family farm must be treated 
as a business. We need continuity, 
and we need to develop an interplay 
of knowledge across generations 
rather than comparing how we are 
different. We have to move beyond 
thinking “he doesn’t work like I used 
to,” or “when I was his age, I would 
do twice the work for less than half.”

Our young farmers are educated 
and eager to succeed. We must give 
them the chance to lead.

The most successful leaders on 
our farms are the ones who pos-
sess key traits that set them apart 
from others. They are collaborative 
and participatory. They mentor the 
next generation to succeed, and they 
build a strong team and have an atti-
tude of gratitude. They understand 
where they came from, what it took 
to get here, and that they want that 
legacy protected. 

Over this series of five columns, I 
will share with you my observations 
of how successful leaders use these 
skills to leave a lasting legacy because 
I am a firm believer that leadership is 
a skill that can be learned.

The first and arguably the most 
important skill is being collaborative 
and creating an environment where 
people feel comfortable sharing their 
own strategy and vision. 

In my day-to-day work with 
farm families, I hear the same things 
from owners about the next gen-
eration. They say they aren’t ready 
and don’t get the big picture, but 

that’s where we need to accept our 
responsibility to lead, taking time to 
transfer our knowledge, creating an 
environment where the next genera-
tion feels comfortable sharing their 
ideas with us. 

I worked with a family several 
years ago on transitioning the farm, 
and I always think of them because 
the leadership shown by the father 
was exemplary.

Already they want me to come 
back in 10 years and work with them 
on the following generation. 

An environment exists in this 
family where all ideas are shared. 
Importantly, each generation is con-
fident in speaking about the direc-
tion they have for the future of the 
farm because they work in a par-
ticipatory culture that is comfortable 
and encouraging.

When I first started working with 
this family, I was surprised right 
from my first phone call with the 
dad. He was so clear about what suc-
cession would look like. This is rare, 
and we usually have to help with that 
clarity. This man had not reached 60 
yet and during this first phone call 
he made it clear he didn’t plan on 
farming a day past 60 years old. 

This family had been the benefi-
ciaries of a successful business and 
continuity plan that had started two 
generations ago, where the father 
intentionally guided and mentored 
the next generation at a young age.  
For them, succession started in their 
20s and was completed by 30.  

Once I met the son, I understood 
how the dad could be so confident. 
They had the same vision and were 
on the same level with all business 
matters, field to financial. When I 
asked the son about the history of 
the farm, he began to explain how 
his dad gave him opportunities 
other dads wouldn’t out of fear of 
their child making a mistake. His 
dad would show him once, some-

times twice, and then say it was time 
for his son to try. 

He learned to read a calving cow’s 
signs at 10 years old, and would 
either decide to leave her or help her. 
By 14, he was the lead herdsman on 
this farm, doing the breeding, feeding 
and milking all on his own.  

That summer when Mom and 
Dad were away a tractor broke 
down. He told his dad they needed 
a new one and Dad said they just 
needed one that worked. The next 
day he took the time to explain the 
financials to his son. And the follow-
ing week, there was an auction sale 
and a used tractor was bought. He 
educated and then let his son lead. 

If we want to grow good lead-
ers for the future of our farms, then 
we need to consider how we mentor 
farmers today. We need to create an 
environment where they can gain 
confidence. We need to appreciate 
and be grateful for our children’s 
interest and ideas for the farm.

How do we make good lead-
ers? We believe in our children and 
provide them with opportunities to 
lead.   CG

Seeing eye to eye
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LEADERSHIP

Darrell Wade is a certified family 
enterprise adviser and a CAFA-certified 
farm adviser. He is the founder of Farm 
Life Financial Planning Group www.
farmlifefinancial.ca and can be reached 
directly at darrell@farmlifefinancial.ca.

By Darrell WaDe  /  FARM LIFE FINANCIAL PLANNING GROUP

Leadership  
signs of  
successful  
farmers
• Collaboration
• Empowerment
• Focus
• Integrity
• Intuition



By Lilian Schaer 
Farm and rural associations facing declining 
membership are fi nding it tough to recruit the 
next generation of leaders. For Ontario Soil 
and Crop Improvement Association (OSCIA), 
though, it’s the key to a healthy future – and 
attracting and keeping new members has 
been a focus for the past several years.

City girl Nicole Di Filippo certainly never 
imagined she’d fi nd herself as president 
of one local soil and crop improvement 
association and on the board of another. 

A 2013 University of Guelph environmental 
science graduate, her connection to farming 
began with a job at a bio-solids company that 
also happened to be a corporate supporter 
of functions and projects of the soil and crop 
organizations. 

“I didn’t have any career goals of being in 
agriculture at all; I joined for work and I didn’t 
even know if I wanted to go,” she explains. 
“But I went and now I’m a director for Brant 
and president at Halton – and the meetings 
are both fun and interesting, so it’s defi nitely 
something I want to stick with.” 

Paul Legge, part of a family crop and custom 
farming operation near Chesley, fi rst came 
to the local Bruce County association as a 
participant in the group’s summer mystery car 
tours where members visit local farms to learn 
about problems and solutions to agronomic 
challenges. 

“This was mainly why I became a member, 
to be able to go to this event, and then I 
started going to the annual general meeting 
in December,” he says, adding he also values 
the contacts and learning that come with 
membership. 

Paul was elected as a director, a position he’s 
now held for three years, and is currently 
also the association’s vice president. He will 
become president in December. 

“One of the main reasons I think it is 
important to be involved is to have a say in 

SPOTLIGHT ON 
CROP ADVANCES
Crop Advances is an annual report that 
summarizes applied research projects 
involving the OMAFRA Field Crop team, in partnership 
with commodity groups, industry and the OSCIA.
Go to the Research & Resources page at 
www.ontariosoilcrop.org

ONTARIO SOIL AND CROP IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION

www.ontariosoilcrop.org

Mission: Facilitate responsible economic management of soil, water, air and crops through development and communication of innovative farming practices

Attracting – and keeping – the next generation of leaders

the direction of the organization,” he says. “I 
also think it’s important to give back to the 
community and to my peers who invest their 
time in planning events I get to enjoy.”

Nicole is in her fi rst year as a director in the 
Brant association, but had previously spent 
three years on Halton’s association board 
before becoming its vice president and then 
president. 

A survey of Halton’s membership showed 
people value networking and social aspects, 
so Nicole and her peers work hard to combine 
those with educational benefi ts. That includes 
the annual general meeting, twilight and 
bus tours, speakers on topics like cover crops 
and road safety, and even a compost tour 
combined with a stop at a local brewery. 

Paul’s team in Bruce County is planning the 
organization’s fi rst bus trip, combining a 
social experience with the education that will 
come from visiting the University of Ohio’s 
island campus on Lake Erie to learn about 
algae blooms. 

As a farmer, Paul’s involvement has also 
benefi tted his farming business. It was 
through the organization that he learned 
about the various funding programs he could 
access, such as Great Lakes Agricultural 

Stewardship Initiative (GLASI) and Growing 
Forward 2. 

Nicole would like to attract more young 
people to the organization, especially those 
who don’t come from a farming background 
but may have an interest in the environment, 
farming or land use.

“I thought I would be an outcast not being a 
farmer but if I have a question or don’t know 
something, both groups are the fi rst people 
to jump in and say they want to teach me – 
that’s also what keeps me coming back,” she 
says. 

Attracting and keeping 
members
•  Find out what is important to your 

members and provide programming 
that meets those needs.

•  Keep events interesting by combining 
education with social time and 
networking.

•  Promote other benefi ts of membership 
– like funding programs for example.

•  Look for industries and sectors beyond 
farming that have connections to the 
environment or land use. 

Nicole Di Filippo Paul Legge



L
ong after you have returned from a conference, 
have you ever stumbled upon your notes, only 
to realize you never did anything with what you 
learned?

Worse, have you even had to admit that now, because 
so many months have slipped by and you’ve forgotten so 
much, you can’t remember why it was that you were so 
revved up at the time?

We’ve all been there, so, with another year’s meeting 
season coming fast, it’s time to look for some tried-and-
true conference strategies, because it doesn’t always have 
to end in futility. There really are ways to make confer-
ences and meetings a key source of inspiration and inno-
vation for your farm.

Besides, taking time away from your farm and paying 
conference and travel expenses is a substantial invest-
ment, so it makes sense to get full value by making the 
most of it.

To ensure you get the best return, Country Guide has 
asked several authorities to weigh in on the subject.

Let’s start with Raubi Perilli, a marketer in Tampa, 
Florida, (and granddaughter of a John Deere dealer) 
who says that even before you register for an event, you 
need to decide what your goals are. Ask yourself what 
you hope to gain by attending. What problem are you 
trying to solve? Who are the people you want to connect 
with?

Being keenly aware of your learning and networking 
goals will help you choose meetings that match your 
needs, Perilli says.

Then before you pack your bags, pore over the 
agenda and make note of which sessions you want to 
attend, noting the time and room assignments, says 
Perilli.

Too often, an event can pop up on your calendar and 
you rush to it without the proper preparation, she says. 
You’ll get more out of it more quickly and efficiently if 
you go with a plan.

Pat Katz, a human resources consultant in Saskatoon, 
emphasizes the importance of choosing events that will 
stretch you beyond your comfort zone.

“If you are entirely comfortable at a training event, 

and can predict what the presenter will say next, you’re 
in the wrong session,” she says. “Scan seminar advertise-
ments for clues to the level of difficulty. Key words like 
‘simple, basic, introductory, beginning’ signal that the 
material is geared to novices,” she says.

The format of the event is another important con-
sideration, continues Katz. She points out that if you’ve 
already attended several training sessions on a topic 
and you’re still struggling, then you may benefit from a 
different format. “If you have precise needs or specific 
questions about a topic, a one-on-one consultation may 
be more useful.”

Also, to get the most out of your investment when 
attending an event, put yourself in a position to focus 
on the day’s content, says Katz. Unplug from the farm 
as much as possible so you can get the full benefit of the 
event, which is what you’re paying for. Sit up front to get 
the best view of the proceedings. And if you’re attending 
with people you know, split up so you can make contact 
with new people and listen to fresh ideas. Then use ses-
sion breaks to make notes on how you can apply the 
information to your own operation.

Go prepared with paper and pen, laptop computer or 
tablet to take notes, says Katz. Surprisingly, many people 
arrive without these basic essentials, she says, adding 
that you should take notes even if a handout is provided. 
“Your own notes will help you recall important points 
that apply to you.”

There has been much debate over whether it’s better 
to take notes on paper versus electronically. There are 
many arguments in favour of using old-fashioned hand-
written notes. Research at Harvard completed in 2014 
showed that people had better recall of the information 
presented when they wrote their own notes compared 
to using a laptop computer. The researchers concluded 
that writing the notes by hand helps you to encode the 
information.

There was also more of a tendency when using a 
computer to write down everything the speaker said 
rather than just the salient points, which made the notes 
less useful.

There were other drawbacks for using a laptop too. 

Get more  
from conferences
Here’s how to profit more from 
the time and money you invest 
in your own training

life

By Helen lammers-Helps
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There are more distractions available on a 
laptop so you may be tempted to start reply-
ing to an email when you should be listen-
ing. And if the presentation contains a lot of 
symbols or diagrams, it is usually easier and 
faster to make handwritten notes, although 
some tablets do have this capability.

On the other hand, there are situations 
where using a laptop is advantageous. If 
your handwriting is poor, you may be better 
off using a laptop for note-taking, especially 
if you plan to share your notes with others. 
And with a laptop, you have captured the 
information in an electronic format so you 
will be able to access it more easily in future 
without risking misplacing your notes.

Personal preference and typing speed 
will also play a role. If you use the “hunt and 
peck” method on your keyboard, handwrit-
ten notes are likely the better option.

Daphne Gray-Grant, a writer and 
instructor in Vancouver, takes notes with her 
laptop computer after a stroke left her with 
poor handwriting. Besides readability, this 
allows her to store her conference notes digi-
tally using the Evernote software. This web-
based system has versions for both PCs and 
Macs and can be installed on mobile devices 
so you have remote access.

Gray-Grant says Evernote allows you to 
save anything — a web page, a document 
you’ve scanned, a Word document. The 
information can be saved in digital note-

books and with multiple tags so you can find 
it easily. Gray-Grant says she uses between 
three and six tags per item. 

The basic service is free and if you exceed 
the monthly upload limit of 60 MB it costs 
about $90 per year, she says.

Whatever method you choose, be sure 
to make note of items for further action as 
you go. This can be done on a separate page 
or as part of your general notes. One way to 
make sure these items stand out is to make a 
column on the right-hand side of your page 
or document where you note items for fol-
low up.

Then, when you get home, the key is not 
to let the knowledge you gained slip away, 
our experts agree.

Review your notes, Perilli says, and 
answer these key questions:
•  What was the biggest takeaway?
•  What did you learn that you need to imple-

ment right away?
•  What did you learn that you need to imple-

ment over time?
•  What did you discover that you want to 

learn more about?
Summarize the key points for others on 

the farm, adds Katz, who points out, “shar-
ing what you learned with others helps crys-
tallize the information.”

To ensure that what you’ve learned 
doesn’t get sidetracked, make an action plan 
with “check-in” dates on your calendar to 

make yourself accountable. “Put actionable 
items on your calendar, don’t just leave them 
in your notebook,” agrees Pirelli.

Pirelli also advises creating an action plan 
for items you want to explore further and dig 
deeper into. 

“Force it onto your schedule,” adds Gray-
Grant. “You need a mechanism to integrate 
the learning into your regular working life.”

As Katz says, “training both costs and 
makes money.” By following these simple 
strategies, your investment in training and 
professional development will more than 
pay for itself.

Also plan for the fact that, while the 
information you’ll glean at conferences and 
workshops can be valuable, so are the con-
tacts you make.

Reach out to them on social media using 
the event hashtag beforehand, and then con-
nect with them on Facebook or LinkedIn 
afterwards. Write notes on the back of busi-
ness cards so you’ll remember the signifi-
cance of the connection.

Even in this digital age, Perilli says busi-
ness cards are a useful networking tool for 
following up after the event.

Use the breaks and evenings to meet 
other conference participants, adds Perilli. 
Need an ice breaker to start a conversation? 
It’s simple, she says. Just ask: Who was your 
favourite speaker? Or, what’s been your 
favourite takeaway message?  CG
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Register today!

Seating is limited.

LISTEN, LEARN, NETWORK & GROW!

HILTON/FALLSVIEW, NIAGARA FALLS, OCTOBER 30 & 31, 2017

And prepare to be inspired. Acquire the life skills you need to reach your goals and  
live your life to your full potential. Network with women passionate about agriculture.  

Register today! Visit advancingwomenconference.ca or phone 403-686-8407.  
Come early and join the AWC Wine Tour on October 29!

If it weren’t for the messages from some of the leaders I connected with, I wouldn’t have this clear vision  
nor the motivation to go after it. I can’t thank you enough for that. – Jen C., Ontario, AWC Delegate
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R
estless leg syndrome is 
just what its name sug-
gests, an uncontrollable 
urge to move your legs, 

especially at night or late in the day.
Restless leg syndrome can also 

create unpleasant sensations in the 
legs, sometimes even deep within 
the legs.

These symptoms are most 
noticeable at rest, such as when you 
are in bed, which is why moving or 
stretching your legs seems to help. 

Also called Willis-Ekbom dis-
ease, restless leg syndrome tends to 
be under-recognized and under-
diagnosed, with many people 
attributing their symptoms to other 
conditions including generalized 
tiredness or a pulled muscle.

More older people are affected, 
with estimates as high as 15 per 
cent of the Canadian population 
having these symptoms. However, 
this is just a guess because so many 
people choose to cope with the 
symptoms on their own and don’t 
report them.

Women are affected twice as 
often as men, and in about 75 per 
cent of cases, there seems to be a 
family history of the syndrome.

Restless leg syndrome can be 
associated with other conditions, 
for example pregnancy, kidney dis-
ease, iron deficiency, Parkinson’s 
disease, diabetes nerve disease, 
rheumatoid arthritis, and Lyme 
disease.

It follows that treating the 
underlying condition is an effective 
strategy for lessening the symptoms 
of restless leg syndrome.

Nutrition does seem to have 
a role as well. In addition to iron 
deficiency, the lack of other miner-
als can be problematic, for example 
vitamin B12, folic acid, and mag-
nesium.

Supplementation, especially with 
iron, is often a first step. However, 
good overall health is considered 
the starting point.  

Treatment focuses on non-drug 
approaches. Because daytime tired-
ness is the most noticeable symp-
tom, the focus is on getting a good 
night’s sleep.

Good sleep habits include avoid-
ing caffeine, alcohol and nicotine. A 
hot or cold bath prior to bed may 
also be recommended.

Exercise, massage, and whirlpool 
baths may help reduce symptoms  
too and may improve your overall 
sleep.

In some instances a drug side-
effect may be the cause of a patient’s 
restless leg syndrome.

Some anti depressants like fluox-
etine, diphen hydramine, tricyclic 
drugs like amitriptyline, lithium, 
beta blockers, and even several acid 
reducers like omeprazole can cause 
symptoms of restless leg syndrome.

Reducing the dose or changing 
the drug may be possible.

Medications used to treat the 
symptoms work through the ner-
vous system and include pregaba-
lin, pramipexole, ropinirole, and the 
carbidopa/levodopa combination.

These drugs are actually indi-
cated for other conditions, but cli-
nicians have noticed that they may 
be effectve in improving restless leg 
symptoms.

Success rates vary, however, and 
once started you may not be able 
to stop these medications without 
your symptoms worsening.

Opioids such as acetamino-
phen with codeine alleviate the 
discomfort associated with rest-
less leg syndrome. However, they 
are best used for intermittent or 
breakthrough symptoms. Consti-
pation, sedation, and dependency 
are drawbacks with opioids.

Because restless leg syndrome 
can interfere with sleep and result 
in daytime drowsiness, it makes 
sense to get checked if you think 
you might be affected. 

You certainly don’t want to fall 
asleep while driving or in the mid-
dle of a task that requires your full 
attention!  CG

RESTLESS LEG SYNDROME — 
why is it under-recognized?
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NExt IssUE
You may have heard in the news about the Canadian Medical Association recommendations regarding the use of opioids 
in chronic, non-cancer pain. Next issue, we’ll try to demystify these recommendations and look at some strategies in 
dealing with chronic pain.

Marie Berry is a lawyer/pharmacist 
interested in health and education.

If you’re among 
the 15 per cent 
of Canadians 
who experience 
restless leg 
syndrome, do get 
checked out
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T
he Hansons were nearly 
finished harvest by early 
September.

“Haven’t been done 
this early in years,” Dale said to his 
wife Donna while they finished their 
toast.

“It’s faster when there’s not as 
much to bring in,” Donna replied, 
finishing her coffee and getting up 
to put their breakfast dishes in the 
dishwasher.

“You’ve got that right,” Dale said. 
The crops had looked healthy 

through the spring, but as the sum-
mer sun beat down, day after dusty 
day, and as any rain cloud they spot-
ted just circled around and passed 
them by, everything suffered. One 
afternoon in late July, Dale swore 
he’d watched the spring wheat crop 
turn white right before his eyes while 
he drank a beer on the deck.

“How did we go from full-on 
flood to drought in six years?” Dale’s 
son Jeff had asked the evening before 
while they were putting the combine 
in the shed. “What happened to ‘aver-
age’?”

Mark, who’d been working for 
the Hansons for over a year had an 
answer. “My new girlfriend has a 
theory… ” he started.

But Jeff had heard Mark’s new 
girlfriend’s theories before, and the 
low-yielding canola field he’d been in 
all day hadn’t left him in any mood 
to hear another. “If you’re even 
thinking of saying ‘climate change’ 
I’ll string you up from the yard light.”

“I’ll go empty the truck,” Mark 
said, making a quick exit.

“Not sure we need both of these 
combines,” Jeff admitted. “This sec-
ond one might’ve been a mistake.” 

“Hard to know,” Dale said. He’d 
never been sure a second combine 
was a good idea, and with this year’s 
light crop, they definitely didn’t 
need it. He was doing his best not 
to let Jeff see how worried he was 
about how the farm could make 
payments on two combines, espe-
cially with this year’s crop, and with 
interest rates on the rise.

“At least you didn’t pay extra to 
put tracks on it,” Dale added, trying 
to lighten the mood.

“Ha. Yeah,” Jeff said. “But who 
knows anymore. Maybe we’ll have a 
record snowfall.”

But this morning, for a change, 
Dale had something else to worry 
about besides the farm: his father. 

Ed hadn’t been feeling well for 
a few weeks. Never mind running 
machinery or even running errands 
like he’d done last year, for the last 
three days running Ed hadn’t even 
left his condo to drive out to the 
farm. Ed didn’t say anything about 
his health when Dale called, but if 
Ed was missing out on harvest, Ed 
was not well. 

“Wonder if Dad’ll make it out to 
the farm today,” Dale called to the 
kitchen, where Donna was pouring 
the last of the coffee into two go-
cups.

“At least we don’t really need an 
extra person with this crop,” Donna 
called back.

“True,” Dale said. “It’s a good year 
to be a trucker.” 

For most of the week, with 
Donna and Jeff ’s wife Elaine run-
ning the Hansons’ two combines, 
Dale, Jeff and Mark had taken 
turns stretching out on the seat 
of the grain truck, napping in the 
heat and waiting for a combine to 
be full enough to bother dumping. 
On Thursday, Dale had acciden-
tally fallen asleep with his phone 
on “silent” mode, and Elaine had 
had to stop her combine for 15 
minutes while she waited for a 
truck.

Today, Dale was careful to keep 
his phone ringer on, and by late after-
noon everything was going as well 
as could be expected when Ed’s wife 
Helen drove out from town with sup-
per for everyone. 

“You go ahead and eat first,” Dale 
said to Donna over their cell phones. 
“I’ll run the combine while you take 
a break.”

Donna climbed into the passenger 
seat of Helen’s SUV while Dale took 
over the cab.

It took Dale a few minutes to 
find his bearings, and it occurred to 
him that this was the first time he’d 
been in a combine all season. “How 
many years has it been since I wasn’t 
in the combine?” he wondered. 
Before long he had the GPS run-
ning like clockwork, he’d adjusted 

the monitor to his preferred view 
of the yield maps and he’d turned 
down the air conditioning. Then he 
reached up to switch on the radio. 
And heard a clunk. 

Dale looked down at the feeder 
house just in time to see a large grey 
rock making its way into the com-
bine.

Trying to stop the feeder, Dale 
searched the controls for one disas-
trous second too long, and a rumble 
of horrifying thunking and bang-
ing noises thundered through the 
whole machine. Dale turned off the 
engine and the combine shuddered 
to a stop.

The family looks  
to pull through
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Continued on page 66

Success. Failure… it doesn’t 
matter how much experience you 

have, or even how hard you work.”

Dale acknowledged it: “This hasn’t been 
the year I expected.”



Reflections    
by Rod AndRews   

retired AnglicAn bishop

I 
pour some salt onto a plate and rub a radish into it. The bit-
terness teases my taste buds. My mind floats to the modern 
hymn, “You are the salt of the earth, O people, salt for the 
kingdom of God!”

Why did Jesus say we are salt? Salt is a combination of two poi-
sons, sodium and chlorine. Together these elements provide one of 
the purest products in our food cabinets. 

My spouse Jacqueline and I spent much of April surrounded by 
salt water. We boarded a cruise ship in Florida and sailed southwest 
in the Caribbean Sea. It seemed we were the only vessel on the ocean 
as our ship plodded toward the Panama Canal.

I am fascinated by the huge expanse of the ocean. From the 
upper decks of the ship the horizon is 14 miles away with water in 
every direction. Samuel Taylor Coleridge wrote the poem The Rime 
of the Ancient Mariner in 1834. “Water, water everywhere (and not) 
a drop to drink.”

An average gallon of sea water contains a quarter pound of salt. 
Scientists have calculated that the oceans of the world would yield 
enough salt to build a wall 180 miles high and one mile thick. The 
wall would be long enough to reach around the world at the equator.

The area surrounding the entrance to the Panama Canal resembles 
a huge parking lot for ships and yachts. The wait to transit the canal, 
and the high fee for usage, is worthwhile. I recall my geography 
teacher showing how the canal eliminated a long voyage around the 
tip of South America. 

It took all day for the ship to pass through the canal. The first 
locks allow access to an inland lake. The ships follow a winding path 
between small islands. In mid-afternoon our ship follows tankers and 
cargo ships in a narrow one-way passage through the “Culebra Cut.” 
Small mountains and large ships make good photos.  

The canal, completed after several failed attempts and the loss of 
many lives, fulfilled dreams of linking the oceans. Mountains were 
moved, the land bridge between the North and South American con-
tinents was severed, and a man-made lake was created.

Each time a ship passes through the canal, 52 million gallons of 
fresh water is discharged from the locks into the ocean. This water, 
enough to supply a small city for a day, comes from jungle rivers. 

I wonder what Jesus was doing when he said “You are the salt of 
the earth?” Perhaps he was watching fishermen at the Sea of Galilee 
preserve their catch. A layer of salt. Then a layer of fish. Salt is a pre-
servative. It flavours our food. It is necessary for life. 

Salt loses its flavour if left for a long time. Salt mixed with dirt 
is useless. In Roman times waste salt was dumped on roadbeds 
used by chariots and wagons. This explains the comment by Jesus 
that salt with no flavour is only good to be tossed on the road and 
trampled on.

At a school reunion in June I shared stories with former school-
mates. We did not discuss what we learned in math, English or chem-
istry classes in Delburne, Alta. The stories were about our teachers and 
the influence they had on us. They were talented people who shared 
wisdom, depth and a desire to learn with their students. They were 
“salt of the earth” people. 

For “salt of the earth” people, the ordinary becomes extraor-
dinary, the mundane becomes miraculous, and the impossible 
becomes possible.

Suggested Scripture: Psalm 27, Matthew 5:13-16
Rod Andrews is a retired Anglican bishop. He lives in Saskatoon.
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He phoned Jeff. “Son,” he said. “I think we’re all 
going to be happy you bought that second com-
bine.”

Jeff rushed straight to the field, and it didn’t take 
the two of them long to realize that this problem was 
too big to be dealt with in the field. Dale climbed back 
into the cab, turned the key and drove the limping 
combine home for repairs.

Back at the shop, the problem looked even worse. 
Dale started to feel dizzy just looking at it. Then he 
remembered he hadn’t eaten supper, and went home 
to have a quick bite. 

Donna was sitting out on the front step. 
“Sorry,” Dale said, sitting down beside her. “I guess 

I left you out in the field.”
“Don’t worry,” she said, handing him a Tupperware 

container. “Helen drove me home, and she left this for 
you. That woman is a saint, putting up with your dad, 
and all the rest of us. What happened?”

“Rock,” Dale said, opening the Tupperware and 
looking into the plastic compartments. 

“What’s this?” he asked.
Donna smiled. “Helen made your mom’s raisin 

spice cake,” she said. “She’s trying to get your dad to 
eat, so she dug some of Jean’s old recipe books out of 
the closet so she could make his favourites. Helen said 
your mom wrote ‘Dale’s favourite’ in a book next to 
this cake recipe.”

“That’s nice,” Dale said, tucking into his beef-on-
a-bun, his mind still in the field. 

“I don’t know how the hell I didn’t see a rock that 
size in a crop this thin,” Dale said. “I must be getting 
old. It could be a week before we get that machine 
running. I don’t even want to know how many parts 
we’re going to need.”

“Good thing I was on my lunch break,” Donna 
said.

Dale snorted. 
“The thing is, just yesterday I almost told Jeff he 

shouldn’t’ve bought that second combine. Now we’d 
never finish harvest without it.”

Donna put her hand on Dale’s knee and he kept 
talking. “Success. Failure. It doesn’t matter how 
much experience you have or even how hard you 
work. In the end it always just seems to come down 
to luck.”

Dale shook his head and looked around the yard, 
taking in the brown, dead grass and the wilting flow-
ers that Donna was doing her best to keep alive.

“This hasn’t been the year I expected,” Dale said.
“They never are,” Donna said.
“You’re right about that,” Dale said, pulling more 

food out of the Tupperware. Then he looked down 
and his face lit up. “Hey! Mom’s raisin cake!”  CG

Leeann Minogue is the editor of Grainews, a playwright and part of 
a family grain farm in southeastern Saskatchewan.
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Leading the way in climate change

The CFGA is set to launch itself into a 
climate change leadership role within 
Canadian agriculture. It is doing so with the 
assistance of $656,000 from the $27 million 
Agricultural Greenhouse Gases Program 
(AGGP), which covers four priority areas 
of research: livestock systems, cropping 
systems, agricultural water use e�  ciency 
and agro-forestry. 

The purpose of the AGGP is to help the 
Canadian farming sector become a 
world leader in the development and 
use of clean and sustainable agricultural 
technologies and practices. It will also help 
farmers increase their understanding of 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.

CFGA PROJECT
The research project led by the CFGA will 
work with farmers to leverage scienti� c 
research in forage management practices 
and seed genetic advancements to 
improve carbon sequestration in forage 
and grasslands across climate conditions 
in Canada. Its main goal is to demonstrate 
to farmers the carbon sequestration (sink) 
potential of their farmlands.

“Producers know forages are valuable at 
capturing carbon,” says CFGA Chairman 
Ray Robertson. “However, until now, there 
was no way to quantify the full value of the 
ecological goods and services provided 
by the grasslands sector. Nor was there 
a way to quantify the economic value 
of the contributions made by individual 
landowners who increase soil carbon 
storage with their adoption of bene� cial 
management practices and the use of new, 
high performance forage genetics. This 
project will change that.”

By Trudy Kelly Forsythe

PROJECT PHASES
The � rst phase of the CFGA project, which is 
being led by Josh Lamont, is to develop an 
approved greenhouse gas quanti� cation 
protocol for high performance forage 
management systems in Canada.

“The protocol will be � exible enough 
to incorporate all climate zones in 
Canada where forages can be reasonably 
produced,” says CFGA Executive Director 
Cedric MacLeod. “This will expand 
and complement the existing work by 
Canadian researchers related to best 
management practices, forage and soil 
sequestration potential, both at the 
university research level and through 
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada.”

The second phase is to � eld test 
the approved protocol with forage 
producers across Canada. MacLeod says 
the test phase will gauge sector-wide 
opportunities for enhancing carbon 
sequestration and the potential to 
create carbon o� set credits for Canadian 

grassland managers. Outstanding gaps 
will be identi� ed, as well as challenges 
in protocol implementation and record 
management.

COAST-TO-COAST
In total, the AGGP is supporting 20 new 
research projects from coast-to-coast, 
from the University of British Columbia to 
collaborative research with conservation 
groups in New Brunswick and Prince 
Edward Island. They range in scope from 
studying GHG emissions from blueberry, 
potato and forage crops in B.C. to planting 
willow trees in areas irrigated by rivers 
in the Atlantic as a means to sequester 
carbon.

“Investing in science and research now, 
at institutions like the Canadian Forage 
and Grassland Association, will ensure 
that Canada’s agriculture sector remains 
innovative and sustainable for generations 
of farmers to come,” said Matt DeCourcey, 
Member of Parliament for Fredericton at 
the CFGA’s project launch.

MP Matt DeCourcey (Fredericton) and CFGA Executive Director Cedric MacLeod discuss 
details of the $656,000 carbon sequestration project announced in April.
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THREE WAYS TO LOSE YOUR NITROGEN.

ONE REMARKABLE 
WAY TO KEEP IT.

More than half of your unstabilized nitrogen can vanish due to ammonia volatilization, 

denitrification and nitrate leaching. Secure your nitrogen investment and your yield potential 

with AGROTAIN® PLUS nitrogen stabilizer. This patented technology contains the premier 

urease inhibitor plus a proven nitrification inhibitor, making it the only product for use in UAN 

or liquid manure with two proven inhibitors that protect against all three forms of nitrogen 

loss. Ask your retailer if AGROTAIN® PLUS nitrogen stabilizer is the right fit for your operation.

AGROTAIN® and the AGROTAIN logo are trademarks of Koch Agronomic 
Services, LLC and the Koch and the Koch logo are trademarks of Koch 
Industries, Inc.  ©2017 Koch Agronomic Services, LLC.
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